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MMEDIA 2015

Foreword

The Seventh International Conferences on Advances in Multimedia (MMEDIA 2015), held
between 19th-24th, 2015 in Barcelona, Spain,, was an international forum for researchers, students, and
professionals where to present recent research results on advances in multimedia, and mobile and
ubiquitous multimedia. MMEDIA 2015 brought together experts from both academia and industry for
the exchange of ideas and discussion on future challenges in multimedia fundamentals, mobile and
ubiquitous multimedia, multimedia ontology, multimedia user-centered perception, multimedia services
and applications, and mobile multimedia.

The rapid growth of information on the Web, its ubiquity and pervasiveness, makes the www
the biggest repository. While the volume of information may be useful, it creates new challenges for
information retrieval, identification, understanding, selection, etc. Investigating new forms of platforms,
tools, principles offered by Semantic Web opens another door to enable human programs, or agents, to
understand what records are about, and allows integration between domain-dependent and media-
dependent knowledge. Multimedia information has always been part of the Semantic Web paradigm,
but it requires substantial effort to integrate both.

The new technological achievements in terms of speed and the quality expanded and created a
variety of multimedia services such as voice, email, short messages, Internet access, m-commerce,
mobile video conferencing, streaming video and audio.

Large and specialized databases together with these technological achievements have brought
true mobile multimedia experiences to mobile customers. Multimedia implies adoption of new
technologies and challenges to operators and infrastructure builders in terms of ensuring fast and
reliable services for improving the quality of web information retrieval.

Huge amounts of multimedia data are increasingly available. The knowledge of spatial and/or
temporal phenomena becomes critical for many applications, which requires techniques for the
processing, analysis, search, mining, and management of multimedia data.

We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the MMEDIA 2015 Technical
Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a high quality conference
program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the authors
who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to MMEDIA 2015. We truly believe that,
thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality contributions.

Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the MMEDIA 2015 organizing
committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional meeting a
success.

We hope that MMEDIA 2015 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and
results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the field of multimedia.

We also hope Barcelona provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone
saved some time for exploring this beautiful city.

MMEDIA 2015 Advisory Committee:

Dumitru Dan Burdescu, University of Craiova, Romania
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Blind Tamper Detection to Copy Move Image Forgery using SURF and MSER 

Kelsey Ramirez-Gutierrez, Mariko Nakano-Miyatake, Gabriel Sanchez-Perez, Hector Perez-Meana 
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Mexico, City, Mexico 

hmperezm@ipn.mx 

Abstract— The sharing of digital images has become a 

common practice in our daily life, with the risk that these 

images can be accessed and easily modified by malicious people 

with the intention of causing moral or economic damage; or 

even to incriminate innocent people in legal issues.  This paper 

proposes an algorithm to authenticate digital images by means 

of blind tampering detection against one of the principal 

manipulations that an image is put through, i.e. the Copy-Move 

which intends to erase or replicate a part of the image. The 

development and evaluation results of this proposal are 

presented in this paper. 

Keywords-Tamper detection; SURF; MSER; copy-move 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, a huge amount of digital images, with or 

without commercial value, are easily shared among the 

general public via Internet or stored using any of the several 

available digital formats. Such images, which include 

private pictures or confidential images, have in general high 

quality and can be easily manipulated using computational 

tools such as: Photoshop®, Corel Paint Shop®, etc.  Such 

kind of malicious attacks can be divided in copy-move and 

cut-and paste attacks.  The copy-move is one of the most 

studied forgery techniques which consist in copying a 

portion of an arbitrary size and shape of a given image and 

pasting it in another location of the same image.  Clearly, 

this technique is useful when the forger wants either to hide 

or duplicate something that is already present in the original 

image [1][2].  On the other hand, in the cut-and-paste attack 

or splicing, the attacker firstly chooses a region of a given 

image and pastes it into a second one, usually to alter its 

content and meaning.  Splicing is probably more common 

than the copy-move attack, because it is far more flexible 

and allows the creation of images with a very different 

content with respect to the original image [2]. 

The image authentication has been a topic of active 

research during the last several years, because the tampered 

images may cause moral or economic damages to the 

persons related to the maliciously modified images, giving 

as a result the publication of several image authentication 

techniques, which can be broadly classified into two types: 

active and passive image authentication methods.  The main 

difference among them is that in the active methods some 

useful information is extracted from the image to be 

authenticated and embedded in it or stored separately.  This 

information is then used during the authentication process.  

On the other hand, in the passive methods, also called 

forensic methods, the authentication must be carried out 

without previous information about the processing that the 

image to be authenticated had passed through [1][2]. 

The active methods can be classified into two categories: 

the watermarking-based and the image hashing-based 

schemes, both of them with advantages as well as some 

drawbacks.  The watermarking-based techniques embed an 

imperceptible signal into the image to be authenticated to 

create a watermarked image.  The embedded signal can be a 

random signal or a signal derived from the image to be 

authenticated. During the authentication process, the 

watermark is extracted from the watermarked image to be 

used for authentication purpose [3] or even to restore the 

tampered image.  Several high performance methods for 

embedding information into digital images have appeared in 

the literature [3][4][5].  These methods perform fairly well 

and in several cases have the ability to restore the tampered 

regions [3]. However, if the parameters are not properly 

chosen some distortion may be introduced in the image to be 

protected [3].  On the other hand, the image hashing-based 

techniques, or multimedia fingerprinting, take out a set of 

robust features from the image to be authenticated to create 

a compact code, called perceptual hashing code, which is 

stored or transmitted separately.  During the authentication 

process, employing the same method, an authentication code 

is extracted from the suspicious image, which is then 

compared with the stored code and if the difference between 

both codes is smaller than a given threshold the suspicious 

image is considered as authentic; otherwise it is determined 

as a tampered image.  It is necessary to point out that the 

perceptual hashing technique is different from the 

cryptographic hashing since in the last one, any change in 

the image to be authenticated, even if it is perceptually 

similar to the original one, produces a quite different hash 

value [6]; while the perceptual hashing technique has the 

capacity of discriminating between malicious attacks and 

distortions resulting for standard image processing tools.  

Because these methods have proved to be very efficient, 

several image hashing algorithms [6][7][8] have been 

suggested.  These methods do not distort the image, 

although the authentication code must be stored or 

transmitted separately.  

1Copyright (c) IARIA, 2015.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-400-8
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In many practical situations the investigators have only 

the image under analysis, such that passive image 

authentication schemes are required, which carry out the 

authentication process analyzing the processing artifacts to 

infer the potential alterations introduced during the image 

generation process [1].  This paper analyzes image 

authentication schemes to deal with images tampered using 

the copy-move scheme.  This tampering method creates a 

forged image by copying a certain portion of an image and 

moving it to another part of the same image.  [1].   The main 

characteristic of this kind of tampered images is that, 

because the duplicated region is picked from the image 

itself, the noise components, texture and color patterns are 

compatible with the rest of the image.  This fact makes it not 

easy to detect this kind of forgeries.   

The authentication of this kind of tampered images has 

many important practical applications giving as a result the 

proposal of several authentication algorithms during the last 

several years.  Among them, there is the feature matched 

technique proposed by Pan and Lyu [10], which employs 

local statistics features together with a verification step 

which tries to find duplicated regions using normalized 

correlations maps and thresholding.  The main weakness of 

this method is its lack of accuracy [10].  Jaberi et al. [11] 

proposed a copy-move detection method in which firstly the 

Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [12][13] is used to 

extract the key points, then the affine transform of a region 

around each key point is estimated and finally, to reduce the 

false detection, the Dense Mirror Invariant Feature 

Transform (MIFT) is estimated [11].  This scheme performs 

fairly well although it does not work well if the duplicated 

region corresponds to a flat surface where not key points are 

located.  Kumar et al. [14] propose an image authentication 

scheme in which the image under analysis is divided in 

overlapping sub blocks which are then transformed to the 

frequency domain using the Discrete Cosine Transform 

(DCT), keeping only the lowest frequency components.  

These components are then ordered in a lexicographic way 

to carry out the evaluation of each sub block.  This scheme 

performs well when the duplicated regions do not presents 

scaling or rotational distortions.  A similar approach was 

also proposed by Fridrich [15] which presents the same 

advantages and disadvantages.  Popescu [16] proposes to 

replace the DCT by a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

to reduce the dimensionality of features vector.  However 

this method lacks of robustness against even small rotations 

of the copy moved regions.  Several other methods have 

been proposed, some of them based on intensity method, 

which assume that the image may be under any JPEG, 

rotation or scaling operations [17].    To solve some of the 

problems still present in the image authentication algorithms 

describe above, this paper proposes an algorithm that allows 

the authentication of digital images that have gone under 

copy-move tampering attacks.  Evaluation results show that 

the proposed scheme performs fairly well when it is required 

to authenticate tampered images, even when the duplicated 

region has been rotated and scaled.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.  Section II 

provides a detailed description of proposed algorithm.  In 

Section III the evaluation results using the CASIA database 

[21] are given.  Finally Section IV provides the conclusions 

of the paper. 

 

 
Figure 1 Proposed image authentication system 

II. PROPOSED IMAGE AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM 

The proposed image authentication system is shown in 

Fig. 1.  Here the image under analysis is converted to a gray 

scale image and divided in 16 blocks.  Next, the magnitude 

of the bi-dimensional Fast Fourier Transform (2D-FFT) 

[18], the Discrete Radon Transform (DRT) [7][9] and 2D-

DCT [18] of each block are estimated.  The main idea 

behind the proposed schema is to take advantage of the 

translation invariance property of the 2D-FFT, the rotation 

and scaling properties of the DRT and the compression 

capability of the DCT.  Next, the cross correlation between 

the 16 blocks in each domain is calculated and the block 

index with the higher correlation values greater than a given 

threshold, are kept to form a matrix of 3×16 elements.  Here, 

the threshold is given by the highest correlation value 

between the 16 blocks.  At the end of this process a matrix 

2Copyright (c) IARIA, 2015.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-400-8
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of 3×16 elements is obtained containing the possibly 

tampered blocks. The second part of the authentication 

process can be more easily explained with the example 

shown in Fig. 2.  Here, we look for a block which can be 

found as tampered by at least two of the three frequency 

transformations applied and that also correspond to the 

block that is being compared to.  

 

 
Figure 2.  Block identified as tampered by each transform. 

 
 

Figure 3. (a) Original image, (b) tampered image, (c) matched points in 
blocks 7 and 9. 

 

For example, block 2 is highly related with block 6, 

according to Radon and 2D-DCT transforms.  In a similar 

form block 6 appears to be related with block 2.  Thus, 

blocks 2 and 6 are the first blocks to be compare using a 

SURF detector [19].  After this evaluation, if at least one 

matched point is found the block is considered as tampered; 

otherwise the block is labeled as untampered. The system 

continues analyzing the next block that is found to be related 

with other block according to at least two transformations.  

For example, block 4 is related with block 15.  Again, 

blocks 4 and 15 are compared among them using the SURF 

(Speeded Up Robust features) [19] and Maximally Stable 

Extremal Regions, (MSER) [20]; and labeled as tamper or 

untampered depending if there are matched points or not 

inside them.  This process continues until all blocks of the 

image related among them according to at least two 

transforms are labeled as tampered or untampered.  Next, if 

after all blocks are analyzed the decision is that all of them 

are untampered, the blocks related with other block 

according to only one transform are analyzed.  For example 

block 4 is related with the block 13 according with the 2D-

FFT and block 9 and with block 7.  After applying the 

SURF [19] and MSER [20], it was found that in block 9 and 

block 7 at least one matched point is found, as shown on 

Fig. 3 and then the system decides that the image was 

tampered.  This process can be repeated in each one of the 

16 regions for a more accurate evaluation to detect region 

duplications inside each sub-block.  This fact reduces the 

computational complexity avoiding the use of overlapping 

blocks.  Next subsections describe each stage of proposed 

system. 

A. 2D- Discrete Fourier Transform 

The bi-dimensional Discrete Fourier Transform (2D-

DFT) has found a large amount of applications in several 

fields, because it and its inverse allow analyzing the 

frequency spectral characteristics of images [18].  The 2D- 

DFT pair is given by 
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Some general statements can be made about the 

relationship between the frequency components of the 

Fourier transform and spatial features of an image. For 

instance, because the frequency is directly related to the 

spatial changes rate, it is not difficult intuitively to associate 

frequencies in the 2D-DFT with intensity variations patterns 

in an image, because the low frequencies correspond to the 

slowly varying intensity components of an image and the 

higher frequency components correspond to the faster 

intensity changes in the image [18].  Other important feature 

is the fact that the magnitude of the 2D-DFT is translation 

invariant, i.e. 
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B. Radon Transform 

The Radon Transform [7] is used in this proposal 

because it is robust against rotation, scaling and translation.  

The Radon transform for a set of parameters (, ) is the line 

integral through the image f(x,y), where the line 

corresponding to the value of (,) is given by (4)   
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where () is the Dirac delta function which is equal to one 

when =0 and zero for all other arguments [7][9].  The 

definition of the Radon transform forces the summation of 

f(m,n) along the line mcosnsin and consequently the 

value g(,) for any (,) is the sum of the value of f(m,n) 

along this line [7].  The Radon transform has the following 

useful properties for the affine transformations of an image 

[7][9]. 

1. The translation of an image by (xo,yo) causes the Radon 

transform to be translated in the direction of s 
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2. Scaling (retaining aspect ratio) of an image by a factor 
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3. Rotation of an image by an angle  causes the Radon 

transform to be shifted by the same amount 
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C. 2D-Discrete Cosine Transform 

 The 2D Discrete Cosine Transform is widely used in 

image compression applications, because it is able to 

represent a given image with a reduced number of 

coefficients, besides that the DCT of a real a valued signal is 

also real valued.  The general equation of a 2D-DCTof an 

image of N×M pixels, f(m,n), is given by [18] 
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D. SURF Detector 

 The SURF [19] employs integral images and efficient 

scale space construction to generate key points and 

descriptors very efficiently.  SURF uses two stages namely 

key point detection and key point description.  The detector 

is based on the Hessian matrix with the Laplacian-based 

detector. It relies on integral images to reduce the 

computation time and therefore call it the “Fast-Hessian” 

detector. The descriptor, on the other hand, describes a 

distribution of Haar-wavelet responses within the interest 

point neighborhood.  In the first stage, integral images allow 

the fast computation of approximate Laplacian of Gaussian 

images using a box filter. The computational cost of 

applying the box filter is independent of the size of the filter 

because of the integral image representation. The 

determinants of the Hessian matrix are then used to detect 

the key points, because of its good performance in 

computation time and accuracy. It relies on the determinant 

of the Hessian for both location and the scale. Given a point 

p=(x,y) in an image I(x,y), the Hessian matrix section H(x,) 

in p at scale  is defined as follows 
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where Lxx(p,), Lxy(p,), Lyx(p,), Lyy(p,) are the 

convolution of the Gaussian second order derivative with 

respect to x and y, respectively, with the image I(x,y) in the 

point p [19].  The SURF builds its scale space by keeping 

the same image size while varying only the filter size. In the 

final stage, to each detected key point is firstly assigned a 

reproducible orientation. For orientation, the Haar wavelet 

responses in x and y directions are calculated for a set of 

pixels within a radius of 6 where  refers to the detected 

key point scale. The SURF descriptor is then computed by 

constructing a square window centered on the key point and 

oriented along the orientation obtained before. This window 

is divided into 4 x 4 regular sub-regions and Haar wavelets 

of size 2 are calculated within each sub-region.  Each sub-

region contributes 4 values thus resulting in 64D descriptor 

vectors which are then normalized to unit length. The 

resulting SURF descriptor is invariant to rotation, scale and 

contrast; besides that it is also partially invariant to some 

other transformations [19]. 

E. MSER Detector 

 The Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER), 

proposed by Matas et al. [20], estimates a set of 

distinguished regions that are detected in a gray scale image 

and defined by an extremal property of the intensity function 
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in the region and on its outer boundary. The MSER has 

properties that allow it to achieve a superior performance as 

stable local detector compared with other local point 

detectors.  Two of the main properties of the set of MSER 

are that it is closed under continuous geometric 

transformations and invariant to affine intensity changes.  

Furthermore the MSER regions are detected at different 

scales. Some other important properties of the MSER 

detector are: 

a) Invariance to affine transformation of image intensities.  

b) Covariance to adjacency preserving (continuous) 

transformation T: D on the image matched point domain. 

c) Stability of the detected regions which means that only 

the regions whose support is nearly the same over a 

range of thresholds is selected.  

d) Multi-scale detection without any smoothing involved, 

thus both fine and large structure is detected.   

The set of all extremal regions that can be enumerated in 

worst-case is of O(n), where n is the number of pixels in the 

image. 

 

 

Figure 4. Performance of proposed   scheme (a) Original image, (b) 
tampered image and c) matched points. 

III. EVALUATION RESULTS 

 To evaluate the proposed images authentication system, 

the CASIA Image Tampering Detection Evaluation 

Database [21] was used, which consists of 102 Images. To 

obtain a correct operation, the parameters of proposed 

system are set as follows: The threshold value used to 

determine if two blocks in each transformation domain are 

similar using the cross correlation among them is the mean 

value of the highest correlation among the 16 blocks.  For 

the Radon Transform the projection of the image intensity 

along the 180 angles equally spaced in the interval  

 0  are analyzed. For the SURF detector the number 

of octaves is set equal to 3, which will give a filter size of 

27x27.  Finally for the MSER detector the step size between 

intensity threshold levels is set equal to 0.8.  

 Table I shows the detection performance of proposed 

system when it is required to evaluate both tampered and 

original images, where a false positive is an error in which 

the test result indicates that an image is tampered when it is 

an original one, while a false negative is an error produced 

when the test result indicates that the image is original, 

although it is in fact tampered.  

  

 

Figure 5. Performance of proposed   scheme (a) Original image, (b) 
tampered image and c) matched points. 

 

Figures 4 and 5 show the evaluation results in which the 

proposed scheme correctly detects a tampered image.  In 

both cases the original and tampered images are shown in 

(a) and (d), while in (c) the matched points obtained by the 

SURF and MSER are shown which confirm that the image 

under analysis was tampered is shown in (c).  In some cases, 

depending on the alteration introduced on the original 

image, for example if the pasted object suffer some affine 

transformation, the SURF features are not robust enough to 

detect these changes, so in this case to use the MSER 

features may allow to detect that the image under analysis 

was tampered, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7.   Finally Table II 

shows the evaluation results obtained using the Mean 

Opinion Scoring (MOS) criterion in which several images 

were presented to 100 peoples who were asked to determine 

if the images were tampered or untampered.  

 The total time of calculation evaluating the three 

transformation techniques and the SURF and MSER 

detector is of 3.53 minutes. 

 

 
TABLE I. TAMPER DETECTION PERFORMANCE OF PROPOSED 

ALGORITHM 

Success rate False positive False negative 

75% 10% 15% 

 

TABLE II. TAMPER DETECTION PERFORMANCE OF PROPOSED 
ALGORITHM USING THE MOS CRITERION  

Success rate False positive False negative 

53% 20% 27% 
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Figure 6. Performance of proposed   scheme (a) Original image, (b) 
tampered image and c) matched points detected using SURF, (d) matched 

points detected using MSER. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 This paper proposes a copy-move tamper detection 

algorithm in which firstly the image under analysis is 

divided in 16 blocks and the 2D-DCT, 2D-FFT and DRT of 

each block is estimated.  Then, the similitude between such 

blocks, in each domain, is estimated using the maximum of 

the cross correlation value together with the SURF detector 

and MSER features to determine if the image was tampered. 

From the evaluation results presented in this paper we can 

observe that the proposed scheme is able to identify the 

copy-move regions of the image under analysis. We must 

add that this method is not trying to identify any particular 

type of copy-move forgery mechanism, like rotation, or 

scaling, or JPEG compression. Instead it is intended to be a 

more general method able to operate in almost any situation 

and that, combined with other methods can lead to an 

accurate detection of a specific type forgery attack. 
 

 
Figure 7. Performance of proposed   scheme (a) Original image, (b) 

tampered image and c) matched points detected using SURF, (d) matched 

points detected using MSER. 
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a peer-to-peer (P2P)
content distribution system that allows the efficient distribu-
tion of large-sized multimedia contents while preserving the
security and privacy of content providers (merchants) and end
users (buyers), respectively. However, the privacy of a buyer
can be revoked as soon as he/she is found guilty of copyright
violation. A payment protocol is also proposed that provides a
secure payment mechanism, where personal information and
order information cannot be exposed to an unauthorized third
party. In addition, a reputation-based system is introduced for
the selection of the proxy peers required for secure delivery
of the fingerprinted content from the merchant to the buyer.
The paper presents a thorough security analysis of the system
against several security compromising attacks.

Keywords—privacy; security; collusion-resistant finger-
printing; permutation; peer-to-peer; e-payment; reputation.

1 INTRODUCTION

The low-cost, scalability and ease of content dissemina-
tion provide a lucrative opportunity for content providers
to generate revenues through P2P systems. However, the
content providers have been reluctant in adopting P2P
systems as a distribution vehicle to monetize digital content,
since these systems are plagued with piracy. The ability
to make perfect copies and the ease with which these
copies can then be distributed has given rise to significant
problems regarding the misuse, illegal copying and re-
distribution. The content providers apparently fear losing
control of content ownership in the sense that they are no
longer in control of the content distribution and worry about
the promotion of illegal activity. Also, tracing a copyright
violator in a P2P system with millions of connected users
is an immense task. Therefore, ensuring the appropriate
use of copyrighted multimedia content in P2P systems has
become increasingly critical. This copyright infringement
problem motivates the development of content protection
techniques. Among various content protection techniques,
digital fingerprinting addresses the problems of copyright
protection and traitor tracing.

Digital fingerprinting gives merchants more options to
control the distribution of their content. Fingerprinting
techniques involve the generation of a fingerprint (a buyer-
specific identification mark), the embedding operation and

the realization of traceability from re-distributed copies. In
traditional fingerprinting schemes, it is assumed that the
merchants are trustworthy and always perform embedding
honestly [1]. Thus, a dishonest merchant could frame an
innocent buyer, while a cheating buyer would be able to
deny his/her responsibility for a copyright violation act.
Asymmetric fingerprinting schemes [2] were introduced to
overcome this problem. In these schemes, only the buyer
obtains the exact fingerprinted content, and hence the buyer
cannot claim that a pirated copy was originated from the
merchant. However, most of the asymmetric fingerprinting
schemes in the literature incur high computational and
communicational burdens at the merchant’s and/or at the
buyer’s end, due to the use of cryptographic protocols
such as homomorphic encryption or committed oblivious
transfer.

Though the content protection techniques enable the
merchants to enforce copyrights in the content, these tech-
niques are often criticized for breaking buyers’ privacy
by collecting information about the buyers, such as the
transaction history or the purchasing behavior. A priori,
copyright protection places the buyer into an adversarial
relation with the merchant. Hence, the incorporation of a
content protection mechanism in a P2P system can have
serious effects on the privacy interests of the buyers. Recent
years have drawn increasing attention from the research
community towards the preservation of the merchants’
ownership property and buyers’ privacy in P2P content
distribution systems. To date, very few P2P distribution
systems have been proposed that provide both copyright
protection and privacy preservation.

Megı́as and Domingo-Ferrer [3] introduced a novel con-
cept of a recombination fingerprinting mechanism for P2P
content distribution. The proposed scheme provides copy-
right protection, collusion resistance and traitor tracing.
However, this system is implemented with a two-layer
anti-collusion code (segment level and fingerprint level),
that results in a longer codeword. Furthermore, honest and
committed proxies are required for the generation of valid
fingerprints at the buyer’s end. Megı́as [4] proposed an
improved version of [3], in which a four-party anonymous
communication protocol is proposed to prevent malicious
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proxies to access clear-text fingerprinted contents. However,
the system still requires a two-layer anti-collusion code.
Domingo-Ferrer and Megı́as [5] proposed a P2P protocol
for distributed multicast of fingerprinted content in which
each receiver obtains a different fingerprinted copy of the
content, which allows the provider to trace re-distributors
without affecting the privacy of honest buyers. However,
an implementation of a secure multi-party protocol results
in increased computational and communication costs at the
buyer end. Qureshi, Megı́as and Rifà-Pous [6] proposed
a P2P content distribution framework for preserving pri-
vacy and security of the user and the merchant based on
homomorphic encryption. In the framework, some discrete
wavelet transform (DWT) low-frequency (approximation)
coefficients are selected according to a secret key for em-
bedding an encrypted fingerprint to prevent data expansion
due to homomorphic encryption. Although the selective
public-key encryption of the multimedia content results in
lesser data expansion, it imposes computational burden on a
merchant and an increased complexity in file reconstruction
at the buyer’s end.

In this paper, we present a P2P content distribution
system that provides copyright protection and conditional
privacy to the merchant and the buyer, respectively. In
the proposed system, the original multimedia file is par-
titioned by the merchant into a small-sized base file and
a large-sized supplementary file. This enables to reduce
the communication bandwidth and the computation power
required by the merchant in delivering the large-sized
multimedia file. The base file contains the most important
information and is transmitted in a semi-centralized way.
The supplementary file is unusable without the base file
and is distributed through a P2P network. A merchant
forms a base file by using a pre-computation-based secure
embedding mechanism in which the DWT approximation
coefficients are embedded in parallel with all 1s and all 0s
bit streams. An asymmetric fingerprinting protocol based on
collusion-resistant codes and a robust embedding scheme
is performed between a merchant, a buyer and a set of
proxies in the presence of a third party (monitor), in such a
way that the merchant does not know the fingerprint or
the fingerprinted content, and the proxies are unable to
frame honest buyers by combining their assigned permuted
fingerprint bits. A reward and punishment mechanism is
also proposed to ensure that each proxy peer’s best strategy
is to loyally follow the prescribed fingerprinting protocol.
The system also enables buyers to purchase digital contents
anonymously by using dynamic pseudonyms based on a
one-way hash function instead of their real IDs.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
building blocks of the system are introduced. In Section 3,
the proposed P2P content distribution system is described
in detail. In Section 4, we discuss the security analysis
of the system’s protocols through a number of attack
scenarios. Section 5 presents the comparative analysis of
the proposed system with related P2P content distribution

systems. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the conclusions.

2 BUILDING BLOCKS

In this section, a brief overview of the building blocks
(embedding domain and algorithm, collusion-resistant fin-
gerprinting codes, PseudoTrust model and permutation) of
the system is presented.

A. Embedding domain

In the signal processing research area, the wavelet trans-
form has gained widespread acceptance in recent years.
The DWT is used in the system to embed the collusion
resistant fingerprint into a multimedia content. The DWT of
a signal results into approximation and detail coefficients.
Since the low frequency coefficients can effectively resist
various signal processing attacks, the fingerprint bits are
typically embedded into the approximation coefficients of
the signal after the DWT. Moreover, the original signal
can be reconstructed from the approximation and detail
coefficients through the inverse discrete wavelet transform
(IDWT).

B. Embedding algorithm

An embedding algorithm is used to embed a fingerprint
into different copies of the same content. Quantization in-
dex modulation (QIM) [7] is a relatively recent embedding
technique that has become popular because of the high
watermarking capacity and the ease of implementation. The
basic QIM scheme embeds a fingerprint bit f by quantizing
a DWT coefficient W by choosing between a quantizer with
even or odd values, depending on the binary value of f .
The proposed system employs a QIM-based watermarking
technique to embed the collusion-resistant fingerprint into
the content.

C. Collusion-resistant fingerprinting codes

Nuida et al.’s c0-secure codes [8] are used in the system
for the generation of the collusion-resistant code. Nuida
et al. proposed a discrete distribution of state-of-the-art
collusion-resistant Tardos codes with a δ-marking assump-
tion (the number of undetectable bits that are either erased
or flipped is bounded by δ-fraction of the total code length
m) to reduce the length of the codewords and the required
memory amount without degrading the traceability. The
tracing algorithm of Nuida et al. outputs one user with
the highest accusation score. The details of Nuida et al.’s
fingerprint generation and traitor-tracing algorithms can be
found in [8].

D. PseudoTrust model

The PseudoTrust model proposed by Lu et al. [9],
based on a zero-knowledge proof-of-identity, is used in the
system to provide revocable anonymity and unlinkability
properties. The PseudoTrust model enables pseudonym-
based trust management such that the real identities of the
peers are protected during the authentication. In addition,
the communication between two peers is anonymized using
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onion routing within the system. In the PseudoTrust model,
the pseudo-identities are generated by the peers without any
trusted third party, which leads to an accountability problem
in the system. Thus, to add accountability to our system, an
internal certificate authority (CAR) is incorporated in the
PseudoTrust model. Each peer is authenticated by CAR

before he/she joins the network. Hence, each peer has a
private key, a public key and a public-key certificate signed
by CAR. The details of generation of pseudo-identities and
anonymous authentication process are provided in [6].

E. Permutation

In the proposed system, the buyer’s security and non-
repudiation (merchant’s security) are provided by using the
concept of permutation. The permuted fingerprint generated
by the monitor is permuted using different permutation keys
and is then assigned to a set of proxy peers Prj in such a
way that the merchant cannot predict about the fingerprint
and the fingerprinted content, and Prj are unable to frame
honest buyers by combining their information bits.

Fingerprint 

fi

Permutation 

key σj 

Permutation

2 9 4 19 6 13 8 21 10 5 12 17 14 7 16 23 18 15 20 27 22 3 24 25 26 11 28 1 30 29

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 3015 17 19 21 23 25 27 29

01 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 001 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Permuted 

fingerprint
Inverse

Permutation

00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 011 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 011 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 9 4 19 6 13 8 21 10 5 12 17 14 7 16 23 18 15 20 27 22 3 24 25 26 11 28 1 30 29

Fingerprint 

fi

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Figure. 1: Permutation of a fingerprint

Figure. 1 illustrates the permutation concept of a finger-
print in the system. Figure. 1 shows a fingerprint fi of 30
bits, and a random permutation key σj of 30 elements. σj
is applied to fi such that the bit position 1 of the fingerprint
corresponds to the bit position 2 of a permuted fingerprint
(1 → 2), the second bit position corresponds to the bit
position 9 of the permuted fingerprint (2→ 9), and so on.
On applying the inverse permutation key σ−1j to a permuted
fingerprint, the original fingerprint fi is obtained.

3 PROPOSED SYSTEM

This section describes the design and functionality of the
system. In Section 3-A, we define the role of each entity.
Section 3-B defines the functionality requirements and the
security assumptions.

A. System entities

The system involves seven entities and the function of
each entity is defined as follows:
• A merchant M is an entity that distributes the copy-

righted content to the buyers in the P2P system. It is

involved in the fingerprint generation, the file partition-
ing, the distribution of base and supplementary files,
the traitor tracing and the dispute resolution protocols.
• A buyer Bi is an entity that can either play the role
of data requester or provider. Bi is involved in the
registration protocol, acquisition of a base file (BF)
from the merchant, the distribution of a supplementary
file (SF) through the system, the file reconstruction
protocol and a dispute resolution, in case he/she is
found guilty of copyright violation.
• A super peer SP acts as a coordinator for a small
portion of the group of peers (buyers). However, in-
stead of peers’ addresses, their pseudonyms are stored.
SP facilitates Bi’s acquisition of BF from M , and SF
from the buyers present in the system.
• A Certification Authority CAR is a trusted party that
is responsible of issuing certificates to the buyer for the
acquisition of BF from M , and SF from other buyers.
• A monitor MO functions as a trusted party, which

is responsible for the registration of buyers and mer-
chants, the generation of collusion-resistant fingerprint
codes, the distribution of BF, the file reconstruction,
the traitor tracing and the dispute resolution protocol.
MO also acts as a bank that assists Bi to download
BF from M after making a payment. In addition, MO
manages the rewards and punishments mechanism in
the system.
• A proxy peer Pr is responsible for querying content
of BF available at M ’s end with the pre-assigned bits
of a fingerprint codeword and transferring the retrieved
content to Bi.
• A judge J is assumed to be a trusted party, which
resolves the disputes between M and Bi with the
cooperation of MO and CAR.

B. Design requirements and assumptions

In this section, the design requirements and security
assumptions of the system are described.
• Design Requirements:
- M should be able to trace and identify an illegal re-

distributor in case of finding a pirated copy with the
help of MO, J and CAR.

- The scheme should be collusion-resistant against a
given number of colluders c0 as specified by Nuida et
al. codes [8].

- The possible collusion of Prj should be unable to
frame an honest Bi. Also M should not be able to
frame an honest Bi of illegal re-distribution.

- A Bi accused of re-distributing an unauthorized copy
should not be able to claim that the copy was created
by M or a collusion of the proxies Prj .

- The real identity of a buyer should remain anonymous
during transactions unless he/she is proven guilty of
copyright violation.

- J , with the help of MO, should be able to resolve the
disputes without involving Bi in the process.
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- The reconstruction of the original file from BF and
SF should be performed at the buyer’s end. BF cannot
be shared within the buyers of the system.

- The buyers should register to MO with a subscription
fee at a system start-up.

- The coin generated by MO should be revocable, thus
enabling MO to refund the money to Bi in case of
incomplete BF delivery to Bi.
• Security Assumptions:
- M and Bi do not trust each other but they both trust

MO.
- In order to deliver BF from M to Bi, MO selects a

fixed number (n) of proxy peers. These proxy peers
follow each other in a sequential manner to transfer
BF to Bi from M .

- The permutation keys σj (for j = 1, . . . , n) are gen-
erated by Bi to perform permutation of a fingerprint
codeword to be assigned to the proxy peers (Prj).

- Prj are not trusted and the content transferred
through them is encrypted.

- Each entity (M , MO, Prj , Bi, CAR, J) is supposed
to have a public key Kp, a private key Ks. Public-key
cryptography is restricted to the encryption of small-
length binary strings, such as symmetric session and
permutation keys.

- Before joining the system, Bi is authenticated by
CAR of the system. Once authenticated, Bi obtains
a private key and a public key certified by CAR.
CAR generates a random number r and shares it
with an authenticated Bi for the generation of a
pseudo-identity. Each buyer can have multiple pseudo-
identities.

- M is assumed to be registered with MO at a system
start-up.

4 MODEL

In this section, we detail the system designing and how
to motivate the proxy peers in the base file distribution
protocol to rationally play their corresponding roles.

A. Registration

Before joining the system, each buyer is assumed to
be authenticated by CAR and also the pseudo-identity
of each buyer is assumed to be generated (Section 3-B).
On joining the system, Bi sends a registration request to
MO with his/her pseudo-identity. On receiving the request,
MO verifies the pseudo-identity of Bi from CAR. On
verification, MO opens up an account of Bi and sends
him/her the details of the subscription fee payment. Bi

deposits the subscription fee and sends the signed payment
receipt to MO. MO acknowledges the payment, creates a
transaction identity TID in his/her database and generates
a digital coin CBi

. Then, MO signs CBi
and sends it to

Bi. M is also assumed to be registered with MO. Once
registered with MO, the buyers connect with SP to obtain
the multimedia content. In case the same buyer Bi joins

the system with another pseudo-identity, he/she must send
the old pseudo-identity to MO along with the new pseudo-
identity in the registration request. Figure. 2 illustrates the
registration protocol between MO and Bi.
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Figure. 2: Registration protocol

B. Fingerprint generation

The algorithm for fingerprint generation takes a pa-
rameter ε for error probability, the total number N of
users and c0 colluders as inputs, and outputs a collection
F = (f1, . . . , fN ) of binary codewords (fi) of size m and a
secret bias vector p. The details of the fingerprint generation
algorithm can be found in [8].

C. File partitioning

The DWT decomposition on a file results in approxima-
tion (a) and detail (d) coefficients. The 3-level approxima-
tion coefficients (a3) are used to imperceptibly embed fi
using a blind, robust and secure QIM-based watermarking
scheme. M uses a3 twice to create BF in such a way that
it employs an embedding algorithm to insert a codeword
of all ones into a3 and simultaneously using the same
embedding scheme embeds a codeword of all zeros into
a3. The two variants of a′3 form BF in a binary form. The
detail coefficients d are used to form SF. Figure. 3 shows
the partitioning of a multimedia file into BF and SF.

D. Base file distribution

When Bi requests SP for a particular content, SP pro-
vides Bi all the details of M having a requested content.
Before the transaction, Bi generates a one-time anonymous
key pair (K∗pBi

,K∗sBi
) and sends an anonymous certificate

request to CAR. On receiving an anonymous certificate
CertCAR

(K∗pBi
, PBi) from CAR, Bi negotiates with M to

set-up an agreement (AGR) that explicitly states the rights
and obligations of both parties and specifies the price and
the multimedia content (X). During AGR set-up, Bi uses
his/her pseudonym PBi

and CertCAR
(K∗pBi

, PBi
). M veri-

fies the received certificate from CAR and, on verification,
generates a transaction ID (TID) for keeping a record of
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Figure. 3: File partitioning

the transaction between him/her and Bi. Then, M sends
a request for fi to MO by sending CertCAR

(K∗pBi
, PBi

),
CertCAR

(M), AGR, PBi
and SignK∗

pBi

(AGR). MO val-
idates the certificates and signatures of M and Bi from
CAR. After verification, MO generates a Nuida’s c0-secure
codeword fi of length m and randomly selects n proxy
peers Prj for the delivery of a fingerprinted BF from M to
Bi. MO then sends a request of permutation keys σj to Bi.
Bi then generates n random σj of length l = bm/nc. Bi

sends EKpMO
(σj) to MO. MO decrypts EKpMO

(σj) with
KsMO

and obtains σj . MO generates n session keys Ksesj

and divides fi into n segments (sj) of length l and permutes
sj using σj in the same order as received by Bi. MO
then sends EKpM

(σj)|EKpM
(Ksesj ) to M . M performs

permutation on both pre-computed variants of BF with σj .
It then encrypts the permuted variants of BF with Ksesj .
MO assigns contiguous permuted fingerprint segments to
Prj , who then contact M in a sequential manner to obtain
the fragments of the encrypted and permuted approximation
coefficients faj . M sends a set of encrypted and permuted
fragments of pre-computed coefficients to Prj . Prj selects
the correct pre-computed approximation coefficients from
the received coefficients using the assigned permuted fin-
gerprint segments.

E. Supplementary file distribution

Initially, SP is fed with SF by M . On joining the system,
a buyer constructs an onion path with existing peers, which
points to it and adds this path to SP of its group. By doing
so, a content requesting peer R can use this onion path
to contact the content-providing peer P while knowing
nothing about the provider’s identity. The peer requests for
a particular file to SP of its group. If found, it displays the
list of the peers having that particular file; else it sends a

request for the file to other connected SPs. The other SPs,
on finding the particular content provider, send the response
to the requesting SP. SP then establishes a path between R
and P . After receiving a positive reply from P , R initiates
a two-party authenticated key exchange (AKE) protocol to
authenticate each other identities and exchange the content
of SF anonymously. The details of SF distribution can be
found in [6].

F. File reconstruction protocol

On delivering faj to Bi, Prj generates a one-time hash
of faj , encrypts it with the public key of MO (h(faj))
and sends EKpMO

(h(faj)) to MO. When Bi receives
faj from Prj , he/she also generates a one-time hash of
faj , encrypts it with the public key of MO (h(faj))
and sends EKpMO

(h(faj)) to MO. MO stores h(faj) in
his/her database against TID that includes date, time, AGR
and pseudo-identities of Bi and M . On receiving all the
fragments of the BF from Prj , Bi sends a request for the
session keys from MO by sending him/her a signed digital
coin SignKpMO

(CBi). MO charges Bi for BF and sends the
signed receipt and encrypted session keys EK∗pBi

(Ksesj )

to Bi. MO puts CBi
in spent-transaction database, credits

M ’s account and sends the payment confirmation to M . Bi

decrypts EK∗pBi
(Ksesj ) with his/her K∗sBi

, then decrypts
the received fragments of BF with Ksesj , and finally applies
the inverse σ−1j on the decrypted fragments of BF. Bi

recombines all the un-permuted and decrypted fragments to
form a single BF. Bi receives SF in parallel to BF through
P2P network. Once both files are available at Bi’s end, an
inverse L-level DWT is performed on the approximation
(embedded BF) and detail (SF) coefficients to form a
fingerprinted multimedia content X ′.

G. Traitor tracing

Once a pirate copy Y of content X is found, M extracts
the pirated codeword pc by decomposing Y with the same
wavelet basis used in the fingerprint embedding protocol.
This gives the approximation coefficient matrix in which pc
is embedded. The watermark detection technique is applied
on the approximation coefficient matrix to extract pc. Then
M sends pc to MO, which performs the tracing algorithm of
Nuida’s et al. codes to identify the colluder(s). The output
of this tracing algorithm is the buyer with the highest score.
The details of the tracing algorithm can be found in [8].

H. Dispute resolution

The goal of the dispute resolution protocol, performed
between M , MO, CAR and J , is to reveal the real iden-
tity of the traitor or reject the claims made by M . In
order to reveal the real identity of the traitor, MO sends
(Y , pc, KpMO

(fi)) and M sends CertCAR
(K∗pBi

, PBi),
CertKpBi

(K∗pBi
), AGR, K∗PBi

and SignK∗
pBi

(AGR) to
J . J verifies the validity of all the certificates and the
signatures. If valid, it asks MO to decrypt EKpMO

(fi). If
pc and fi match with a high correlation, it requests CAR to
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provide the real identity of the buyer. Otherwise, the buyer
is proved innocent.

I. Rewards and punishments

In an attempt to induce Prj to correctly follow the
BF distribution protocol, a reputation-based mechanism
is introduced for a proxy peer who delivers the content
correctly and honestly to the buyer or behaves maliciously
and deviates from his/her course of the BF distribution
protocol. MO is responsible for awarding or punishing a
proxy peer. The reputation of a proxy peer is calculated
using the following data: the collection of feedback about
Prj from each buyer after reconstruction of his/her multi-
media file, the collection of feedback about Prj from the
merchant after completion of the BF distribution protocol,
the collection of feedback about Prj from other peers
selected by MO for an anonymous BF delivery to a buyer
and the evaluation of the transaction history of each proxy
peer maintained at MO’s end.

Based on above parameters, MO calculates a score of
each proxy peer over a period of a time, e.g., one month,
in terms of positive and negative values. A proxy peer with
a positive score is rewarded with a discount coupon for
his/her future content purchases, whereas, a proxy peer with
a negative score is punished by MO in terms of money
deduction from his/her account and other penalties (e.g.,
black listing of proxy peer’s pseudo-identity). Thus, in
terms of game theory, the dominant strategy solution for
each proxy peer is to honestly and correctly follow the BF
distribution protocol.

5 SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, possible security and privacy attacks on
the protocols are discussed.
• Buyer’s security: The possible collusion of Prj can-

not frame an honest Bi and held him/her responsible
for illegal re-distribution due to the fact that Prj would
need to compute l! combinations each on the colluded
fingerprint. Thus, with more m-bits in fi, Prj would
need to carry out an increased number of permutations,
which would be computationally infeasible. Also, if
all Prj combine their faj , they cannot decrypt these
fragments since the fragments can only be decrypted
with Ksesj , which are known only to M and MO and
finally to Bi after making the payment.

In another scenario, if Bi is unable to obtain all the
fragments from M through Prj , he/she can request
MO for digital coin’s revocability. Since MO keeps the
details of all the signed fragments sent by Bi, he/she
can accept or deny the request of Bi.
• Merchant’s security: From the perspective of M ,

the system is secure because Bi has no idea about
the original digital content and the embedded fi in
the purchased copy. Also, Bi cannot claim that Y is
created by M since fi is generated by MO, which
is trusted by both Bi and M . Also a possible Bi

and Prj collusion is prevented by assigning the task
of selecting Prj to MO using a reputation-based
mechanism. Moreover, a claim made by Bi about
receiving invalid fragments from M is repudiated by
MO. MO could deny this claim since he/she stores
the hashes of faj sent by Prj and Bi in the file
reconstruction protocol. Thus, in case of a piracy claim
made by Bi, MO could compare the hashes received
from Prj with the hashes received from Bi. If the
hashes are not equal, MO can investigate to determine
the cheating party (either Prj or Bi).
• Unlinkability: Despite the fact that anonymous

certificates provide anonymity to Bi, the transactions
carried out by the same pseudo ID can be linked
to one another. The solution to this problem is to
allow a buyer to apply for multiple pseudonyms and
anonymous certificates.
• Coin integrity: The integrity of CBi is guaranteed

due to the signature of MO that generated that coin.
Such a signature cannot be computed by anybody else,
as the private key of MO is never disclosed.
• BF security: In case a malicious buyer E steals

BF from another buyer’s machine and requests his/her
SP for SF only, this security attack is withstood by
our system. After Prj deliver faj to Bi, both Bi

and Prj generate a one-time hash of faj , encrypt
it with KpMO

and send EKpMO
(h(faj)) to MO. MO

saves the received EKpMO
(h(faj)) in his/her database

along with other transaction details. When E sends a
request to SP for SF only, then SP asks E to send
the chain of the encrypted hashes of the fragments of
the BF that he/she had sent to MO. In this scenario,
E has the BF but he/she does not have the chain of
the encrypted hashes of the BF fragments. In case
E generates fake hashes and sends it to SP, the SF
request from E would be denied due to verification of
the hashes stored in MO’s database.
• Buyer’s privacy: The attempt of de-

anonymization attack by E is withstood by the
collusion resistance of the hash function that is
used for generation of a pseudo-identity of a buyer.
Moreover, E cannot use the pseudo-identity of
another buyer because he/she does not know the
secret number r shared by the buyer with CAR.
Also, in the BF distribution protocol, an attempt
by M to find an identity of the buyer by relating
proxies to each buyer is withstood by considering a
fixed number n of Prj for BF delivery. Moreover, to
ensure anonymous BF delivery, MO selects random
peers and creates an anonymous path in such a way
that Prj are unable to predict that the next peer in
the path is the buyer or some other peer.

6 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

This section presents a comparative analysis of the pro-
posed system with [3]–[6] in terms of security, privacy and
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performance. Table I presents the functionality comparison
among our proposed system and related P2P content dis-
tribution systems.

TABLE I: Comparison of the proposed system with related P2P content
distribution systems

Properties [3] [4] [5] [6] Our
Scheme

Buyer’s security Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Merchant’s security Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Buyer’s privacy Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Traceability Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Unlinkability Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Payment mechanism Yes Yes No No Yes
Length of anti-collusion
codeword Large Large N/A Small Small

Computational complexity Low Low High High Low

From Table I, it can be seen that the proposed system
and the systems in [3]–[6] provide security against cus-
tomer’s rights problem (buyer’s security), non-repudiation
(merchant’s security), piracy tracing, unlinkability and
anonymity to a buyer. Our system and the systems in [3],
[4] provide an electronic payment protocol between a buyer,
a trusted monitor and a merchant in a centralized manner.
The systems in [5], [6] do not explicitly consider payment
by the buyers to the merchant. While the fingerprinting
protocol in our proposed system and the system in [6]
are based on Nuida’s et al. [8] collusion-resistant finger-
printing codewords that result in small length fingerprint
codewords, the systems in [3], [4] are implemented with
a two-layer anti-collusion code, which results in a longer
codeword. Authors in [5] have not considered the collu-
sion resistance of the scheme against collusion attacks.
The lower computational complexity of our system and
systems in [3], [4] is due to the fact that these systems
do not require highly demanding technology (public-key
encryption of the content and secure multi-party protocols,
among others) unlike the systems in [5], [6]. The proposed
system utilizes the idea of permutation and file partitioning
to avoid an increased computational costs at the merchant’s
end, whereas the systems proposed by [3], [4] provide
recombined automatic fingerprints, which are generated as
contents are downloaded by the buyers from other peers of
the system.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a P2P content distri-
bution system, which provides security and privacy to the
merchant and the buyer, respectively. The newly proposed
scheme can benefit merchants to distribute their contents
such as video files, without fear of copyright violation, us-
ing the convenience of P2P networks. This scheme reduces
the burden of the merchant by only sending a small-sized
base file and making use of the P2P network to support
the majority of the file transfer process. For distribution
of a base file, an asymmetric fingerprinting protocol is

performed between the merchant, the proxy peers and the
buyer in the presence of a trusted monitor. The buyer’s
privacy is preserved until he/she is found guilty of illegal
re-distribution. The buyer can access the received base file
for file reconstruction once he/she makes a payment of
the requested content to the monitor. The reputation-based
mechanism enables the monitor to select the reputed proxy
peers for secure delivery of the fingerprinted content from
the merchant to the buyer.
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Abstract— To complete a film, it needs to go through the 

process to capture the actual actor’s motion and compose it 

with virtual environment. Due to the excessive cost for 

production or lack of post-processing technology to make the 

film, however, it is mostly conducted by manual labor. The 

actor plays his role depending on his own imagination at the 

virtual chromakey studio, and at that time, he has to move and 

consider the possible collision with or reaction to an object that 

does not really exist. And in the process of composition 

applying Computer Graphics(CG), when the actor’s motion 

does not go with the virtual environment, the original image 

may have to be discarded and it is necessary to remake the film. 

This paper presents and realizes depth-based real-time 3D 

virtual image composition system to reduce the ratio of 

remaking the film, shorten the production time, and lower the 

production cost. As it is possible to figure out the mutual 

collision or reaction by composing the virtual background, 3D 

model, and the actual actor in real time at the site of filming, 

the actor’s wrong position or action can be corrected right 

there instantly. 

Keywords-3D Image; Composition; Chromakey;  Depthmap 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

It is common that the digital technology is used to 
produce the video in the broadcasting media including movie. 
The computer graphic technology, which can realize the 
creative idea, removed the limitations in the production 
space and allowed the production of diverse contents by 
composing the actual image with the virtual environment. In 
case of the video that the live action is hard, the background 
image is composed with the actual actor using the computer 
graphic technology, for which composing the virtual 
background image or objects with the actual actor should be 
made seamlessly and the sense of difference in the images 
should be minimized. Since the realistic and high quality 
video invested with high cost raised the demand of the 
audiences for the quality, it is now that the development of 
low cost and high efficient video production technology is 
needed to meet such demand of the audiences. 

In this article, the system, which can monitor the screen 
at the same time as filming is made by composing the virtual 
environment applied with 2-D background and 3-D virtual 
model with the actor, is intended to be designed and realized. 
Since the conflicts and the reaction between the actor and 3D 
virtual objects can be identified during the filming, the 

filming can be completed correcting the wrong action and 
location of the actor. In Section II, the depth information-
based real-time virtual image composite system will be 
explained. And in Section III, the results of its realization 

will be examined, in Section Ⅳ , the conclusion and the 

expected effects will be presented. 

II. REAL-TIME VIRTUAL VIDEO COMPOSITING SYSTEM 

In this section, the video composing system, which 
replaces the 2D background by converging the depth 
information and the actual object and the 3D object can 
respond each other in real-time, is designed excluding the 
fragmentary composing by chromakey. Since the purpose of 
this system is to produce the video according to the story or 
scenario, all the works like the animation of the virtual 
environment and 3D object should be performed in advance. 
This system is divided into the 2-layer composing module, 
3D virtual space generation module and the 2D-3D virtual 
video composing engine. 

In case of the foreground and background separation and 
the background superimposing by the existing chromakeying, 
the depth buffer is not generated. Since to link with the 3D 
model, 3D space data should be generated, the foreground 
and background are separated through the depth-keying 
method. 

As the hardware to obtain precise depth data is expensive 
equipment, to obtain the depth image and color image at the 
low cost simultaneously, the RGB image and the depth 
stream are entered using Kinect. Kinect is the device that 
generates the 3D space data and provides diverse user 
experiences by measuring the depth of the video entered 
through the infrared pattern recognition [1][2]. Figure 1 
shows the pipeline of the 2-layer composing module. 

 

 
Figure 1.  Pipeline of the 2-Layer Composition Module 

To separate the foreground from the depth image 
generated, the filtering should be performed. Kinect returns 
the depth value from 0 to 4095 and each value is responded 
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to the length unit in mm. In 2-layer composing module, the 
threshold value for the foreground position is set to between 
800 ~ 4000 mm, and the pixels in the region, whose depth 
threshold exceeds 4000, are processed to background 
through filtering. Figure 2(a) shows the color video entered 
through RGB camera, and Figure 2(b) shows the depth 
image, which visualizes the depth of space. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.  The process of Separating the Foreground from the Depth 

Image  

The pixel of the depth image that entered through the 
depth camera has a problem that it is not converted 1 vs 1 
with the color stream entered through the RGB camera. The 
reason for this is because the positions of two cameras are 
different and therefore, they convert the position of the depth 
image pixel position into the pixel position of the color 
image through the camera calibration [3][4]. And then our 
system removes the pixels, which are not the foreground, 
generates the new color image and draws it to the area 
corresponded to the background. Figure 3(a) shows the RGB 
image of the foreground after filtering the background and 
Figure 3(b) shows the image that the background of actual 
filming image entered through the device was converted and 
composed with the foreground. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.  Synthesis of the Foreground and Background Image based on 

the Depth Information 

At this moment, since the noise is generated around the 
boundary of the foreground, unless the smoothing process is 
not performed, the pixels around the foreground remove the 
noise by compensating  the edge. 

III. RESULTS OF SYSTEM REALIZATION 

Since this system is the technology to reduce the 
refilming rate when filming the virtual video, the purpose of 
this system is to prevent the mismatching between the 
position and the eye line of the actual actor according to the 
virtual objects that appear in video. Figure 4 shows that the 
virtual background, actual actor, 3D virtual model are 
continuously moving. Figure 4(a) shows the results realized 
as if the 3D virtual model is located closer to the camera than 
the actor and Figure 4(b) shows the results realized as if the 

actor is located far away from the camera than 3D virtual 
model. Each object is moving continuously and is rendering 
on the screen in real-time. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.  Screen of the Final Implementation Results 

The actor acts in the virtual studio where the 3D objects 
to be arranged in final outcome do not exist, but in the video, 
the virtual environment and 3D objects appear together. 
Therefore, the movement and the flow of the eye line of the 
actual actor matched with the virtual environment can be 
observed. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In the dangerous scene or in the production of video 
using the computer graphic technology for the SF movie 
where the live action is difficult, there are many problems 
such as technical problem, work time, and cost. To complete 
the high quality video, the work should be done manually but 
if the action of the actor is not delicately matched with the 
3D virtual environment, the entire work done by the actor 
might have to be redone. About 10% of footage would need 
to be re-shot, which results in additional time and cost. 

Since the depth-based real-time 3D virtual image 
composition system can verify the position where the virtual 
environment and the 3D model are inserted in the video in 
advance and monitor the outcome that the action of the actor 
and the virtual environment are composited through the real-
time screen in the filming site, it can reduce the error that 
might occur in the post production process. If the number of 
additional takes can be reduced through this system, the 
production period of high quality video can be reduced and 
significant amount of production cost can be saved. 
Therefore the vitalization of diverse and experimental video 
production will be expected. 
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a smartphone music 

player called Runner’s Jukebox (RJ) that is especially effective 

for walking and running activity. RJ consists of user pace 

speed recognizer, music archive with feature data, and dual 

music player. To show its effectiveness, we assume two 

scenarios in this paper: (i) users are required to catch up with 

music tempos of predefined playlist. (ii) Songs are played 

dynamically or changed to match with the speed of user pace. 

We present novel pace recognition algorithm that enables RJ 

to recognize user pace in any orientations and even in the 

pocket. Various methods for playing and selecting songs based 

on user pace speed are presented. In addition, in order for 

seamless playback of songs, two mixing schemes are presented 

for music player. To evaluate the performance of our proposed 

scheme, we carried out several experiments on an Android 

platform. We report some of the results. 

Keywords- Interactive music; Mobile application interface; 

Pace tracking; Context-aware computing; Wearable computing. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Music can be used as a good stimulus for increasing 
effects of physical exercise [1]-[3]. It helps exercisers to 
have positive mood while workout and hence leads to better 
performance. In other words, exerciser can use music as a 
means to improve their exercise workout. 

Explosively growing popularity of smartphone and 
wearable devices has brought entirely new interfaces and 
applications to human beings. Many studies have been done 
recently based on these state-of-the-art technologies. For 
instance, in the traditional music streaming services, users 
play songs by just clicking or selecting the desired ones. 
Hence, they should decide the playback list beforehand or 
continuously, which makes them easily fed up with the tasks 
or unsatisfied with the outcome. 

In this paper, we present a smartphone music player called 

Runner’s Jukebox (RJ), which takes different approaches to 

playing music compared to the traditional one. By combining 

the sensor data analysis of smartphone (or wearable devices) 

and music feature extraction, the music player can play songs 

to be matched with user pace and adjust the playback speed 

dynamically to catch up with the pace afterwards. The idea 

of music player tracking user pace is not novel in itself. A 

few studies have been done for tracking and synchronizing a 

song to user’s pace [4-8]. The contribution of this paper 

focuses on the practical implementation of music player 

integrating aforementioned technologies on Android 

smartphone and wearable devices and some evaluations of 

actual user behaviors. The rest of this paper is organized as 

follows: In Section 2, we present a brief overview of the 

related works. Section 3 presents the overall system 

architecture, music play modes and song mixing method. 

Section 4 describes the experiments that we performed and 

some of the results, and the last section concludes the paper. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Wijnalda et al. [6] proposed the personalized music 
system called IM4Sport. It helps select music that suits a 
training program, changes playback to reflect or guide 
current sport performance, and collects data for adapting 
training programs and music selections. They proposed the 
prototype system that consists of personal computer, a 
portable music player, a heart sensor strap and a pedometer. 
Moens et al. [7] presented D-Jogger, a music interface that 
makes use of body movement to dynamically select music 
and adapt its tempo to the user’s pace. While implementing 
the interface, they focused on the entrainment which is the 
synchronization of music and walking. Oliver et al. [8] 
presented MPTrain, a mobile phone based system that helps 
users to achieve their exercise goals. Using extra 
physiological sensors of mobile hardware, the proposed 
system allows the user to select desired exercise pattern such 
as heart-rate goal. While several studies are based on their 
own devices and systems, we focus on the development of 
algorithms on popular and general mobile platforms such as 
android platform without any additional devices 

A few applications are already available for this purpose. 
Recently, applications such as CruiseControl, TempoRun 
and TrailMix are released to play and approximately match a 
song to user pace. In the case of RockMyRun, mixed tracks 
with certain tempo are provided to the user for better 
efficiency of running or walking. However, it is designed to 
provide pre-mixed track without any customization or 
dynamic pace matching. In this paper, we focus on more 
advanced features such as mixing songs continuously and 
adaptively based on accurate user pace recognition to 
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provide better exercise efficiency and convenience for 
joggers. 

III. RUNNER’S JUKEBOX 

A. Implementation 

The RJ application consists of three main components: 
(1) Pace recognizer based on device sensor data. (2) Music 
archive that contains music features such as beat and tempo. 
(3) Two music players and one mixer that support diverse 
playing modes and music mixing. Its overall architecture is 
shown in Fig. 1. 

B. Pace Recognizer 

In RJ, we suppose that the user holds the smartphone on 
his hand or armband while the user walks or runs. Since the 
smartphone gets acceleration while swinging his/her arm, the 
pace can be detected by analyzing acceleration sensor data of 
smartphone. Fig. 2 shows an example of acceleration 
changes of human pace. Acceleration data may change 
unpredictably while he/she walks or runs. 

 The Android platform provides hardware-based sensor 
data for monitoring the motion of a device. For detecting the 
pace, the accelerometer sensors in x, y and z axis are used. 
The platform can monitor sensor data with short delays (0ms 
to 60ms). 

In this paper, we propose an algorithm for recognizing 
the pace. Fig. 3 shows the detailed steps for pace recognition. 
First, 3-axis acceleration sensor data in sample window is 
acquired from device. In order to remove gravity or 
unnecessary acceleration, three dimensional data are 
normalized to zero-center, respectively. Similarly to the 
method presented in [7], low-pass filter based on 
Butterworth IIR filter is applied to remove noises. In order to 
observe the periodicity of user pace, an auto-correlation 
function is computed from each axis sensor data. Three auto- 

correlation functions (ACF) are fused together using the 
following equation to calculate their ACFF: 

 

                



},,{

)()var()(
zyxd

dACFdACFF                   (1) 

 
where var(d) is the variance of d-axis sensor data within 

a window. Among the three axis sensor data, we consider the 
axis with the largest variance has more primary information 
for recognizing periodicity. This approach makes the pace 
recognition independent of any orientation of the sensors. 
This is important since user’s gripping style and orientations 
of wearable device can be different. 

In order to represent the speed of user pace quantitatively, 
we define SWing Per Minute (SWPM).The period of swings 
can be observed by finding the lag having the first local 
maximum value of auto-correlation function. The following 
equation shows how to calculate the SWPM from the period. 
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The value of SWPM indicates how fast the user walks or 

runs. For instance, we empirically found that the SWPM of 
typical walking adults is between 10 and 40. The detailed 
experiment for SWPM values will be described in later 
section. 

Typical time taken for a human to swing his arm is less 
than 3 seconds. Therefore, we calculated the SWPM using 3 
seconds of window in every 20 milliseconds. User can speed 
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Figure 3.  Recognizing pace from acceleration sensor data 
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up or down instantly for synchronizing his/her pace to the 
playing song. To make the SWPM closer to user speed, we 
used the moving average window method. 

C. Music Archive Construction 

In order to synchronize song to user pace or play music 
continuously, beats within a song should be tracked. In this 
paper, we employed BeatRoot, the java based beat tracking 
system that proposed in [9]. Beats are tracked and their 
timestamps are stored as a text file in a personal computer as 
shown in Fig. 1. Subsequently, tempo in terms of beats per 
minutes (BPM) is calculated by the average intervals of beats. 

D. Music Player 

While songs are played in RJ, their tempo needs to be 
adjusted according to the user’s SWPM. Since the SWPM is 
correlated to an arm swing of two footsteps, the proper 
tempo of song is calculated by the following equation 

 
                          SWPMBPM  2                           (3) 

 
SoundTouch, which is a sound processing library 

implemented on C++ platform, is employed for adjusting 
playback speed without pitch variation [10]. Java native 
interface is used to enable the library on java platform. Using 
the library, songs can be played with its playback speed 
adjusted dynamically according to user SWPM. 

The RJ player provides two modes for music selection 
and two options in each mode for adapting its playback to 
the user pace. 

 

1) User Mode 
In this mode, the player plays songs in the playlist which 

was made by the user beforehand. This mode provides two 
particular options: fixed and dynamic pace. With the fixed 
pace option, tempo of all songs in the playlist is changed to 
some fixed BPM. On the other hand, with the dynamic pace 
option, the songs in the playlist are played sequentially and 
its playback speed is changed dynamically depending on 
user SWPM. 

 

2) System Mode 
In this mode, the playlist is made automatically by the 

system and two options are supported: Beat-aware and 
program. With the beat-aware option, the system monitors 
user SWPM continuously. When any change is detected in 
the user SWPM, the player finds songs having the most 
similar tempo. In other words, if the user changes his/her 
speed up or down beyond the adjustable tempo range of 
current music, the player stops current music and plays 
another song with corresponding tempo. Another option is 
program where songs are played based on the predefined 
programs. For instance, if the user defines a program that 
consists of 5 minute run and 5 minute walk with 5 repeats, 
the system automatically prepares a playlist of songs 
appropriate for the program. 

 

3) Song Mixing 

RJ has two player modules for music mixing to support 
seamless play. In other words, they play songs seamlessly in 
such a way that songs are sounded like one. The two player 
modules synchronize their music play based on the beat 
feature in the music archive. There are two options for song 
mixing: crossfading and cutting. In the crossfading mix, two 
songs are mixed gradually by volume transition over time. 
This method can be used when the SWPM is steady. In the 
cutting mix, a new song starts as soon as current song ends. 
This method is used for mixing music when the SWPM 
changes suddenly. 

IV. EVALUATION 

To evaluate the performance of our scheme, we 
performed several experiments for 10 females and 10 males. 
15 of them are 20s and the others are 30s. Also, 5 of them are 
daily exerciser and 12 of them exercise regularly. The others 
exercise rarely. We collected 100 songs (MP3 files) of 
various genres from a song streaming service, which include 
electronic, hip-hop, pop and rock. Since our evaluation is 
related to exercise, we collected the user’s custom playlists 
that were programmed for their exercise or workout. 

A. SWPM Ranges 

Based on the proposed pace metric (SWPM), we 
collected the actual walking/running records from 20 
subjects. The subjects were asked to walk or run about 2km 
with their own pace. Average SWPMs of walking and 
running are 52.6 and 82.9, respectively. We implemented a 
prototype Runner’s jukebox and tested it on two android 
smartphones: LG Optimus G (Snapdragon S4 Pro 1.5GHz 
Quad-core processor and Android OS v4.1) and Samsung 
Google Nexus S (Cortex-A8 1GHz processor Android OS 
v2.3). 
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Figure 4.  Examples of pace matching to music tempo 
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B. User Pace Matching to Music Tempo 

In the first experiment, we evaluated the performance of 
the pace recognizer. In the experiment, users are required to 
catch up with music tempos of predefined playlist. Based on 
the average SWPM, we generated music clips having 
dynamic BPM ranging from 110 to 170 and played to them. 
We defined three different types of BPM modes: fixed, 
gradual and stepwise. We generate music clips according to 
the BPM modes and then asked subjects to walk or run to the 
music clips. Fig. 4 (a) shows the result of pace recognition 
under fixed BPM. Fig. 4 (b) shows the result of user pace 
recognition under gradual BPM. Finally, Fig. 4 (c) shows the 
result of user pace recognition under stepwise BPM. To 
evaluate their accuracy, we calculate their average difference 
using the following equation. 
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             (4) 

 
In addition, we measured their standard devation and 

minimum -maximum differences. The results are shown in 
Table I. SWPM+MA is the result of moving average (MA) 
window after SWPM measurement. 

TABLE I.  SWPM DIFFERENCES MEASURED 

 Average 

Difference 

Standard 

Deviation 

Min ~ Max 

Difference 

SWPM 2.05% 1.654 -49.5 ~ 15.0 

SWPM+MA 1.88% 0.905 -20.7 ~ 12.1 
 

C. Pace Recognizing Conditions 

Since our proposed scheme aims to assist exercise or 
workout, its robustness to the external conditions is very 
important. To this end, we evaluated the accuracy of pace 
recognition under three different conditions: smartphone is 
held in exerciser’s hand, armband and pocket. Subjects are 
asked to keep pace 85 SWPM while jogging. Fig. 5 shows 
the SWPM tracking results of three different conditions. 
Table 2 shows their comparison in terms of average SWPM 
difference. 

TABLE II.  COMPARISON OF RECOGNITION CONDITIONS 

 Average SWPM difference  (85 SWPM) 

Hand 1.74% 
Armband 1.35% 

Pocket 4.51% 

 
As shown in Fig. 5 and Table II, the proposed scheme 

can recognize user pace quietly correctly in all conditions. 
Even with the device in the pocket, our scheme can 
recognize user pace quite accurately. This is interesting 
because this is not related to user’s swinging action. 
According to the experiment result, we got the best pace 
recognition accuracy using the armband. 
 

D. Song Playing Method 

In this experiment, we measured the effect of music 
playing on the exercise or workout. Subjects are asked to 
keep their own pace as much as possible while jogging 2km 
course. For the comparison, we considered 4 different 
jogging conditions: no music, randomly selected music, 
fixed bpm music and user pace matching music. The 
measurement is carried out every other day for each subject. 
Fig. 6 shows SWPM tracking result of a subject for 4 
different conditions. Table 3 shows their average SWPMs 
and the standard deviation (STD). 

TABLE III.  AVERAGES AND AVERAGE STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF 

SWPM 

 SWPM SWPM STD 

No music 78.8 4.33 

Randomly selected music 75.8 3.81 
Fixed bpm(170) music 85.4 1.17 

Pace matching music 85.1 1.91 

 
From the result, we can observe that controlled music 

plays such as fixed bpm and pace matching give better 
exercise effect in term of SWPM. Also, they show less 
variation than randomly selected music or no music.  This 
means that music can be used to maintain or keep up the 
effectiveness of exercise or workout. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed Runner’s Jukebox, a 
smartphone music player to improve the user’s experience 
and performance of typical exercises such as walking and 
running. Based on user pace detection and music feature 
analysis, our proposed music player retrieves songs and 
adjusts their playback speed according to the detected user 
pace. We presented a practical implementation on an 
Android platform. In addition, for seamless music playback, 
we proposed music mixing methods. To evaluate the 
effectiveness of our system, we performed several 
experiments and showed that our system can work on 
Android platform with accurate recognition and positive 
effect on user workout. 
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Figure 5.  SWPM tracking result in different recognition conditions 
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Abstract—Cinema theaters have arrived in the digital era. The
Digital Cinema Initiatives has chosen Digital Cinema Package
(DCP) as format for the distribution of feature films. No suitable
economical nor technological model is proposed for DCP content
delivery to art-house theaters. The existing solutions are too
expensive or not adapted. Therefore, we conduct this research
activity in cooperation with Utopia cinemas, a group of art-house
French cinemas. Utopia’s main requirement (besides functional
ones) is to provide free and open source software for DCP
distribution. In this paper, we present a Content Delivery Network
for DCP adapted to art-house. This network is operative since
mid 2014 and based on torrent peer-to-peer technology inside a
multi-point VPN.

Keywords–Digital cinema; Content Delivery Network; Peer-to-
peer; VPN.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cinema theaters switched from 35 mm prints to digital
era. The Digital Cinema System Specification (DCSS) [1],
provided by Digital Cinema Initiatives (DCI), is now a world-
wide standard. The specification describes how to create,
distribute and project a Digital Cinema Package (DCP).

Our research is conducted in collaboration with Utopia
cinemas, a network of five independent theaters in France.
More independent theaters support this activity through the
Indépendants, Solidaires et Fédérés (ISF) association. Those
theaters initiated this research because they need to understand
the implications of changing to digital. Primarily, they are
concerned about becoming dependent on a single company’s
technology for presentation, and want us to provide Free and
Open Source Software (FOSS) for Digital Cinema (DC). As
exhibitors, they are mainly concerned in two parts: a projection
system and a system for DCP reception in theaters in a
dematerialized way.

The first topic is addressed in [2]. It is a full software pro-
jection system running under VLC, with JPEG2000 decoding
optimization for DC (the VLC-DCP part in Figure 1). This
paper is on the second part: the DCP transmission system.
We designed a Content Delivery Network (CDN), peer-to-
peer based, for DCP delivery to exhibitors. Our goal is to
deliver on time a DCP to be used in the projection system
(not to stream the content). A major requirement is also to
design a CDN which fits independent distributors and theaters
ecosystem: deliver many contents for many theaters in a cost
effective way.

In Section II, we present the environmental reasons to
propose our CDN. In Section III the CDN architecture is

presented. In Section IV the CDN is evaluated, and in Section
V we analyse the evaluation results.

II. WHY AN ALTERNATIVE CDN FOR ART-HOUSE
THEATERS?

Once a movie is realized by producers, the movie shall
be distributed. We study the case of distribution to theaters
(not the video distribution as DVD or VOD). The distributors
acquire the film rights per country. They negotiate per theater
when and how long the movie will be screened (cf. Figure 1,
blue arrows for right owners negotiation, red for DCP data
flow). Our work is based on film distribution in France. Film
industry in France is ruled by the Centre National du Cinéma
et de l’image animée (CNC) who delivers permissions to dis-
tribute a film. CNC distinguishes three classes of theaters (big,
medium and small) and sets labels to films (art-house, research,
etc.). We focus on distribution to medium and small theaters,
with CNC art-house labels. Big (multiplex) theaters already
have distribution solutions (mainly via satellites) adapted to
their business (for instance distribution of more than 900 copies
to exhibitors). At the opposite 60 % of the movies in 2013 have
been screened in less than 100 theaters (CNC source) and the
great majority of these films were art-house ones.

Technically, distributors don’t create (except for the very
small ones) DCPs themselves. DCP mastering is done by
cinema industry laboratories. Basically DCP mastering consists
in creating a DCP according to DCSS standard (3 big steps:
compress video, create container and encrypt DCPs). The DCP
can then be delivered to exhibitors. In France, 2012 is the
year which represents the switch from 35 mm prints to digital
copies. At this time DCPs were transported like 35 mm prints:
via mail transporters. The switch to dematerialized transfer is
currently in progress. The dematerialized transfer was initiated
by big Network Service Providers (NSP): in France, Orange
via Globecast and TDF via Smartjog.

Globecast, for some theaters (big or representative ones),
proposes free equipment (rent of 1, 2 or 4 ADSL network
links and reception box), the DCP transfers are cost free also.
The distributor is in charge to pay the transfers to theaters. The
transfer cost is expensive for medium and small distributors, so
a few switched to dematerialized. Taking en example, Utopia
Bordeaux theater is on the top 5 of French cinemas playing art-
house movies. The cinema was free of charge equipped with
Globecast system: after 3 years of usage, they can receive less
than 10 % of the screened film via this system. The remaining
90 % are received by hard disk via traditional mail delivery.
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Figure 1. Overview of DC system. The figure represents the DCP distribution from distributors to exhibitors.

Furthermore, depending on the theater, Globecast offer is free
or not (installation cost and DCP transfer cost).

Other issue: transporters try to deal with distributors for
exclusivity on delivery. A theater shall then be equipped with
several reception mechanisms to receive all DCPs. So, we
have here an inter-operability problem. Inter-operability is
one of the keywords of DCSS: creation of DCPs, projection
system, security are largely described in the document. The
transportation chapter is only one page long in a 160 pages
document.

Affordable costs for art-house cinema and inter-operability
are two main reasons to starting this project. In next section
we will present our CDN: The DCP Bay.

III. THE DCP BAY

The fundamentals are to propose an open network design
for DCP delivery to solve inter-operability issues and build
it in a cost effective way for distributors and exhibitors. By
inter-operability, we mean a standard public protocol for DCP
transfer based on FOSS and independent (from NSP, from
distributors and from theaters projection system).

A DCP can grow up to 400 GB (3 hours of a movie with
a compression ratio of 250 Mb/s). The observed DCP mean
size is around 200 GB. So, DCP distribution is challenging
due to the large size of the content and on time delivery for
first screening. The distributors can make available the DCPs
to distribute from one month to 24 hours before the projection.

We excluded solutions based on JPEG2000 scalability [3]
and multiple-description-based distributed system [4] because
the majority of DCPs to distribute are encrypted: it is not
possible to access JPEG2000 data.

Our transfer system is peer-to-peer (torrent) based. Usage
of torrent files is common and implementation is open. Torrent
allows transfer of large files and ensures also the integrity of
the system. For security and maintenance simplification all
the peers are in a multipoint VPN called tinc. Tinc is a well
known open source VPN simple to set up and with numerous
functionalities [5].

A distributor delivers the DCPs to our platform (by secure
FTP or by torrent or by traditional mail delivery). When a DCP
is received in one of our servers, the integrity is verified (the
information for hash verification is present in DCP meta-data)
and the torrent file is created. The DCP is replicated in other

servers to create seeders. Then, the DCP can be delivered to
theaters, the exhibitor selects the torrent to download in our
torrent tracker (also inside the VPN), and starts the transfer
via his torrent client interface. Once the DCP received, the
exhibitor can transfer it to the DC library or DC projector
server (usually via FTP). For running The DCP Bay (TDB)
in a cinema, the exhibitor needs a dedicated machine. We
do not impose to the theater a specific hardware, neither a
specific NSP, but we ask to use a dedicated machine to not be
dependent on any DC equipment provider.

Thanks to our VPN and peer-to-peer architecture, we
can propose aggregation of network links to increase theater
bandwidth. The aggregation solution is presented in Figure 2.
For each network link, we have a modem. In the TDB theater

Figure 2. TDB network link aggregation. The TDB machine can receive
torrent data from the 2 network links by specifying routes at VPN level. For

the torrent client all the machines are in the same VPN network
(10.10.10.XXX).

machine at VPN level, two connections are made to two TDB
servers, and we create separate routes via each modem. So,
we receive data from seeder 1 via modem A, and data from
seeder 2 via modem B. At torrent client level both seeders
are viewed, via the VPN tunnel, and download rate for each
seeder is limited by each network link. This mechanism can
be extended to multiple seeders by balancing the connections
between modems. This aggregation solution is easy to set up
in the theater and does not need any specific connection from
an NSP. We can even add network robustness by selecting
separates NSP for each network link.

TDB have server machines in data-centers. We work with
non profit NSPs (tetaneutral, aquilenet, LDN). In tetaneutral
one machine, with 9 To of disk storage, is used for DCP re-
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TABLE I. PROGRESSION OF TRANSFERRED DCPs

Month Number of transfers Transferred data (in GB)
Jun 2014 1 153.04
Jul 2014 24 3450.19
Aug 2014 12 1656.76
Sep 2014 33 4000.11
Oct 2014 76 10290.37
Nov 2014 91 10355.58
Dec 2014 66 9046.71

ception via FTP, integrity verification, torrent creation, torrent
tracker hosting and seeding. The second machine replicates the
DCP of the first one and acts as a seeder also. The third one
is a virtual machine for archiving ’old’ DCPs, and seeds only
the archived DCP (16 To of disk storage). The machines in
aquilenet and LDN act as cache machines. We send a DCP to
these machines when we know that it will be transferred to
many theaters at the same time.

IV. THE DCP BAY EVALUATION

TDB is operative since June 2014. Table I presents the
number of DCPs transferred by month to the theaters. All the
connected theaters (from one to five screens) are art-house
ones but some of them have also mainstream movies. The
theaters are connected with different connection types (optic
fiber, VDSL, ADSL) or usage (shared, dedicated or aggregated
lines). They can be equipped only by TDB, but also by
others DCP transporters (Globecast, Smartjog, Cinego). This
represents heterogeneous bandwidth and according to theater
screening it implies several distribution scenarios.

A. Tinc VPN evaluation
All the DCPs transit (except the FTP transfers) via VPN

and tunnels. All the traffic is made on the same tunnel. Data
transit inside tunnels does not have the same performance as
direct network transfer. We connected two machines directly
via an Ethernet wire and both with gigabit connections and
running under the same Linux kernel. We performed transfers
of 1 GB files via wget commands. With direct connections we
measured rates of 960 MB/s. Via the tunnel we measured rates
of 220-250 MB/s. We deactivated the ciphering to not reduce
VPN performances and only evaluate the tunnel performances.

At a more macroscopic level, we measured also non
constant rates between distant machines via tinc connections.
This problem is probably due to NAT firewall rules on network
link modems as mentioned in [6].

B. Torrent client evaluation
The selected torrent client is transmission, because it is

a FOSS torrent application. And the software provides also
a web interface to manage the downloads. All the theaters
have their own torrent clients accessible via a web interface
(example http://32.cinema.tdcpb.org for Utopia Tournefeuille).
Compared to other FOSS torrent clients transmission is slower
(in download time) than rtorrent in high speed networks.
We measured the download bandwidth inside the tetaneutral
local network. We downloaded a DCP from a server to a
virtual machine. With transmission the maximum measured
bandwidth was 96 MB/s. With the same DCP we measured
with rtorrent download rates of 230 MB/s. After code reading

in transmission client there are some timer loops which explain
the slower bandwidth.

C. Global TDB evaluation
We use a torrent tracker, named XBTT, to log all the

transfers. We can have the start and end times for the transfer
of each torrent. A sample of DCP transfer is presented in
Table II, which corresponds to the time window of Mr Turner
transfer (2 days, 8:45:45). All the DCP transfers presented
in this table have been ingested in a machine (utopian7) in
the laboratory network and then transmitted to server tdcpb31
and to theaters (cineXX). In that case the DCPs are available
to download for all the theaters. Since a DCP is available to
download in utopian7, this machine can be considered as a
primary seeder. The machine tdcpb31 is where all the DCPs
are finally stored and located at tetaneutral. In Table II, DCPs
are transferred to five theaters (noted cine35, cine69, etc.).
The theaters have different download bandwidths, the cine36
is connected to 100 Mbps optical fiber. For cine36 in that
case the maximum reached rate is 21.30 Mbps, so 5 times
less than the theoretical bit-rate of 100 Mbps. This is partly
explained by the optic fiber NSP (we did not reach more than
80 Mbps in direct download tests), due also to several DCPs
downloaded at the same time for instance (Timbuktu), and
also due to VPN tunnel limitations. The machine tdcpb31 is
connected to a high speed network (with a 1Gbps Ethernet
card). It is downloading (and partially uploading to other
theaters) DCP from utopian7 (MrTurner, Timbuktu, Quand
vient la nuit) and at the same time seeding to theaters (Men
women, White God). The download rates of tdcpb31 are slow
(11.68 Mbps) regarding the expected 1Gbps connections. The
VPN tunnel does not support traffic rates greater than 10/15
Mbps when traffic is in both directions (upload and download).
In a simpler case: no upload traffic in tdcpb31, and utopian7
is only uploading to tdcpb31. We measured download rate
of 30 Mbps (not represented in Table II) and if we add a
virtual machine in tetaneutral network, which also downloads
the same DCP as tdcpb31 from utopian7 we reached rate of
58 Mbps for tdcpb31. The limitation is in the tunnel, not in
the connection between utopian7 and tetaneutral.

V. TDB EVALUATION ANALYSIS

We designed a CDN for DCP delivery. Functionally, the
system is fully operative, and in “beta-production” since 6
months. We found one experimental solution for DCP delivery.
Now the problem is to find an optimized solution for an
increase of payload (more theaters connected and more DCPs
to transfer). Putting aside the problem of tunnel transfer
limitation, which shall be addressed at a more “network” level,
we need to evaluate if the system can distribute all the DCPs
to all the theaters at an expected date (the first screening day).

Figure 3 represents 8 months of film screening at cinema
Utopia Bordeaux. Each Wednesday new films are projected.
The number (and the size) of projected movies change each
week. The blue bars represents in GB the amount of new
films each week. The calculated size is the real one, sum
of DCP sizes. The size of a DCP varies according to film
duration and compression ratio. The red line represents in GB
the total amount of data that can be transferred on a network
link per week. From the logged transfers we extract a typical
download payload of 8 Mbps. During the 8 months represented
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TABLE II. DCP TRANSFER SAMPLE.

Machine Start End Duration Movie Size (GB) Rate (Mbps)
cine35 2014-12-04 12:49:43 2014-12-06 16:19:13 2 days,3:29:30 Men women 202.34 8.73
cine69 2014-12-04 21:45:31 2014-12-07 03:06:57 2 days, 5:21:26 White God 203.16 8.46

tdcpb31 2014-12-05 11:07:25 2014-12-06 11:26:57 1 day, 0:19:32 Timbuktu 127.80 11.68
tdcpb31 2014-12-05 12:56:53 2014-12-07 10:32:29 1 day, 21:35:36 Quand vient la nuit 186.73 9.10
cine36 2014-12-05 13:46:24 2014-12-06 10:24:20 20:37:56 Quand vient la nuit 186.73 20.11

tdcpb31 2014-12-05 16:01:45 2014-12-08 00:47:30 2 days, 8:45:45 Mr Turner 135.50 5.30
cine36 2014-12-05 19:48:15 2014-12-06 14:49:54 19:01:39 Timbuktu 127.80 14.93
cine36 2014-12-06 10:07:05 2014-12-07 00:15:25 14:08:20 Mr Turner 135.50 21.30
cine56 2014-12-06 23:23:40 2014-12-07 21:59:46 22:36:06 Mr Turner 135.50 13.32
cine34 2014-12-07 00:07:30 2014-12-08 09:42:40 1 day, 9:35:10 Mr Turner 135.50 8.97
cine36 2014-12-07 10:36:22 2014-12-09 23:00:05 2 days, 12:23:43 White God 203.16 7.48

Figure 3. Movies distribution at theater Utopia Bordeaux. 8 months of DCP
screening are represented (real situation). Each week new films are

presented. We represent in the blue bars the amount in GB of DCP to
receive.

in Figure 3 in 10 cases we cannot send all the DCPs in a week.
A solution is some cases, can be to use the free payload of the
previous weeks to start sending DCPs. This solution is limited
in time by the availability of the DCPs from the distributor.

The availability of the DCPs can be short (from two weeks
to less than one week) for movies in first screening week.
Another solution is to increase the transfer payload, which
can be achieved by adding a new network link and using the
TDB aggregation method. Adding a new link is not always
possible, it depends on theater localisation and infrastructure.

For TDB, our goal is to distribute all the movies to a
theater. If we cannot achieve all the transfers in dematerialized,
we will send the remaining DCPs by physical transporter,
which will increase our costs. A simple solution to minimize
the costs is to send by transporter the largest DCPs, to free
payload on the network link. For each theater, we have a
distribution to achieve in time and the same movie can be
distributed to multiple theaters at the same time. To achieve
this goal we can adapt the mathematical model from [7] to our
CDN model. The aim of the proposed model is to minimize the
network operational cost and respect bandwidth constraints and
download time. We will add to this model the DCP availability
from distributor as input parameter.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented our operative CDN for
DCP distribution. The CDN will continue growing by con-

necting more theaters. We have demonstrated that we can
create a FOSS CDN, which respects all the constraints of DC
content delivery. Our system does not depend on any NSP
provider and can be deployed in any network. And we also
propose a network link aggregation for theaters without usage
of dedicated NSP service.

We have raised some networking issues: the bandwidth
limitation in the VPN tunnel. We will continue to investigate
this issue to deeply understand tunnel limitations and increase
our CDN global bandwidth. The proposed solution shall not
(or slightly) increase the network operational cost and respect
the FOSS requirement.

Future work will be to adapt the proposed model by [7] to
peer-to-peer distribution and increase the storage capacity in
data-centers. We are configuring a server with storage capacity
based on ceph [8] distributed file system and erasure coding
algorithms.
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Abstract - We investigate the requirements for an 

adaptive learning system. A conceptual model is explored 

which links together a student model, a tutor model and a 

knowledge model. We further consider the use of an 

adaptive engine which allows the system to respond to the 

needs of individual students, present learning objects 

according to the preferences of individual tutor styles, 

allows automatic self-exploration at the level of student 

maturity and encodes the curriculum in a form that is 

accessible to the adaptive engine. Our model accurately 

represents both the structure and content of learning 

objects in contrast with less structured data models 

implicit in ontological hierarchies.  

 

Keywords–e-learning; adaptive; metadata; semantic; 

ontology. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

   

In previous work [1], we proposed an Adaptive 
Multimedia Presentation System (AMPS) to provide a 

semi-automated tool for learning that adapts to students’ 
needs. A prototype was constructed and evaluated in a 
real class environment in the Cisco Academy at 

Bournemouth University [2]. This showed that 
undergraduate students benefited from using the AMPS, 

but preferred a more ‘adaptive’ system – one that met 
their individual needs better with less tutor intervention. 

These results led the writers to consider how this might 

be undertaken in a systematic way.  The principal aim 
of this paper is to look further at the conceptual, 

semantic, and ontological modelling issues involved in 
making a more rigorous adaptive learning system. 

 

In section II, we set out our overview of the 

Adaptive Learning System and indicate the relation of 

its component parts. In section III, we look at the 
student model and indicate its possible structure. In 
section IV, we look at the tutor model and the demands 

placed upon the system by allowing tutors to teach in 
their own idiosyncratic ways. In section V, we discuss 

the knowledge model which we use to hold both the 
knowledge structure in a multi connected ontology as 
well as the learning objects themselves. In section VI 

we discuss the adaptive engine which links together all 

these components, while in section VII we conclude by 

reflecting on the limitations of the model and the role of 
adaptation in learning. 

 

II. THE ADAPTIVE LEARNING SYSTEM 

 
As in nature, so in computing adaptation can take 

many forms. But it is important to realise that adaption 

is always in response to a particular stimulus. As the 

external factors change so the system adapts its 

response. This is no less true in education in the case of 
a learning environment; a student is presented with a 
range of stimuli and a range of responses are observed. 

Table 1. Students may be presented with learning 
materials which are too hard or too easy, students may 

learn from the learning object and accommodate the 
new learning as new knowledge which is incorporated 
into their own knowledge or they may not. Any learning 

system needs to adapt to these responses of the student. 

TABLE 1 ADAPTION METHODS 

Stage Stimulus/state Adaption Method 

1 Student learns 

from new material 

Next stage of 

material presented 

Automatically 

determined from 

subject ontology 

2 Student fails to 

learn from new 

material 

Reinforcement 

material presented 

Automatically 

determined from 

subject ontology 

3 Student ability 

tested with new 

material 

General IQ test Real-time 

response 

4 Student pre-

knowledge 

Subject knowledge 

test 

pre-lesson test 

5 Student learning 

styles 

selection of 

appropriate formats  

Learning style 

analysis 

 

In normal education systems the adaption is performed 

with varying degrees of success by the tutor. Possible 
contributions to the student state will include student 

prior knowledge, student ability and student learning 
styles, which we call the basic “student signature”.  

 

 
 
The system needs to be able to mimic the adaption of the 

tutor and response of the student as well as contain all 
the structure of the knowledge system in the form of an 

INTERFACE

Adaptive Engine

Student Model Knowledge Model Fragmentation Model Tutor Model

Tutor Student Administrator

Figure 1 Adaptive Learning System 
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ontology together with all the teaching material in 
different forms to match appropriate learning styles.  

The structure of the adaptive system with these features 

is shown in Figure 1. 
 

III. THE STUDENT MODEL 
 
The student is the course subscriber, or person 

learning the course content and committed to 

completing a course. Once all courses to which the 

student has subscribed are complete the student ceases 
to be a student.  The level of knowledge attainment that 
the student has reached during any point in the course 

has to be recorded and tracked. This means linking the 
attainment level to the subject ontology. The 

determination of whether a particular subject node has 
been assimilated is through the answering of test 
questions. The successful answering of these will 

update the student signature to record which subject 

nodes have been accessed and mastered. The 
component of the student model are shown in Figure 2 

and will be elaborated below. 
 

Part of the initial processing of the student will 
require an assessment of the pre-knowledge that the 
student comes to the course with and this will involve 

initial testing. The results of this will indicate the 
present level of knowledge of the student and this will 

be entered into the student profile or “student signature” 

as we call it here.  
 

Other factors which determine the way learning is  
adapted to individual student needs will be include the 

motivation level of the student which will affect the 

degree of independence the student is given and the 
amount of reinforcement and checking on the student 

activity. Student ability will also be assessed to measure 

the speed and intelligence level at which a student is 
able to work.  

 
These and other factors will be incorporated into the 

student signature which will be assigned to each student 

and which forms a central part of the Student model. 

The student signature proposed here is summarised in 

Table 2 which lists the parameters of the signature in 
the form of a data model structure. 

TABLE 2 STUDENT DATA MODEL 

Data Element Data Type 

Present Knowledge Status Number 

Ability Level Number 

Independence Level Text 

Student Signature Level Text 

Motivation Level Free 

Pre-knowledge Level Number 

Test Results Text 

Subject nodes accessed Number 

Subject nodes mastered Number 

Preferred Learning styles Text 

Student number ID Text 

 
IV. THE TUTOR MODEL 

 
The tutor determines the intended delivery, format 

and content of courses, lessons and learning objects. As 
such the tutor is responsible for mapping out the 
ontology structure and knowledge learning map that 

shows what is to be learned and the relationship of the 

items being learned.  
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The tutor is also largely responsible for determining 
the direction that learning should take through the 

knowledge field. The general educational approach that 

is taken with any student also depends on more general 
educational factors. Our tutor model is shown in Figure 

3 and is designed to encompass the three educational 
approaches known as pedagogy, andragogy and 
heutagogy.  

A. Pedagogy  

Pedagogy is the usual approach adopted in learning 
institutions in which adults teach children. In this 

environment, it is recognized that the student has 
limited critical skills and even less experience. In this 
circumstance, the flow of knowledge is almost 

exclusively one way, from the teacher to the student.  

B. Andragogy  

As the student starts to take more responsibility for 

their learning [2] the teacher moves to a supportive role 
in assisting the student with their own learning.  In the 

andragogical approach, learners are actively involved in 
identifying their needs and planning how they will be 
met [3].  

C. Heutagogy  

Heutagogy (from the Greek for “self”) was defined 

by Hase and Kenyon in 2000, as the study of self-

determined learning [5]. Heutagogy extends learning to 
allow the student to dictate where and when the learning 

takes place and to choose the path to the learning 
objectives within the learning environment.   

 

 

 
 

 
The student has the autonomy to choose not only 

content of the learning but also the order and format of 
the learning too. the way these ideas are incorporated 

into the adaptive model is to give the student a high 
degree of autonomy. This is at the discretion of the tutor 
who determines the amount of self-learning that would 

benefit a particular student. At the lowest level 

(pedagogical), the student has no say in what is learned. 
In the next level (andragogical), the student has the 

autonomy to choose which area to study next. In the 

final level (heutagogical) not only content is chosen but 
the form of learning object is chosen too. 

The tutor model must contain mechanism then to 1. 
Determine the order in which the content is delivered to 
the student and it what format and 2. The degree of 

autonomy allowed to the student in choosing the 

learning direction. Different tutors may arrive at 

different assessments of students’ needs and different 
directions through the knowledge map. 

The tutor signature is summarised in in the tutor data 

model Table 3 which indicates the basic parameters 
which define each individual tutor and their style of 

teaching.  

TABLE 3 TUTOR DATA MODEL 

Date element Data Type 

Present Knowledge Status Type 

Pedagogy Number 

Androgogy Text 

Heutagogy Text 

Knowledge presentation order Free 

Tutor Number ID Text 

  

 
   

V. THE KNOWLEDGE MODEL 

 

The curriculum to be delivered is to be stored in the 

adaptive system. The curriculum comprises three parts. 

First the structure of the knowledge shown in Figure 4 

and its related parts which is contained in an ontology. 
Second the content of the learning which is the 
knowledge to be learned. Third, the different containers 

which hold the content. This is the form in which the 

knowledge is supplied and may be in text form, audio, 

video, PowerPoint, etc. The same knowledge may be 
presented in different formats to suit the student. In 
addition there is a requirement for test questions related 

to the curriculum. 
 

It is necessary to define ontology metrics to provide 
measures of attributes such as complexity, level of 
detail or closeness of subject areas. The first step to 

defining these metrics is to provide each node with a 

unique address which defines its location on the ordered 

tree. Thus a body of knowledge is divided into section, 
sub-section, sub-sub-section etc. and so we adopt an 
addressing system which corresponds to this knowledge 

hierarchy where each address is correspondingly 
specified by sections, sub-sections, sub-sub-sections etc.   

 

We use an ordered tree for this description where the 
branches from each node are ordered so that the sub-

nodes have an order of preference. [8] This structure is 

then used to label an ontology where fragments of 

knowledge have an order determined by their pre-
requisites. This model distinguishes between a 
taxonomy, ontology and what we call an anthology.  

Tutor 
Signature

Educational 
Approach

Tutor Model

Pedagogic 
Approach

Androgogic 
Approach

Heutagogic 
Approach

Figure 3 The Tutor Model 
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A. Taxonomy, Ontology and Anthology 

Taxonomies specify the hierarchical relationships 
between concepts. Ontologies add to this attributes, 

properties and methods of the concepts. Anthologies 

take this and add to it the content of the information that 
the concepts specify. Ontologies are a way of sharing a 

common understanding of the structure of information. 
What Anthologies add to this is the content of the 
information itself.  

B. Anthology Formats 

We define Anthologies to be collections of 

information arranged in a hierarchical order. Where the 

taxonomy may be likened to the contents page of a 
book, the ontology is a detailed breakdown of the 

contents and the anthology would be likened to the 
whole book itself. The anthology should be understood 

as also containing the information for each section 

along with the headings. The data in each section can 
take the form of text, as may be found in a textbook, or 

a media file, video presentation etc. where the content 
that is stored is useful for teaching purposes. Thus we 
see taxonomies as a subset of ontologies and ontologies 

a subset of anthologies. 

C. Test Questions 

Test questions are used to test the students’ 

knowledge of the content of a section of the 

curriculum.  That section may be based on the course or 
lesson level.  There may be many questions and many 

answers for each subject area using a Multiple Choice 
Question format.  A dynamic set of questions is formed 

to become a student specific test for progress in a lesson 
or course.  Questions and answers are determined and 
designed by the tutor.   

 

TABLE 4 DATA MODEL FOR THE KNOWLEDGE SYSTEM 

Data Element Data Type 

Node address Number 

Title Text 

Subtitle Text 

Content/Link Free 

Format Video/audio/text/PP/other 

Questions Text 

Tutor ID Text 

 

However it should be noted that this data model 

requires that the knowledge tree (or subject ontology) is 
contained within a relational database structure along 
the content-backbone where a unit is part of a course, 

and a lecture part of a unit and a segment part of a 
lecture. Segments can include learning objects. 

 

COURSE-UNIT-LECTURE-SEGMENT 

 

D. Linking of Learning Objects 

Breaking up knowledge into learning objects based 
on the content structure highlights the importance of 

two aspects of the presentation of materials. Boyle [4], 
describes the learning object as a wrapper around 

content. The wrapper describes the structure of the 

object and includes the metadata about the object. The 
learning object is packaged in a standard container 

format which can be stored in a database. The included 
metadata permits fast effective searches to retrieve 
learning objects suitable for a particular purpose. Other 

data elements associated with the knowledge system are 
as follows. 

 

 

E. Segment 

A segment is defined as a learning node together 

with all its sub-nodes. The total number of nodes in a 
segment is a measure of the amount of detail contained 

within a segment of knowledge and can be associated 
with a node in the subject ontology. 
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Figure 5. The Knowledge Model 
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F. Complexity 

We define complexity of a knowledge node to be 
equal to the degree centrality minus 1which is the 
measure of the number of sub-nodes that are connected 

to a given node. Thus a knowledge node composed of 
many sub-nodes or subdivisions is deemed to be more 

complex than one with fewer subdivisions and is 
defined as a measure of difficulty of the knowledge 

node.  

G. Level   

We designate the term level applied to each node by 
the position it occupies in the representation.  We say 

that the level of a knowledge node is equal to its 
importance and represents the level of detail that a 
knowledge node contains.   

H. Distance  

The distance or separation of one node from another 
is a measure of how close two knowledge segments are 

related to the subject ontology. For a tree network this is 

a unique value determined by the number of steps 

between the nodes. Distance is a measure of the 
strength of connection between two nodes. The 
knowledge model structure is seen in Figure 5. 

 

VI. THE ADAPTIVE ENGINE 
 

The purpose of the adaptive engine is to choose the 

next node of learning for the student and the way it is 
presented. The way the adaptive engine works is by 

using the student signature and the tutor model to 
determine the next learning object, present it to the 
student in the appropriate form and to test its 

effectiveness. This is performed by reference to metrics 

attributed to the student signature with direction 

indicated by the tutor model. The student is guided to 
the next knowledge node on the subject ontology and is 
provide with subject content in a form which is most 

suitable to the individual student. The student signature 
will contain a measure of the prior knowledge of the 

student to enable adaption of content, form, 
independence of choice, test questions etc. 

 

If pre-assessment shows that a degree of 

independent learning is appropriate for the student then 
a range of choices will be available to the student for 

them to make a choice themselves as the direction they 
can go in their learning within bounds set by the tutor. 

The adaptive engine is shown in Figure 6. 
 

 

Figure 6 The Adaptive Engine 
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The adaptive engine will use the student signature to 
determine what has already been learned and what is 

still left to learn, It will use the tutor model to determine 

which elements need to be presented to the student to 
study next. We expect the segment entity to hold such 

attributes as Level (a measure of the importance of the 
segment) and Complexity (a measure of the difficulty 
of a knowledge node) as well as Strength of nodal links 

(a measure of the ontological proximity of the 

knowledge areas). Figure 1 depicts the rudimentary 

model of the Adaptive Learning System. Each of these 
three metrics are determined through an ontology 
calculus discussed in a previous paper. [2]  

 
 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 
Investigations into semantic models and semantic 

modelling should be strictly logical explorations into 

how data models and integrity constraints can be 

modified without rendering the database contents (facts, 
meanings, and intelligent interpretations) uncertain or 

meaningless. 
 

Meta-learning by the Adaptive Learning System 
requires awareness that it is participating in a learning 
process and therefore needs an explicit, built in ‘tutor 

model’. The Adaptive Learning System presented here 
implicitly assumes there is a real-life tutor who will 

perform the role of the tutor model, which involves 

intelligent and experienced selection of learning objects 

appropriate to the student.  

In future, we need to construct a full, robust tutor 
model to automate the segmentation process, which 

needs detailed investigation of the nature of meta-
learning [14] [15]. Our vision is to build this into a 
novel abstract conceptual data model encompassing all 

the properties that are needed to make explicit the 
qualities of an effective ‘tutor model’. 

Finally, although work discussed in this paper 
answered research questions posed in previous papers, it 

has indicated further questions. In particular we would 

ask what further adaptation features are required and 
how are they to be evaluated? Also we need to further 

consider how should the adaptive engine structure be 
modelled and evaluated? Can fuzzy logic or data mining 
techniques be candidates for a useful algorithm? And 

finally we continue to explore how we determine the 
appropriate definition of an API, possibly by means of 

an IDL, between the ontology, the adaptation engine 
and the system’s user interface? We leave these 

questions to further papers. 
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Abstract—This paper addresses Semantic INdexing (SIN) to
detect concepts like Person and Car in video shots. One main
obstacle is the abundant information contained in a shot where
multiple concepts are displayed at the same time. In other words,
the detection of a target concept is adversely affected by other
concepts which are incidentally shown in the same shot. We
assume that a user can recognise the target concept when it
appears in a salient region which attracts his/her attention.
Based on this, we introduce a SIN method which utilises Focus
of Attention (FoA) to extract a salient region in a shot, and
constructs a feature emphasising that salient region. In addition,
we develop a Weakly Supervised Learning (WSL) method to
efficiently create training shots for FoA, and a shot filtering
method to examine the usefulness of salient regions. Experimental
results show the effectiveness of our SIN method using FoA.

Keywords–Semantic indexing; Focus of attention; Weakly super-
vised learning; Usefulness of salient regions.

I. INTRODUCTION

For effective filtering, categorisation, browsing and re-
trieval of large-scale video data, one key technology is ‘Se-
mantic INdexing’ (SIN) to detect human-perceivable concepts
(e.g., Person, Car and Building) in shots [1]. SIN is formulated
as a binary classification problem where shots displaying a
target concept are distinguished from the rest of the shots.
The currently most popular approach is to represent a shot as
a collection of descriptors which characterise patches (small
regions) in the shot [2][3]. To make the following discussion
clear, we define a descriptor as the representation of a patch,
and a feature as the representation of a shot based on a set
of descriptors. The effectiveness of this feature is attributed to
considering many descriptors extracted from various patches.
Even if the target concept is partially invisible due to the
occlusion by other concepts or the camera setting, the feature
includes descriptors extracted from patches corresponding to
the visible part of the target. However, many concepts other
than the target are displayed in a shot. For example, the top-
left shot in Figure 1 includes the target concept Car and many
others like Building, Road and Sky. Nonetheless, most of the
existing methods [2][3] do not consider whether each patch
belongs to the target concept or not. The resulting feature
is affected by patches of other concepts, and the detection
performance of the target concept is degraded.

To effectively spotlight a target concept, we propose a SIN
method using ‘Focus of Attention’ (FoA). FoA implements
selective attention that is a brain mechanism to determine
which region in a video frame (or image) attracts the user [4].
Such an attractive region is called a salient region. FoA is
beneficial to develop a system which can sort out visual

information according to human perception. In our case, we
assume that the target concept can be recognised by a user
when it appears in salient regions. In other words, the user
is unlikely to realise appearances of the target concept in
non-salient regions. These appearances are trivial and useless
for subsequent processes like video categorisation, browsing
and retrieval. Therefore, we use FoA to increase priorities
of salient regions and decrease those of non-salient regions.
This prioritisation enables us to construct a feature which
emphasises an appearance of the target concept, so that its
detection performance can be improved.

FoA consists of two main processes, bottom-up and top-
down. The former implements human attention driven by
stimuli acquired from the external environment, where salient
regions are detected based only on features. However, these
salient regions are not so accurate because of the semantic
gap, which is the lack of agreement between automatically
extractable features and human-perceived semantics [5]. Thus,
the top-down process implements attention which is driven
by prior knowledge and expectation in the internal human
mind. This is typically formulated in the framework of machine
learning, where salient regions in test shots are detected by
referring to training shots in which salient regions are anno-
tated in advance. More concretely, inaccurate salient regions
obtained by the bottom-up process are refined based on salient
regions in training shots.

To incorporate FoA into SIN, we address the following
two issues: The first is that salient regions significantly vary
depending on camera techniques and shooting environments.
A large number of training shots is needed to accurately
detect diverse salient regions. However, due to a tremendous
number of video frames in shots, it requires prohibitive cost
to manually prepare many training shots. Thus, we develop
an FoA method using ‘Weakly Supervised Learning’ (WSL)
where a classifier to predict precise labels is constructed only
using loosely labelled training data [6]. In our case, this kind of
training data are shots that are annotated only with the presence
or absence of a target concept. Using these training shots, we
build a classifier which can identify the region of the target
concept in a shot. In the top-down process, regions of the
target concept in training shots are identified by the classifier
and regarded as annotated salient regions.

The second issue is the discrepancy that salient regions do
not necessarily contain a target concept. The reason is twofold:
Firstly, there is the difficulty of objectively judging whether
the target concept appears in a salient region or not. In other
words, we can only use training shots where the presence of
the target concept is annotated without considering its saliency.
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For example, in Figure 1, training shots annotated with the
presence of the target concept Car include the bottom-right
shot where the car is shown in the small background region. It
is impossible or unreasonable to regard this region as salient.
The second reason for the discrepancy is possibly occurring
errors in FoA. Even if the region of the target concept is
salient for humans, another region may be falsely regarded
as salient. A feature based on such a salient region which is
discrepant with the region of the target concept incorrectly
emphasises a non-target concept. To alleviate this, we develop
a method which filters out shots where the target concept is
unlikely to appear in salient regions, using regions predicted
by the classifier in WSL. This enables SIN integrated with
FoA to appropriately capture a characteristic feature for the
target concept appearing in salient regions.

This paper is organised as follows: In Section II, we
describe the novelties of our method by discussing insuffi-
ciencies of existing FoA methods with regard to SIN. Sec-
tion III presents our method by sequentially explaining the
FoA (consisting of the bottom-up and top-down processes),
WSL and SIN modules. In Section IV, we evaluate our method
using large-scale video data. Section V concludes this paper
by providing a future extension of our method.

II. RELATED WORK

Existing machine learning approaches for the top-down
process are typically based on the contextual cueing which
means “a user can easily search a particular object among
many objects, if he/she saw the same or similar spatial layout
of objects in the past”. These approaches construct a model
which properly integrates features extracted in the bottom-
up process, using recorded eye-fixations or labelled salient
regions as training data. Itti and Koch proposed an approach
to compute the optimal weights to integrate features [7].
Kienzle et al. proposed a non-parametric approach to build a
model using recorded eye-fixations [8]. Furthermore, Li et al.
proposed an approach which simultaneously constructs a set
of models to integrate features using multi-task learning [9].
However, these approaches assume the availability of training
videos where salient regions are labelled. Compared to this, we
incorporate WSL into FoA so as to only require training shots
which are annotated just with the presence or absence of a
target concept. In addition, the approaches described above are
only evaluated on shots which necessarily contain some salient
regions. In other words, they do not consider what is shown
in a detected salient region, or how to use it in a subsequent
application. This paper explores how to utilise salient regions
for SIN and presents a method for filtering shots where salient
regions show non-target concepts.

III. CONCEPT DETECTION USING FOA

Figure 1 illustrates an overview of our SIN method where
the target concept is Car. We call training shots annotated
with the presence and absence of the target concept positive
shots and negative shots, respectively. The bold arrows in
Figure 1 show the dominant flow where the FoA module
creates a saliency map for each training shot. This map is
an image which represents the saliency of each pixel. Figure 1
shows saliency maps obtained for the positive and negative
shots at the top. As pixels have higher saliencies, they are
depicted as brighter. The positive and negative shots in Figure 1
are appropriately associated with salient regions where Car

Saliency
maps

(b)

Training
shots

Feature extraction & detector construction

(d) Filtering

FoA

WSL

SIN

(a)

(c)

(Labels of salient regions)

Bottom-up

Top-down

(Positive) (Negative)

(Positive) (Negative)

Figure 1. An overview of our SIN method using FoA with WSL.

and Person are shown, respectively. The SIN module uses
saliency maps to consider the saliency of each patch from
which a descriptor is extracted. Thereby, the feature for each
training shot is constructed by weighting descriptors based on
saliencies of their patches. Then, a detector is constructed to
identify the target concept in test shots.

The FoA module works as follows: First, the bottom-up
process in Figure 1 (a) computes a saliency map for each
training shot (for short, ‘bottom-up saliency map’). Meanwhile,
WSL in Figure 1 (b) builds a classifier using training shots,
in order to identify regions of the target concept in positive
shots. By regarding these regions as salient, the top-down
process is performed as depicted in Figure 1 (c). This refines
the bottom-up saliency map for each training shot into the
final saliency map. Also, the filtering process in Figure 1
(d) examines whether each positive shot should be used to
build a detector, by comparing its saliency map to the region
detected by WSL (red rectangle). If the region is not salient,
the positive shot is excluded from the training shots. This is
because such positive shots mislead the detector to favour non-
target concepts. Below, we describe the bottom-up and top-
down processes, WSL method, and SIN method.

Bottom-up process: This simulates a retina model of a human
to detect salient regions as the ones where features are different
from those of surrounding regions [9]. For each video frame in
a shot, the bottom-up process creates six ‘feature maps’, each
of which describes every pixel using a different feature, that
is, luminance, red-green contrast, blue-yellow contrast, flicker,
motion direction, or motion strength [9]. Then, to simulate
the mechanism of the horizontal cells of a retina, wavelet
transform is performed per feature map so that three ‘wavelet
images’ with different resolutions are created. Afterwards, the
mechanism of the bipolar cells is simulated where high-pass
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filters are used to extract high-frequency components in three
directions for each wavelet image. As a result, three ‘edge
images’ are created where the difference of a region from
surroundings is represented as edges. For noise reduction and
computational efficiency, each edge image is smoothed by
a Gaussian filter and divided into 18 × 22 macro-blocks,
where each block is represented as the average of included
pixel values. Finally, a bottom-up saliency map is created by
averaging values of the same macro-block in all of 54 edge
images (6 feature maps × 3 wavelet images × 3 edge images).
The saliency of each macro-block is represented by a real
number between 0 and 1 (see [9] for more detail).
Top-down process: Assuming that salient regions in positive
shots are labelled by WSL described below, the top-down
process performs multi-task learning which effectively solves
multiple ‘related tasks’ at the same time by extracting the
information shared among them [9]. We define a task as the
refinement of the bottom-up saliency map of each positive
shot. This task is related to tasks for other positive shots in
the sense that they are taken by similar camera techniques
and in similar shooting environments. Thus, we refine their
bottom-up saliency maps using the same set of functions,
which individually represent a different linear combination
of features used in the bottom-up process. The bottom-up
saliency map of each positive shot is refined by the weighted
fusion of these functions’ outputs, so that the refined saliency
map matches the labelled salient region. We use an EM-like
algorithm to optimise functions, and weights of their outputs
for each positive shot [9].

Based on the contextual cueing described in Section II,
the top-down process for a test shot begins with selecting the
positive shot which has the most similar spatial layout to that
of the test shot. The weighted fusion used for this positive shot
is re-used to refine the bottom-up saliency map of the test shot.
The similarity between two shots in terms of spatial layouts is
computed as their cosine similarity based on features used in
the bottom-up process.
Weakly Supervised Learning: Given training shots annotated
only with the presence or absence of a target concept, we con-
struct a classifier which can identify its region in a shot. This
WSL is achieved so that the classifier characterises regions
which are contained in positive shots, but are not contained in
negative shots [6]. The target concept is considered to appear
in these regions. The classifier is optimised by iterating the
following two processes: The first examines regions in each
training shot to find the ‘best region’ which maximises the
output of the current classifier. The other process updates the
classifier using the newly found best regions. As a result, the
classifier outputs high values for the best regions in positive
shots, while low values are assigned to all regions including
the best ones in negative shots. The best regions in positive
shots are regarded as the labelled salient regions.

Since a video frame in a shot contains a huge number of
possible regions, the aforementioned WSL needs to efficiently
find the best region. To this end, we implement the classifier
as a linear SVM based on quantised SIFT descriptors, called
‘Visual Words’ (VWs) [10]. First, we extract SIFT descriptors
from patches which have the radius of 10 pixels and are located
at every sixth pixel in each video frame. Then, randomly
sampled one million SIFT descriptors are grouped into 1, 000

clusters where each cluster centre is a VW. Every SIFT
descriptor is quantised into the most similar VW. Based on this,

a region is represented by a feature (histogram) where each
dimension represents the frequency of a VW in this region. In
particular, for any region, the output of the linear SVM can
be computed by simply counting the frequency of each VW.
This enables us to estimate the ‘upper bound’ for a set of
regions [10]. Here, no region in the set takes the output larger
than the upper bound. The best region can be efficiently found
by discarding many sets of regions for which upper bounds are
small. With this efficient search, we can refine the classifier
(linear SVM) through many iterations.
Semantic Indexing: Given a target concept, we create the
feature of each training shot as a histogram where each bin
represents the ‘weighted’ frequency of a VW. We check the
saliency map to obtain the saliency of each patch from which
a SIFT descriptor is extracted. This saliency is used to weight
the frequency of the VW associated with the SIFT descriptor.
As a result, the feature emphasises frequencies of VWs in
the salient region where the target concept probably appears.
Using such features, a detector is constructed as a non-linear
SVM with Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel.

Before constructing the detector, we use the classifier in
WSL to examine whether salient regions in positive shots
include the target concept or not. We assume that the target
concept is salient if its region is large. Hence, we filter out a
positive shot if the best region is very small, or the classifier’s
output for this region is very small. This filtering is also
applied to test shots. For test shots where salient regions fail
to cover the target concept, features obtained by weighting
VWs’ frequencies undesirably emphasise non-target concepts.
To avoid this, the filtering aims to distinguish test shots where
salient regions certainly include the target concept from the
others. For the former, we extract features by weighting VWs’
frequencies, while features for the latter are extracted without
weighting. Finally, the list of sorted test shots in terms of
outputs by the detector is returned as the SIN result.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We first examine the effectiveness of FoA using WSL by
targeting three concepts Person, Car and Explosion Fire. For
each concept, we use 1, 000 positive shots and 5, 000 negative
shots in TRECVID 2009 video data [1]. The performance
is evaluated on 1, 000 test shots where the ground truth of
salient regions is manually provided. We compare two FoA
methods, WSL and Manual, which use positive shots where
salient regions are labelled by WSL and by the manual method,
respectively. Figure 2 shows ROC curves for WSL and Manual.
Each curve is created by calculating true positive (TP) and false
positive (FP) rates using different thresholds. Here, a pixel in a
saliency map is regarded as salient if its saliency is larger than
a threshold. A TP is the number of pixels which are correctly
detected as salient, and a FP is the number of pixels falsely
detected as salient. Figure 2 shows that, for all concepts, ROC
curves of WSL and Manual are nearly the same. This means
that FoA can be appropriately performed even using salient
regions labelled by WSL.

As another evaluation measure, an AUC represents the
area under an ROC curve. A larger AUC indicates superior
performance where a high TP is achieved for a small FP.
Figure 2 presents that WSL’s AUCs are nearly the same or
even larger than those of Manual. Note that several regions
where a target concept does not appear are falsely detected by
WSL, and used as labelled salient regions in the top-down
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Figure 2. Performance comparison between WSL and Manual.

process. For example, at the bottom-right of Figure 2, the
red rectangular region in the image (a) is falsely regarded as
showing a car. However, as seen from the bottom-up saliency
map marked by (b), the saliency of this region is very low, so
it cannot be a salient region even with the refinement by the
top-down process (see the image (c)). Like this, errors in WSL
are alleviated based on saliencies obtained by the bottom-up
process. In other words, FoA works appropriately as long as
regions obtained by WSL are mostly correct.

Next, we evaluate the performance of our SIN method
using FoA. According to the official instruction of TRECVID
2011 SIN light task [1], we select 23 target concepts shown in
Figure 3. For each target, a detector is constructed with 30, 000

training shots collected from 240, 918 shots in 11, 485 develop-
ment videos, and tested on 125, 880 shots in 8, 215 test videos.
To examine the effectiveness of weighting descriptors based
on FoA and that of shot filtering, we compare three methods
Baseline, Weight and Weight+Filter. Baseline and Weight use
features defined by original frequencies and weighted frequen-
cies of VWs, respectively. Weight+Filter extends Weight by
adding the shot filtering process.

Figure 3 shows the performance comparison in form of a
bar graph. For each concept, the left, centre and right bars
represent Average Precisions (APs) of Baseline, Weight and
Weight+Filter, respectively. A larger AP indicates a higher
performance. For each method, we also exhibit the Mean AP
(MAP) which is the mean of APs over 23 concepts. Figure 3
illustrates that Weight outperforms Baseline for many concepts.
The MAP of the former is about 5% higher than that of
the latter. This validates the effectiveness of FoA for SIN.
In addition, Weight+Filter’s MAP indicates that adding shot

filtering improves Weight’s MAP by about 3%. This verifies
the effectiveness of shot filtering.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we introduced a SIN method using FoA
with WSL. Experimental results showed both the validity of
incorporating WSL into FoA and the effectiveness of FoA
for SIN. Figure 3 shows that FoA causes the performance
degradation for some concepts such as Explosion Fire and
Mountain. One main reason is non-rectangular shapes of these
concepts, while our WSL method can only identify rectangular
regions. In other words, rectangular regions are too coarse
to precisely localise non-rectangular concepts, and inevitably
include other concepts. As a result, the top-down process
does not work well. Hence, we will extend our WSL method
by adopting the efficient search algorithm for regions with
arbitrary shapes [11].
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Abstract—In the Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) 

system, an effectiveness of the visual descriptors, such as color, 

texture and shape, determines a good retrieval performance. 

Recently, more than two types of visual descriptors are 

combined to improve the performance of CBIR. The 

combination method used to combine different types of visual 

descriptors also plays an important role to obtain a good 

performance.  However, we are aware that researchers have 

not paid sufficient attention to the combination methods, so in 

this paper, we focused on combination of schemes of three 

types of visual features to obtain higher improvement of the 

retrieval performance.  Firstly, several visual descriptors that 

belong to three types of visual features (color, texture and 

shaper) are analyzed individually to select a better descriptor 

from each category. Second, the several combination methods 

are analyzed to determine a best combination method. The 

performance of the proposed scheme is compared with some 

CBIR systems in which more than two different types of 

descriptors are combined.  

Keywords-CBIR system; color descriptor; texture descriptor; 

shape descriptor; combination methd of descriptors 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Multimedia data is very common in daily activities, 
because nowadays it is easy and inexpensive to take pictures 
and videos. Digital images and videos are not only important 
in common activities, but also in areas such as medicine, 
biology, astronomy, commerce, tourism, etc. Due to the 
importance of multimedia information, the facility of sharing 
these data trough high-speed Internet connections and the 
high storage capacities, the size of databases has been 
increasing considerably. As a consequence of this situation, 
an efficient classification, indexing and retrieval of digital 
images stored in a huge database have been challengeable 
tasks. Therefore, the Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) 
has become an urgent research topic because the traditional 
retrieval method, that is manual and subjective process, has 
become time consuming operation with ambiguity results in 
a huge database.  

The CBIR systems describe multimedia content using 
visual features, such as color, texture, shape, etc. These 
features are low-level visual features, which describe images 
making the information retrieval be fast, objective and 
automatic.  In general, color is one of the most dominant and 

distinguishable features in describing image [1]. Therefore, 
until now, several color-based descriptors have been 
proposed in the literature [2]-[6]. The Histogram Intersection 
(HI) [2], the Color Correlogram (CC) [3], the Dominant 
Color Descriptor (DCD) [4], the Color Layout Descriptor 
(CLD) [5] and the Color Structure Descriptor (CSD) [6] are 
widely used as color-based descriptors in the CBIR. To 
improve the retrieval performance, Atoany et al. [7] 
proposed the Dominant Color Correlogram Descriptor 
(DCCD), which optimizes the CC using only eight dominant 
colors. Also, some texture-based descriptors have been 
proposed in the literature to describe the image using the 
texture patterns [1][8]-[12]. The steerable filters [1], The 
Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD) [8], the Texture 
Browsing Descriptor [9], the co-occurrence matrix-based 
descriptors [10][11] and Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [12] are 
some of the most widely used texture-based descriptors. The 
shape feature is another important factor that can be used to 
identify objects and classify the image context. As the shape-
based descriptors, the Fourier Descriptor (FD) [13], the 
moment-based descriptors, such as Pseudo-Zernike Moments 
(PZM) [1] and Polar Harmonic Transforms (PHT) [14], and 
Pyramidal Histogram of Oriented Gradients (PHOG) [15] 
have been used in the CBIR systems.   

There are some algorithms that do not use the above 

mentioned visual features to characterize the images and 

retrieve desired images. The Scale-Invariant Feature 

Transform (SIFT) and Speed Up Robust Feature (SURF) are 

examples of these types of algorithm.  In the CBIR system, 

the SIFT and the SURF obtain some robust interest points, 

and using these points together with their neighborhood 

regions, the relevant images are retrieved [16][17].  

Recently, the learning-based approaches, such as bag-of-

visual-word [18] and the deep learning [19] are used to 

solve the practical problem in the CBIR.  
In order to improve the image retrieval performance, it is 

necessary to combine more than one visual feature. Several 
combination or fusion methods are proposed in the literature 
[20]-[23]. The simplest method is concatenation of two or 
three descriptors to generate one descriptor with large 
number of elements [20], while in [21], the descriptors 
related to color, texture and shape features are combined to 
generate a single completed binary region descriptor 
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(CBRD); in this case the combination is not simple 
concatenation.  In another combination scheme, different 
types of descriptors are applied to image database in the 
cascade or the parallel manner [22][23].  In [22], firstly, 
color-based descriptor is applied to retrieve a sub-set of 
relevant images, and then, shape-based descriptor is applied 
to images belonging to the previously retrieved sub-set only.  
In the parallel structure of [23], several sub-sets of relevant 
images are extracted independently using different types of 
descriptor, and then, the decision stage makes a final set of 
the relevant images from all extracted sub-sets of images.      

In [1][24]-[27], the visual features are lineally combined 
to improve the retrieval performance, in which the similarity 
of each feature is independently computed using a distance 
metric. And then, an adequate weight for each feature is 
defined to generate a weighted lineal combination of the 
similarity scores of the different features.  This combination 
scheme provides us a construction of a flexible CBIR 
scheme depending on the application.  For example in the 
medical image retrieval system, in which the texture feature 
may be more relevant than other features, the weight value 
assigned to texture feature can be more important than color 
and shape features.  In [24] and [25], the color feature and 
the texture feature are combined. In [24], the CLD and the 
Texture Browsing Descriptor are used, while in [25], the 
EHD and several color-based descriptors, such as the CLD 
and the CSD, are used. In [26], the DCCD as color feature 
and the PHOG as shape feature are combined lineally. In [1] 
and [27], three features are used. In [1], the DCD, the 
steerable filter and the PZM are used as color, texture and 
shape features, respectively. The color histogram and 
moments as color feature, texture feature based on Gabor 
filter and the PZM as shape feature are combined lineally in 
[27].  

In this paper, we propose a CBIR system, in which color, 
texture and shape-based descriptors are obtained and three 
distances between query image and database image using 
these three descriptors are calculated. And then, three 
distances are lineally combined using adequate weights. 
Firstly, we analyzed individually several visual descriptors, 
which belong to one of three types of descriptors in order to 
select the most adequate descriptor from each category.  As 
color descriptor, we select the DCCD, which was proposed 
by Atoany et al. [7]. As texture-based descriptor, we selected 
the directional local motif XoR patterns (DLMXoRP) [11] 
and, finally, the shape feature is extracted using the PHOG 
descriptor [15]. Next, the weights for three features are 
adapted, varying their values, to improve the retrieval 
performance. The proposed scheme was evaluated using 
some common metrics used in the CBIR systems such as 
Average Normalized Modified Retrieval Rank (ANMRR), 
Average Retrieval Rate (ARR) and Average Retrieval 
Precision (ARP), and it was compared with some CBIR 
systems which combined two or more visual features. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 
II, we explain the color-based descriptor used in our CBIR 
system, and its performance is compared with other color 
descriptors.  In Section III, we present the texture-based 
descriptor used in our CBIR system together with the 

performance of this descriptor, and in Section IV, the 
selected shape-based descriptor and its performance are 
provided.  In Section V, we provide an analysis of the 
combination methods of the selected three types of 
descriptors and the global performance of the proposed 
CBIR system. Finally, in Section VI, we conclude this work. 

II. COLOR-BASED DESCRIPTOR 

Color descriptors are divided into two categories, i) 
global color descriptors take into account the whole image in 
order to extract color information, this process does not 
include pre-processing or image segmentation; ii) local color 
descriptors extract spatial information on how pixels are 
distributed in certain region, and this is done using pre-
processing or image segmentation [28].  Several color-based 
descriptors were proposed in literature, and some of them 
were adopted by the MPEG-7.  

In the proposed CBIR system, we selected DCCD [7] due 
to its better performance and compact representation.  

A. Dominant Color Correlogram Descriptor (DCCD) 

First, the image is converted from RGB to HSV color 
space, because this color space presents more similarity to 
the human color perception. Then, the HSV image is 
quantized [4], in order to reduce the computational cost. This 
color quantization is done as: 

                𝐻 =

{
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 0 𝑖𝑓 ℎ       ∈ [316,20)     
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We only consider the 8 more representative hues (red, 
orange, yellow, green, blue, dark blue, purple, violet), and 
three levels for saturation (S) and value (V). It is important to 
mention that Human Visual System (HVS) is irregular, that 
is the reason why we are using this method of color 
quantification. The dominant colors are determined from the 
quantized image with 72 colors, which is given by:  

                       𝐹 = {{𝑐𝑖 , 𝑃𝑖}, 𝑖 = 1,… ,𝑀}                     

where M<72 is the numbers of dominant colors of a 

quantized image, ci is i-th dominant color with three 

components (H,S,V) and Pi is the percentage of the 

dominant color ci.  Firstly, the percentages Qj, j=0,..., 71, of 

all existent colors are calculated, and then, M colors ci, 
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i=0,…, M-1 with the first M largest percentage are extracted 

as dominant colors,  in this paper, we use M=8 dominant 

colors. Then, the percentages of each dominant color ci  is 

adjusted as 

                                𝑃𝑖 =
𝑝𝑖̅̅ ̅

∑ 𝑄𝑗
𝑀−1
𝑗=0

                                     

𝑖 = 0,1, … ,𝑀 − 1,    𝑗 = 0,1, … ,71

where �̅�𝑖 = 𝑄𝑖  if ci is a dominant color, otherwise 𝑝�̅� = 0. 
Once dominant colors are obtained, the correlation of pair 
pixels of the same dominant color is calculated using color 
correlogram [3], and it is defines as:

    𝛾𝑐𝑖𝑐𝑖
 (𝐼) ≜ 𝑃𝑟𝑝1∈𝐼𝑐𝑖 ,𝑝2∈𝐼𝑐𝑖

[𝑝2 ∈ 𝐼𝑐𝑖||𝑝1 − 𝑝2| = 1]          

where 𝛾𝑐𝑖𝑐𝑖(𝐼), is the probability of finding a pixel p1 of 

color ci away from another pixel p2 of the same color. 

Obtaining this correlogram for all dominant color 𝑐𝑖   with 

𝑖 = 0, 1, … ,𝑀 − 1, we get the DCCD, which is given by 

                                    𝐷𝐶𝐶𝐷 = {𝑐𝑖 , 𝐶𝐶𝑖}                          

where 𝐶𝐶𝑖 is the color correlogram of i-th dominant color 𝑐𝑖. 

B. Performace comparison of color-based descriptors 

The performance of the DCCD is compared with other 

conventional color-based descriptors. Table I shows 

experimental results of the DCCD together with six color-

based descriptors using the Database 2, composed by 1000 

Corel images, divided into 10 categories with 100 ground 

truth images per category. From the Table I, the DCCD and 

the conventional CC descriptors show better performance, 

although DCCD is 8 times more compact than the CC [3]. 

TABLE I.  COMPARISON RESULTS OF TEXTURE-BASED DESCRIPTORS 

 

Taking into account the good performance and 

compactness of the DCCD, we select it as color-based 

descriptor. 

III. TEXTURE-BASED DESCRIPTOR 

Texture is an important property for characterization and 

recognition of image [8][10]. We analyzed the performance 

of several texture-based descriptors in order to select the 

most efficient one.  

A. Directional Local Motif  Xor Pattern (DLMXoRP)   

The DLMXoRP [11] is one of the high-performance 

texture-based descriptors, in which an input image is 

divided into 3x3 overlapping blocks and a vector at a 

specific direction is extracted as shown by Figure 1.  

 

 
In Figure 2 we can observe that a number of motif 

(1,2…,7) is assigned depending on the relation between the 

three pixel values of the extracted vector as follows [11]: 

 

 
In order to extract the texture features, the following 

equations are used 

               𝐷𝐿𝑀𝑋𝑜𝑅𝑁,𝑅 = ∑ 𝑇𝑖𝑚(𝑝𝑖 , 𝑝𝑐) × 2
𝑖𝑁−1

𝑖=0                 

where: 

                                 𝑇𝑖𝑚 = {
1 𝑝𝑖 ≠ 𝑝𝑐
0 𝑝𝑖 = 𝑝𝑐

                            

And 𝑁 is the number of neighbor pixels, 𝑅 is the radio 

of the 3x3 overlapping block, 𝑝𝑐 is the central pixel and 𝑝𝑖  , 
i=0,.. 7, are the neighbor pixels. Using this information, a 

histogram is computed by: 

 

 

      𝐻𝐷𝐿𝑀𝑋𝑜𝑅𝑝
𝜃 (𝑙) = ∑ ∑ 𝑓2(𝐷𝐿𝑀𝑋𝑜𝑅𝑃

𝜃(𝑖, 𝑗), 𝑙)
𝑁2
𝑗=1

𝑁1
𝑖=1      

𝑙 ∈ [0, 2𝑁 − 1] 

Method ANMRR 
ARR 

𝜶 
𝟐 

ARR &  
ARP 

𝜶 
𝟏 

ARR 
𝜶 
𝟏

𝟐
 

 

ARP 
𝜶 
𝟏

𝟒
 

 

DCCD 0.3086 0.7590 0.5960 0.7560 0.8840 

CC 0.3228 0.7200 0.5870 0.7620 0.8880 

IH 0.3174 0.7610 0.5760 0.7380 0.8640 

DCD 0.3384 0.7420 0.5590 0.6920 0.8480 

LBA 0.3478 0.7320 0.5500 0.7040 0.8000 

CLD 0.3194 0.7620 0.5740 0.7280 0.8360 

CSD 0.4431 0.6190 0.4630 0.6200 0.7680 

 
Figure 1.  3-element vector extraction [11] 

 

 
                             Figure 2.  Seven motif asigment [11] 
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where 𝜃 = [0°, 45°, 90°, 135°] and: 

                                𝑓2(𝑥, 𝑦) = {
1 𝑥 = 𝑦
0 𝑥 ≠ 𝑦

                        

Finally, the obtained histograms are concatenated as:  

𝐻𝐷𝐿𝑀𝑋𝑜𝑅𝑃 =
        [𝐻𝐷𝐿𝑀𝑋𝑜𝑅𝑃

0° , 𝐻𝐷𝐿𝑀𝑋𝑜𝑅𝑃
45° , 𝐻𝐷𝐿𝑀𝑋𝑜𝑅𝑃

90° , 𝐻𝐷𝐿𝑀𝑋𝑜𝑅𝑃
135° ]           (11) 

B. Performance comparison of texture-based descriptors 

To select the most efficient texture-based descriptor, we 
carried out a performance comparison of several texture-
based descriptors, such as MCM [10] and DLMXoRP [11]. 
Vipparthi and Kagar [11] compared their DLMXoRP with 
several LBP-based descriptors, showing superiority of this 
descriptor.  We also compared Steerable Filters [1] and the 
EHD [8]. In this evaluation, we used some metrics 
commonly used in image retrieval evaluation, such as 
ANMMR, ARR and ARP, using the Corel Dataset 1k.  The 
evaluation results of four texture-based descriptors are 
shown in the Table II. 

TABLE II.  COMPARISON RESULTS OF TEXTURE-BASED DESCRIPTORS 

Metric 
Steerable 

Filter 
MCM DLMXoRP EHD 

 

ANMRR 
 

0.5144 0.5404 0.4460 0.5401 

ARR 

𝛼 = 2 
0.5820 0.5410 0.6140 0.5550 

ARR 

𝛼 = 1 
0.4010 0.3810 0.4680 0.3790 

ARP 

𝛼 = 1 
0.4010 0.3810 0.4680 0.3790 

ARP 

𝛼 = 0.5 
0.4620 0.4660 0.5960 0.4400 

ARP 

𝛼 = 0.25 
0.5120 0.5560 0.6720 0.5000 

 
As shown in the Table II, the DLMXoRP provides a 

better performance in the CBIR task, therefore we selected 

this descriptor as the texture-based descriptor in our 

proposed CBIR system.  

IV. SHAPE-BASED DESCRIPTOR 

Shape is known to play an important role in human 

recognition and perception, providing a powerful clue to 

object identity [1]. 

 
Shape-based descriptors can be categorized into two 

classes [13]: i) contour-based descriptors, which use the 

boundary information only, ignoring important information 

in the interior of the objects, ii) region-based descriptors, 

which use both, boundary and the interior information of 

objects. 

A. Pyramid Histogram of Oriented Gradients (PHOG) 

In the proposed CBIR system, we selected the PHOG 

descriptor [15], which extracts boundary information from 

the object.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This descriptor extracts the edges from a gray-scale 

image using Canny edge detector, as shown in Figure 3. 

Then, the image is divided into several blocks (Figure 4) in 

hierarchical manner to generate several pyramid levels, and 

in each pyramid level, a histogram of oriented gradients is 

computed.  Finally, the PHOG descriptor is obtained 

concatenating all these histograms [15]. 

B. Performance comparison of shape-based descriptors 

 To select the most powerful shape-based descriptor, 

some conventional shape-based descriptors, such as PZM 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 3. Edge information extraction. a) RGB image, b)edge 

information 

 

Figure 4. Segmentation of the edge image 
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[1], two representations of the PHT, which are Polar 

Complex Exponential Transform (PCET) and Polar Cosine 

Transform (PCT) [14], and the PHOG, are evaluated. The 

comparison results are shown by Table III. 

 

TABLE III.  COMPARISON RESULTS OF SHAPE-BASED DESCRIPTORS 

Metric PZM PCET PCT PHOG 

 
ANMRR 

 
0.7177 0.7212 0.7066 0.5825 

ARR 
𝛼 = 2 

0.3808 0.3642 0.3554 0.4462 

ARR 
𝛼 = 1 

0.2000 0.2231 0.2423 0.3538 

ARP 
𝛼 = 1 

0.2000 0.2331 0.2423 0.3538 

ARP 
𝛼 = 0.5 

0.2308 0.2615 0.2538 0.4692 

ARP 
𝛼 = 0.25 

0.3692 0.3692 0.3692 0.6308 

 

From the Table III, we can observe that the PHOG 

outperforms other shape-based descriptors, so we decided to 

incorporate it as the shape-based descriptor in our CBIR 

system. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The most adequate three descriptors, which are the 
DCCD as color-based descriptor, the DLMXoRP as texture-
based descriptor and the PHOG as shape-based descriptor, 
were selected through the performance comparison in the 
CBIR system, we analyzed several combination methods of 
these three descriptors. The combination of the three visual 
descriptors is done using a weighted linear combination 
given by 

 
 ),(),(),(),( QISQISQISQIS shapestextcolorc          (12) 

 
where I and Q  are an image extracted from database and a 
given query image, respectively, and  ),( QIScolor , ),( QIStex  

and ),( QISshape  are individual scores of image I respect to 

the query image Q in color, texture and shape aspects, 
respectively, and   S(I,Q)  is the global score of I  respect to 
Q.  The weight values:  ωc, ωt and ωs present the grades of 
importance of each visual feature, and ωc+ωt +ωs=1 must be 
satisfied. 

To determine the most adequate combination of three 
weight values, the performance of proposed CBIR system is 
evaluated varying these three values using Corel Dataset 1K, 
which are shown by Table IV.  In Figure 5, we present the 
image retrieval behavior for each class at a specific weight 
combination. From Table IV and Figure 5, we can observe 
that using combination number 7, which presents 𝜔𝐶 =
0.2, 𝜔𝑇 = 0.3, 𝜔𝑆 = 0.5 , the performance of the image 
retrieval task is improved.  

 
 

TABLE IV.  CBIR PERFORMANCE WITH DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF 

THREE WEIGHT VALUES 

Weights ANMRR 

ARR 

𝜶 
𝟐 

ARR &  
ARP 

𝜶 
𝟏 

ARR 

𝜶 
𝟏

𝟐
 

 

ARP 

𝜶 
𝟏

𝟒
 

 

𝜔𝐶 = 0.3 
𝜔𝑇 = 0.3 
𝜔𝑆 = 0.3 

0.3387 0.7520 0.5610 0.6980 0.7880 

𝜔𝐶 = 0.5 
𝜔𝑇 = 0.3 
𝜔𝑆 = 0.2 

0.3510 0.7390 0.5470 0.6820 0.7600 

𝜔𝐶 = 0.5 
𝜔𝑇 = 0.2 
𝜔𝑆 = 0.3 

0.3584 0.7290 0.5410 0.6700 0.7520 

𝜔𝐶 = 0.2 
𝜔𝑇 = 0.5 
𝜔𝑆 = 0.3 

0.3353 0.7360 0.5660 0.7200 0.8200 

𝜔𝐶 = 0.3 
𝜔𝑇 = 0.5 
𝜔𝑆 = 0.2 

0.3346 0.7390 0.5670 0.7040 0.8120 

𝜔𝐶 = 0.3 
𝜔𝑇 = 0.2 
𝜔𝑆 = 0.5 

0.3421 0.7550 0.5570 0.6780 0.7800 

𝜔𝐶 = 0.2 
𝜔𝑇 = 0.3 
𝜔𝑆 = 0.5 

0.3306 0.7600 0.5760 0.7060 0.8080 

𝜔𝐶 = 0.4 
𝜔𝑇 = 0.4 
𝜔𝑆 = 0.2 

0.3413 0.7490 0.5570 0.6960 0.7760 

𝜔𝐶 = 0.2 
𝜔𝑇 = 0.4 
𝜔𝑆 = 0.4 

0.3321 0.7410 0.5690 0.7180 0.8160 

𝜔𝐶 = 0.4 
𝜔𝑇 = 0.2 
𝜔𝑆 = 0.4 

0.3511 0.7390 0.5490 0.6840 0.7600 

 
The proposed CBIR system with optimum weight values, 

obtained through above mentioned observation, is evaluated 
comparing with other CBIR schemes [1][26]. Both CBIR 
schemes use more than two visual descriptors, in [1], the 
DCD based on LBA algorithm is used as color-based 
descriptor, the PZM and Steerable filter are used as shape-
based descriptor and texture-based descriptor, respectively. 
While in [26], the DCCD and the PHOG are used as color-
based and shape-based descriptors, respectively. The 
comparison results are shown by Table V. 

TABLE V.  PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 

Metric 

LBA+PZM 
+ 

Steerable Filters 
[1] 

DCCD +PHOG 
[26] 

Proposed 

 
ANMRR 

 
0.3672 0.2698 0.1821 

ARR 
𝛼 = 2 

0.6750 0.7800 0.8560 

ARR 
𝛼 = 1 

0.5420 0.6550 0.7370 

ARP 
𝛼 = 1 

0.5420 0.6550 0.7370 

ARP 
𝛼 = 0.5 

0.7020 0.8120 0.8940 

ARP 
𝛼 = 0.25 

0.8400 0.9320 0.9577 
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The comparisons show that the proposed CBIR scheme, 
which combines color, texture and shape based descriptors 
with optimum weight values, provides much better 
performance compared with other CBIR systems previously 
proposed.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we analyzed several visual descriptors that 
belong to color-based, texture-based and shape-based 
descriptors. Through the performance analysis of color-based 
descriptors in the CBIR task, we determined that the DCCD 
is the most efficient color-based descriptor from its retrieval 
performance and compact representation. As texture-based 
descriptor, we selected the DLMXoRP considering its higher 
performance compared with the conventional texture-based 
descriptors, while the PHOG descriptor shows much better 
performance compared with other shape-based descriptors, 
such as the PZM and the PHT descriptors, so this descriptor 
is selected as shape-based descriptor in the proposed CBIR. 

The three descriptors are combined lineally, and the 
weight values are determined after exhaustive evaluations of 
proposed CBIR system using Corel Dataset 1k.  The 
determined weight values are 𝜔𝐶 = 0.2, 𝜔𝑇 = 0.3, 𝜔𝑆 = 0.5, 
respectively, which means that the shape feature is most 
important compared with other two features to retrieve 
desired  images respect to a given query image. The 
comparison results show that the proposed CBIR scheme 
outperforms considerably other CBIR schemes.  

The optimum weight values are varied depending on the 
given query image, so adaptive process according to a given 
query image to determine optimum weight values can be 
used, which is our feature work.  
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Abstract—Audio event detection is one of the important tasks of
multimedia content analysis. The noise like characteristics and
the diversity of audio events make the recognition task difficult
when compared with music and speech sounds. Therefore, proper
application of feature extraction methods is very crucial, as well
as feature selection and machine learning algorithms. Here, we
propose a novel adaptive feature extraction scheme along with
Support Vector Machine (SVM) learner in recognizing audio
events. In our scheme, we propose to apply the widely used Mel
frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) feature to the problem
in an adaptive way. To this end, we analyze each audio event
in its frequency space to obtain a dominant frequency and then
make use of the determined dominant frequency in the feature
extraction phase. Extensive experiments have been conducted
on sixteen (16) different audio events namely alert, clear throat,
cough, door slam, drawer, keyboard, keys, knock, laughter, mouse,
page turn, pen drop, phone, printer, speech, and switch using
the IEEE AASP CASA Challenge Dataset to demonstrate the
performance of the proposed scheme. The results show that our
adaptive feature extraction scheme achieves significantly higher
recognition accuracy than traditional feature extraction method
with an average F-measure value of 72%.

Keywords–Audio event detection; Audio content analysis; Envi-
ronmental sound detection; MFCC; SVM;

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, there has been an increased interest
in the audio community for detecting acoustic events (also
called as audio events) in audio signals. The main motivation
is to develop automatic methods for recognizing sounds of
particular events in any environment. However, the problem is
challenging for two reasons when compared with speech and
music sounds: (a) the variability and (b) the diversity of audio
events (AEs). The former describes the dynamic nature of AEs
and may lead to the perception of an AE as a different sound
at distinct location/times; the latter is about the diversity of
these sounds in the environments [12]. As a result, studies in
AE recognition have received some interests in the last few
years [1]–[4].

Cai et al. [1] work on the problem of highlight sound
effects detection. They used Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
with different feature extractors such as Mel Frequency Cep-
stral Coefficient (MFCC), Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR), sub
band energies, brightness and bandwidth features in their
study. They combined all features in one feature vector to
achieve better results during the experiments. Their system
gives Precision and Recall values of 90%. Wang et al. [2]
present an audio event sound classification system to recognize
12 different audio events. In their study they combine Support

Vector Machine (SVM) and k- Nearest Neighbor (kNN) clas-
sifier. In feature selection, they use MPEG-7 audio low level
descriptors, spectrum centroid (SC), spectrum spread (SS) and
spectrum flatness (SF). The classification accuracy is 85.1%.
Chu et al. [3] propose a new method based on matching
pursuit (MP) algorithm for analyzing audio events. They use
14 different audio scenes. The tests are applied through using
4 fold cross validation. Their overall accuracy is 72% for MP-
based feature.

Lee et al. [4] present a method in order to identify and
segment the frames in to regions. They used Markov model
based clustering algorithm. For the dataset they download 1873
video for 25 different concepts from YouTube. They evaluate
their study using average precision for each class. They yield
best result for cheering segments. Beritelli et al. [15] work
on a pattern recognition system for background sounds such
as bus, car, construction, dump, factory, office and pool.
Their classifier is Neural Networks (NN) and feature extractor
is MFCC. They evaluate their systems in terms of percent
misclassification and indicate accuracy between 73% and 95%
depending on the duration of decision window. Muhammad
et al. [8] studied on an environment recognition system. They
use selected MPEG-7 audio low level descriptors and MFCC
feature. In their method they eliminate MPEG-7 descriptor
using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and combine with
MFCC feature. In this work, restaurant, crowded street, quiet
street, shopping mall, car with open window, car with closed
window, corridor of university campus, office room, desert and
park are used for evaluation. For only MFCC, full MPEG-7,
selected MPEG-7 and their method, the system gives accu-
racies of 85%, 89%, 91% and 93%, respectively. Schrder et
al. [7] propose an audio-event detection system. Their system
consists of two–layered hidden Markov Model as backend
classifier. The system is evaluated with the materials provided
in the AASP Challenge on Detection and Classification of
Acoustic Scenes and Events [5]. For event-based results, the
optimization applied on the dataset returns Precision, Recall
and F-measure value of 66%, 58% and 62% respectively.
Vuegen et al. [9] design a system based on MFCCs to train
a Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) classifier and make use
of the same AASP Challenge dataset for the evaluations. The
reported event-based performances for precision, recall, and
F-measure are 68%, 33%, and 43%, respectively. Kucukbay
et al. [10] propose a system for detection the audio events in
office live environment. They propose efficient representation
of MFCC features using different window and hop sizes by
changing the number of Mel coefficient and also they optimize
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the proposed framework.

SVM parameters. The dataset are provided from subtask Office
Live Environment of AASP Challenge. In the work, they use
16 distinct audio events. The tests conduct through using 5-
fold cross validation gives the result of 62%, 58%, and 55%
for Precision, Recall and F-measure.

Recent research shows that the performance of audio event
recognition can be enhanced using suitable machine learning
algorithms along with robust features [7], [11]. However,
most of these studies make use of standard procedures during
the feature extraction phase. For instance, in MFCC feature
extraction, we obtain the coefficients from a given frequency
interval, namely low- and high-frequency bounds. Using the
fixed frequency bounds in the analyses of different types of
sounds may lead to miss some important frequency compo-
nents, since each sound source may have different bounds.

In this paper, we present a novel adaptive feature extraction
scheme to recognize audio events by capturing each sound
by its own frequency bounds along with SVM classifier. We
consider sixteen distinct audio events from IEEE AASP CASA
Challenge, namely alert, clear throat, cough, door slam, drawer,
keyboard, keys, knock, laughter, mouse, page turn, pen drop,
phone, printer, speech, and switch [5].

The paper is outlined as follows: In Section 2, the pro-
posed recognition system is introduced. Empirical analysis and
recognition performance are presented in Section 3 and finally,
concluding remarks are given in Section 4.

II. THE PROPOSED SCHEME

The presented system consist of 7 main blocks, namely
Audio Clip, FFT Representation, Frequency Analysis, Feature
Extraction, MFCC Audio Features, SVM Model Training and
SVM Classification. The block diagram of the proposed system
is depicted in Figure 1.

A. Adaptive Feature Extraction Scheme
Each audio event conveys different information, i.e., com-

prise of different frequency components. Although the sam-
pling rate of a signal defines the upper frequency bound of a

signal in the analyses, each audio event may have its dominant
frequency. In our proposed scheme, we aim to analyze each
audio clip in its own frequency range during the MFCC feature
extraction. Thus, we intend to capture the specific frequency
range of each sound.

Specific frequency range (also referred to as dominant
frequency) can be analyzed through complex methods but we
verify our consideration using a fast, yet simple algorithm. In
order to capture the characteristics of AEs in audio signals
and to prove the effectiveness of our adaptive scheme, we use
the MFCC feature due to its success in speech recognition
applications. On the other hand, our proposed scheme is
flexible and hence can be applied to other frequency-domain
audio features. We used the standard MFCC feature extraction
algorithm in [14]. In order to extract the MFCC features, we
need to know the lower- and upper-frequency bounds. If we use
the default values in the standard, which are defined as 300Hz
for the lower-bound (LF ) and 3700Hz for the upper-bound
(HF ), we can miss some important frequency components of
an audio clip having different frequency bounds.

To solve this problem, we analyze the signal to determine
its dominant frequency component. Let E denotes an audio
event class (e.g., alert), then our scheme for determining the
dominant frequency is given in (1).

fdominant(Ei) =
1

N

N−1∑
(k=0)∈Ei

fk(idx(max(|Fk|))) (1)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ ♯ofaudioevents, Ei is the ith audio event, N
is the number of audio clips in Ei, and Fk is the Fourier
transformation of the kth audio clip, idx(y) represents the
index number of y, and fk(z) denotes the frequency value
of the kth audio clip at index z. The main idea behind this
formula is to define a dominant frequency for each AE class
and make use of it in the feature extraction phase. We assume
that, the most frequent frequency appeared in the signal is the
dominant frequency of this clip.
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Figure 2. Dominant frequency of each audio event (AE).

In this formula, following the Fourier transformation of
the signal, which is denoted by F , we pick the frequency
with the maximum magnitude as the dominant frequency and
calculate the dominant frequency of each class by calculating
the mean of dominant frequencies of the clips occurred in
that class. Eventually, we obtain sixteen distinct dominant
frequency corresponding to each AE class. We used dominant
frequencies for the LF value in the feature extraction process.
For the value of HF , we specified 22050Hz according to
Nyquist theorem since the sampling rate of the clips in the
dataset is 44100Hz. Each class and their dominant frequencies
are given in Figure 2. Once we find the proper frequency
bounds of each class, we extract MFCC feature of each audio
clip in the dataset using these frequency bounds. In our study,
we choose a clip-based decision strategy for evaluating the
results. When a clip is assigned to a particular class tag during
the testing phase, the system selects a distinct class out of
16 different options for each frame of MFFCs that has been
extracted for this particular clip.

B. Classifier Design
For audio event detection, we classify sounds with SVM

classifier with radial basis function (RBF). This method is
selected owing to achievement results in pattern recognition
applications. We use LIBSVM library for the implementation
[13]. Our multiclass evaluation strategy is defined as the one-
versus-all approach. For each class, a separate SVM model
is built such that every single SVM are trained to detect the
features of particular classes and distinguish them from the
others. In order to optimize the SVM parameters γ and C,
we performed the grid search algorithm. Consequently, 16
different model files belonging to a particular class are created.
In testing phase, the experiments conducted through using 5–
fold cross validation.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In model training and testing, we use audio event clips
that are collected from the publicly available dataset of the

TABLE I. Structure of the utilized dataset.

Audio Event Name Duration

Alert 40 sec

Clearthroat 23 sec

Cough 23 sec

Door Slam 44 sec

Drawer 33 sec

Keyboard 1 min 16 sec

Keys 41 sec

Knock 26 sec

Laugh 30 sec

Mouse 29 sec

Pageturn 1 min 03 sec

Pendrop 16 sec

Phone 3 min 05 sec

Printer 7 min 01 sec

Speech 1 min

Switch 10 sec

TOTAL 18 min 49 sec

sub-task Event Detection Office Live of the IEEE AASP
Challenge Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and
Events [5]. These 16 distinct audio events include short alert-
beeping, clearing throat, cough, door slam, drawer, keyboard
clicks, keys clinging, door knock, laughter, mouse click, turning
page, object hitting table, phone ringing, speech, printer, and
switches.

Each class contains 20 recordings. Durations of recordings
are changing because recording are collected from real-world
environment. The dataset contains non-overlapping events
from the office live environments. Class durations are pre-
sented in Table I.

In order to evaluate the proposed scheme, we prepared
three scenarios. In the first scenario, we tested the standard
MFCC implementation along with the SVM classifier. In
the second one, we considered the standard MFCC feature
extraction along with optimized SVM, and in the last scenario,
we applied the proposed adaptive feature extraction scheme
to the MFCC feature along with the optimized SVM. In the
evaluations, we used 5–fold cross validation method and never
mixed the train and the test datasets.

When we applied the proposed scheme, which considers
adaptive feature extraction scheme using the dominant fre-
quency for each class, we obtain an F-measure value of 72%.

In the second scenario in which we use fixed frequency
bounds during the MFCC implementation, the recognition
performance decreases to an F-measure value of 55%. And
lastly, the first scenario that uses standard methods, we note
an F-measure value of 48%. Our empirical results clearly
show that, the proposed adaptive feature extraction scheme is
superior to the standard methods and yields 17% increase in
the recognition performance. Figure 3 provides a comparison
for these three approaches. In addition, the proposed scheme
also improves the confusion of similar AEs, such as pen drop
and page turn sounds. The confusion matrices of the proposed
scheme (the 3rd scenario) and the 2nd scenario are depicted
in Table II and Table III, respectively. In both tables, each
column of the matrix represents the instances in a predicted
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Figure 3. Recognition performances of the proposed scheme and the others.

TABLE II. Confusion matrix for 16–class classification using the proposed method (5–fold)
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Alert 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 2 0

Clear Throat 0 18 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

Cough 0 0 13 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0

Door Slam 0 0 0 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 0

Drawer 0 0 0 2 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

Keyboard 0 0 0 1 0 11 0 0 0 1 4 1 0 0 0 2

Keys 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

Knock 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 17 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

Laughter 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 1 1 1 0

Mouse 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 15 2 0 0 0 0 1

Page Turn 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 1

Pen Drop 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 4 7 0 3 1 1

Phone 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 14 0 2 0

Printer 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 18 0 0

Speech 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 0

Switch 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 1 2 3 0 0 0 9

class, whereas the rows represent the instances in an actual
class. In Table III, we note that some of the sound classes such
as pen drop, switch, cough, and phone, are mixing with other
classes and decreases the overall performance. When used our
method, we can read from Table II that the correct hit of pen
drop increases by 3, switch and phone sounds increase by 5,

cough sound increases by 6, and like many others increase the
overall recognition performance dramatically.

This improvement can be described as using the own
frequency spectrum of each sound provides the utilized
frequency-spectrum feature to capture the characteristics of
sounds better than using a fixed frequency range. Specifically,
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TABLE III. Confusion matrix for 16–class classification using the MFCC with parameter optimized SVM (5–fold)
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Alert 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 1

Clear Throat 0 17 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0

Cough 1 1 7 0 2 1 2 0 4 0 2 0 0 0 0 0

Door Slam 0 0 0 12 3 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 0

Drawer 0 0 0 3 15 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

Keyboard 0 0 0 1 0 9 3 0 0 2 5 0 0 0 0 0

Keys 0 0 0 1 0 3 12 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0

Knock 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

Laughter 0 0 3 0 1 0 1 0 10 1 0 0 1 1 2 0

Mouse 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 10 3 0 0 0 3 0

Page Turn 0 0 0 0 1 5 2 0 0 1 11 0 0 0 0 0

Pen Drop 0 0 1 3 1 2 3 0 0 1 4 4 0 1 0 0

Phone 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 9 0 1 0

Printer 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 0

Speech 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 15 0

Switch 2 1 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 2 3 2 0 0 0 4

we assign the computed dominant frequency as the low fre-
quency bound and perform the frequency analyses using the
range of [fdominant, 22050Hz]. Another option might be to
use the computed dominant frequency as the high frequency,
but in this case we have to compute the low frequency bound
by introducing additional computation cost, since we do not
know it in advance. In our case, we know the high frequency
bound in advance (i.e., 22050 Hz by the Nyquist theorem). We
can read from the Figure 3 that in some cases (e.g., printer,
knock, and pendrop), the proposed method performs similar
success rates as the standard methods. To the best of our
knowledge, this is because of the short durations used in the
training and/or the characteristics of these sounds are quite
hard to capture for the MFCC.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper introduce a novel adaptive feature extraction
scheme for the recognition of sixteen distinct audio events
namely alert, clear throat, cough, door slam, drawer, key-
board, keys, knock, laughter, mouse, page turn, pen drop,
phone, printer, speech, and switch from audio clips. In the
experiments, clips are recognized and tested using the proposed
scheme based on the MFCC feature and the SVM classifier.

Our study shows that, when we apply specific frequency
limits for each class, we attain 72% F-measure score, which
is better than both the standard methods (F-measure value
of 48% and 55%) and the event-based results of the IEEE
AASP Challenge (61.52% F-measure value) [8]. Based on the
experiments, the proposed scheme outperforms the standard

methods by 17% and the IEEE AASP Challenge results by
10.48%.

Our feature work lies on the detection of audio scenes using
the audio events.
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Abstract—According to recently studies, people spend many 

hours a day using entertainment applications on the Internet. 

It poses a great opportunity for serious games that can be used 

on education. This is a recent research area that needs to be 

addressed. This paper presents an educational game and the 

tools that are being used to developed this game. The idea is to 

move away from the traditional textbook approach and make 

learning pleasurable. In a near future, this game will be 

evaluated by history and geography teachers and students. 

Keywords-serious game; history and geography learning; 

online game; development tools. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

We live in an era in which we are surrounded by 
information. Each day more information is produced and 
disseminated. This information is from different subjects and 
come from different sources, such as TV, newspapers and 
Internet. Nevertheless, Internet is the growing media in terms 
of user's interesting and access. If well used, information can 
aggregate value to products and also to people who has 
specific knowledge. Despite of the large amount of 
information received, people are quite poor at understanding 
and remembering information they have received out of 
context or too long before they can make use of it [1][2][3]. 
Thus, it poses a problem. How to assure the information will 
be remembered later?  

 
Different from what happens in schools, games give 

information on demand, just in time and not out of the 
context of the game purposes. According to Gee [4], good 
games find ways to put information inside the worlds the 
players move through, and make clear the meaning of such 
information and how it applies to the world. 

 
It is possible to use games to enhance learning at schools. 

Young people stay plugged on computers and other devices 
many hours a day. This public is very enthusiastic with 
technologies. They are also heavy information consumers. It 
is also important to consider that, in general, players read 
about a given subject not only inside the game, but also 
outside the game on websites, books, etc. 

 
The goal of this paper is to present a game that is being 

developed to be used on schools. The game aim to help 
teachers on teaching subjects concerned to geography and 

history. Thus, it is presented the game's story and the tools 
used on the game development. 

 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The game is 

presented in Section II. In Section III, it is presented the tools 
used to develop the game. Aiming to give a general idea of 
the game codification, it is also presented part of the Java 
script that contains the code to control the character of the 
game. Section IV concludes the paper and outlines future 
directions. 

II. GAME 

The game's story takes place on Earth after an alien has 
an accident with his ship and fall down on our planet. In their 
search for the key parts of his vehicle, the character passes 
through well-known touristic points of our planet and knows 
a bit of our culture. Therefore, the aim of the game is to find 
the parts of the ship. During this quest, the player will go 
through different cities on the planet. When the character 
goes through Rio de Janeiro, for example, the player gets 
information about the city's history, climate, traditional 
festivals, among other information that helps the player to 
know the city. In this game the player also listen to popular 
songs on the cities where the character is. 

 
It would be impossible to show graphics and information 

on all touristic cities on Earth. Thus, the game focus on 
major world cities, such as New York, Rio de Janeiro, 
London, Paris, Berlin, Rome, Jerusalem, Moscow, Tokyo, 
Beijing and Sydney. 

 
We believe that the game may be used to facilitate the 

approach of some subjects in disciplines such as history and 
geography. Furthermore, the development of the game back 
interesting with regard to computer programming, graphs for 
the development of the game and the game logic creation of 
challenges. 

III. TOOLS 

 

The game is being developed as presented in Figure 1. 

The game has a component that stores several songs. The 

second component stores scenarios and their objects. The 

third component gives intelligence to the game. Because of 

this component, songs are played according to the visited 

city. Also, it gives intelligence to the characters. 
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 To develop the game songs, we used the program Fruity 

Loops [5]. The program Blender [6] was used to create the 

character and objects of the game. The Unity3D [7] was 

used to render the scenarios, to put the objects on the 

scenario, and to make the logic of the game. 

 

In this section, these tools and screenshots of them are 

presented.  

 
Figure 1. Game architecture. 

 

 

A. Fruity Loops 

Fruity Loops Studio resembles a complete recording 
studio for multimedia projects which is ideal for music 
demos, songs and any means of audio production. This 
virtual studio processes audio using an internal 32-bit 
floating-point engine. It can support sampling rates up to 192 
khz either WDM or ASIO enabled drivers. The Mixer 
interface allows users for channel configurations and mixing 
2.5, 5.1, or 7.1 surround sound possible. In addition, Fruity 
Loops studio also comes with a variety of plug-ins and 
generators (synthesizers) written in the program’s own native 
plug-in architecture. However, first time users might be 
overwhelmed with its unlabeled icons and confusing file 
browser which makes the learning curve steeper. Once the 
users are already familiar with the program, they can make 
music in no time. A Fruity Loops screenshot is presented in 
Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2. Fruity Loops Screenshot. 

B. Blender 

Blender is a professional free and open-source 3D 
computer graphics software product used for creating 
animated films, visual effects, art, 3D printed models, 
interactive 3D applications and video games. Blender's 
features include 3D modeling, texturing, raster graphics 
editing, rigging and skinning, fluid and smoke simulation, 
particle simulation, soft body simulation, sculpting, 
animating, match moving, camera tracking, rendering, video 
editing and composing. Alongside the modeling features it 
also has an integrated game engine. A Blender screenshot is 
presented in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Blender Screenshot. 

C. Unity3D 

Unity is a cross-platform game creation system including 
a game engine and integrated development environment. It is 
used to develop video games for web sites, desktop 
platforms, consoles, and mobile devices. With an emphasis 
on portability, the graphics engine targets the following 
APIs: Direct3D on Windows and Xbox 360; OpenGL on 
Mac, Windows, and Linux; OpenGL ES on Android and 
iOS; and proprietary APIs on video game consoles. The 
game engine's scripting is built on MonoDevelop 
\cite{mono}, the open-source implementation of the .NET 
Framework. Programmers can use UnityScript (a custom 
language with ECMAScript-inspired syntax, referred to as 
JavaScript by the software).  

 
Uniy3D is used to deal with the codification of the game. 

Unity combines the character, songs, objects and the 
codification of the game. A Unity3D screenshot is presented 
in Figure 4. The variables declaration that permits all 
character movements on the game are shown below. 

 

 
Figure 4. Unity3D Screenshot. 

D. Scripts 

In this subsection, parts of the game code are presented. 
Figure 5 presents initial values that defines the speed of the 
character when walking, running or jumping. The variable 
presented in Figure 6 is configured to follow the character 
during the game. Thus, the player controllers the character as 
a third-person game. 

 

 
Figure 5. Variables. 

 
Figure 7 presents the variables that allow the character to 

make two axis movements on the maps. All maps have 
collision objects that the player needs to detour. Collisions 
are allowed because of the variable presented in Figure 8. 
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Figure 6. Camera's code. 

 

 
Figure 7. Character's movement. 

 

 
Figure 8. Collision flags. 

 

      Jumping makes possible to detour from collision 

objects. Initially the character is not jumping. Jumping is 

allowed by the variables presented in Figure 9. The 

character can jump on different heights. The height of 

jumping is defined on the variable presented in Figure 11. 

The height of jumping is calculated taking into account the 

last jump. Thus, the value of the last jump is stored on a 

variable presented in Figure 10. Figure 10 also presents 

variables that permits to show the character when jumping 

or making other movements. 

 

 
Figure 9. Jump button. 

 

 
Figure 10. Camera's movement. 

 

 
Figure 11. Jumping. 

 

 
Figure 12: Speed 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

We are now finishing the game development. The game 
aims to facilitate the teaching of different subjects, such as 
geography and history. We argue that it is possible to use 
games to enhance learning at schools because young people 
stay plugged on computers and other devices that run games. 
In this game, we also aim to allow users to modify existing 
maps and create others. This will permit players to produce 
information (knowledge) and not only consume. Our goal is 
to allow users to change the game with no programming 
knowledge. 
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Abstract—Collaborative creation of stories poses new 
challenges to the authoring task. Being able to comprehend a 
large non-linear information space and to take into account 
inputs from other creators are important to contribute 
meaningfully and consistently. This work presents a model 
based on the classic semiotics concept of “narrative programs” 
to structure and present the information with the purpose of 
making non-linearity more accessible, facilitating contribution, 
and inspiring creative opportunities. We introduce a prototype 
that implements this model, and use it in an experiment to 
explore how users read a non-linear story, understand it, and 
contribute to it. Results show how users identified the main 
characters and related them to their narrative programs 
achieving high levels of comprehension, which the 
correspondence between comprehension and contribution 
consistency was, and that the users expanded the narrative 
from multiple points of view.  

Keywords-storytelling; comprehension; interaction models; 
authoring; collaborative creation. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
The traditional mono-directionality of storytelling is 

challenged by media concepts such as Transmedia (to 
combine different channels to create different narrative 
experiences in the same narrative universe, understood as the 
self-consistent fictional setting where the stories take place 
[1]), or by narrative “prosumers” (proactive consumers) who 
demand to actively participate in the development of those 
narrative universes (for instance in fan-fiction websites [2], 
where followers of a movie, TV series, novel series or other 
fiction franchises share their own stories taking place in their 
original universes). Nevertheless, the new types of narratives 
can grow into larger and more complex structures and pose 
new challenges to the creative authors, whose different 
contributions must deal with the specific requirements of the 
narrative genre, such as thematic and logic coherence and 
cause-to-effect connectivity [3]. 

Using a Research Through Design [4] approach, in 
previous works [5, 6] we identified that tools to support 
collaborative authoring require 1) providing the interaction 
mechanisms that allow the user to expand a story at any 
point of space and time, and 2) to empower the user to have a 
comprehensive view of all the large narrative space.  

 Comprehension (being able to understand the narrative 
content and to establish logical relations) can be a key factor 
for the creator to contribute meaningfully and consistently, 
as its lack when multiple users collaborate in the same space 

and not take into account the other contributions leads to 
narrative inconsistencies [6] (i.e., parts of the story contradict 
other parts), while psychological studies have highlighted 
comprehension as a factor for good authoring performance in 
terms of structure and consistency [7]. 

On the other hand, authoring in digital storytelling has 
been approached from diverse angles: some works close to 
automatic generation, as the ones by Pizzi and Cavazza [8] 
or Swatjes and Theune [9] propose authoring as a co-creation 
between generative Artificial Intelligences (AIs), which will 
grant the correctness of the information, and humans. Some 
researchers have worked with children and tangible 
interfaces for the creation of emergent fairytales [10, 11], 
where the systems try to respond consistently to the 
improvised actions of the kids. Most of the state of the art of 
interactive storytelling presents authoring tools that use 
graphs for organizing the non-linear narrative structures [12, 
13, 14]. The collaborative online experiment by Likarish [15] 
pointed out the need of tools that provide the authors with 
the necessary information when contributing to multi-
authored spaces. 

In this paper, we propose an interaction model to 
facilitate the navigation of non-linear narrative spaces and to 
increase the contributors’ awareness of the other authors 
input. Our model uses the “narrative programs” concept [16, 
17] from narrative semiotics (which studies the creation of 
meaning in narratives) to structure the narration in character 
storylines and to present a way to connect them 
meaningfully. We turned this model into a prototype, 
Proppulsion, which is used in an experiment to test the 
readers’ comprehension of the story, and to analyze the 
contributions of those who expand it.  

This paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we 
review the related work on information models for 
storytelling systems. Section III introduces our model based 
on Narrative Programs for presenting and exploring narrative 
spaces from the perspective of the character roles and their 
relations towards other characters. In Section IV, we 
introduce Proppulsion and explain the setting and 
development of the experiment, followed by the presentation 
of the results in Section V. In Section VI, we discuss our 
findings: we point at how users identified the main 
characters relating them to their narrative programs and used 
their storylines as a backbone for exploring the whole 
narrative; how users who achieved greater comprehension 
also seemed to achieve greater consistency in their 
contributions; and how the system encouraged them to 
expand the story from multiple points of view. Finally, 
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Section VII briefly summarizes our main conclusions and 
indicates some future work. 

II. INFORMATION MODELS FOR STORYTELLING 
The study of narrative information models has been 

usually approached with the goal of building intelligent 
generative systems that automatically produce narratives. 
Computational models to be processed through AI are far 
from our goal of interaction models aimed at being 
understood by authors, but it is convenient to indicate some 
of their aspects that are relevant for our approach.  

Bailey [18] divides automatic story generation models 
into author models (imitating the human processes of 
authoring), story models (following a structural grammar) 
and world models (populating a setting with agents whose 
interactions result in a story) and proposes a model based on 
the reader’s perspective. For Riedl and Young [19], 
generative systems can be categorized within a framework 
that balances plot coherence (author-centric systems) with 
character believability (character-centric systems). Mateas 
and Sengers [20] define story-understanding systems as 
those which “seek to model the processes by which a human 
understands a story”.  

From our perspective of narrative information models 
intended to support the interaction of human authors, we 
distinguish two types of models, depending on whether the 
story content is produced automatically or by an author.  

Among the models for automatic generative systems, 
some are plot-based, when the system follows a set of rules 
to generate the story that has a certain semiotic structure; 
others are character-based, when the model is used to 
generate the actions of a set of characters and the narrative 
emerges from those actions, as in Cavazza’s work [21]. This 
vision of the narrative, as the result of multiple characters 
each following his/her own narrative programs, helps to form 
our vision of a multi-linear story. Gervás [22] uses an 
implementation of the formal model of Propp’s morphology 
of folk-tales, from which we draw some basic concepts in the 
next section. Some systems using generative models can be 
interactive as well, as Mateas and Stern Façade [23], where a 
user takes part in the story as a character and the system has 
to generate storyworld events and respond to his/her actions. 

Other models support authoring systems, where one or 
more users perform the role of author. A lot of examples 
come from the field of authoring systems for interactive 
narratives, as Storytec [12], Scenejo [13] or Narrative 
Threads [14]. Those systems present the users tools to 
produce narratives and, as in classical hypertext narratives, 
they have to deal with non-linearity, since the author needs 
to build a changing structure that varies depending on the 
choices of the player. Quite a few of them (including [12, 13, 
and 14]) use graphs to represent those configurations. 
Hartman et al. [24] use Propp’s structures to build those 
graphs.  

How readers understand a narrative is useful not only for 
AI systems, as Matheas et al suggest for “story-
understanding systems”, but for the design of authoring 
systems as well. Also, classic semiotic models reflect how 
stories are understood from a human perspective, and this 

has been used for generative systems to build stories, but not 
so frequently for helping humans to deal with them. In this 
paper we adopt some of their notions.  

In the context of collaborative non-linear storytelling, the 
distinction between author and consumer profiles is less 
clear. Authors do not prepare non-linear structures that will 
be experienced linearly by a reader, but read and then 
contribute to a global, multi-storyline structure that can be 
explored in many ways. We discuss next how we apply ideas 
from classic semiotics models, which help to understand and 
conform linear narrative structures, to this non-linear 
potentially ever-growing information space, in order to 
facilitate the authors to comprehend it and fit in it their 
contributions. 

III. AN INTERACTION MODEL BASED ON “CHARACTER 
NARRATIVE PROGRAMS” 

In Propp’s morphology of folk-tales [16], the story is 
driven by a concatenation of actions (called functions) of the 
main protagonist to reach his/her goal. The other characters 
perform simple functions within this chain depending on 
their roles in the story (rewarding the protagonist for 
accomplishing his/her goal, helping the protagonist in his/ 
her quest, being an antagonist trying to defeat the protagonist 
plans, etc.). Greimas revised these concepts in his semiotics 
theory, where he defined Narrative Programs as the 
selection of events linked together revealing a direction or an 
intentionality to form a coherent narrative, thereby providing 
the narrative with meaning [17]. 

This resounds with findings of our previous work [5], 
where users of the CrossTale interface found useful 
exploring and creating collaborative stories through linear 
paths, which we call storylines. We saw that users mainly 
perceive storylines as character-driven, and that plots that 
follow the development of a character were preferred. 

In this paper, we reinforce our approach by adapting the 
Narrative Program concept. Each character has his/her own 
narrative program, i.e., his/her own goal and associated 
storyline. When a character has a role in another character’s 
storyline, the two storylines cross. For instance, in a classical 
tale, from the protagonist perspective (the prince), a wizard 
can be a “helper character” in his mission to save the 
princess, but in a multi-storyline narrative, the wizard is also 
the protagonist of his own storyline, and he helps the prince 
as part of his own narrative program. 

Readers/authors can re-arrange the narrative space 
around a selected character storyline to explore and 
understand how the existent narrative programs connect, 
getting a consistent “bigger picture”. On the other hand, this 
multiple-points-of-view approach to the narrative space 
could encourage creators to develop different character 
storylines, generating opportunities for rich contributions.  

Next, we define each classical semiotics concept we use 
in our approach, explain how it relates to previous 
computational and interaction models for narratives and how 
we apply it in our proposed model. 
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A. Main and Secondary Characters 
In Propp’s approach, the main character’s narrative 

program is the leitmotif of the story, while multiple 
secondary characters appear within this storyline. Plot-based 
systems built on classic semiotic models follow this. 
Character-based systems can have multiple protagonists 
depending on the complexity of the agents’ (characters’) 
actions. Authoring focused on reader’s interaction tends to 
put the reader/player in the place of the main character, while 
multi-author systems let authors control one or more 
characters [11], without distinguishing between main and 
secondary ones. Our approach presents the user (both reader 
and author) an explicit multiple-points-of-view exploration 
through the use of character-driven storylines. Each character 
performs as the main protagonist of his/her storyline, while 
the others are presented as secondary and defined by their 
relation with the protagonist’s narrative program, described 
by the secondary character’s role on it. 

B. Narrative Programs 
The main character undertakes multiple sub-tasks to 

accomplish his/her goal, creating a chain of events. 
Secondary characters’ narrative programs usually refer only 
to their roles in the main story. Some plot-based systems also 
use the protagonist’s narrative program as the story central 
structure. Character-based generative systems use narrative 
programs as agents’ goals, and their planning steps become 
action sequences. In authoring systems the narrative program 
tends to be implicit, as it is developed by the authors’ 
decisions. In our interaction model based on narrative 
programs, when focusing on a single character, his/her 
actions in the overall narrative space are presented in a linear 
and coherent sequence as the main plot of that sub-story. 

C. Character Roles 
Each character has a role or a small set of roles. 

Traditionally, they are always defined in relation with the 
protagonist (helper, antagonist, quest-giver, etc.), so that one 
could talk about “absolute” roles. In authoring systems, the 
roles of the characters are implicit in the story description. In 
character-based generative systems, roles are implicit in the 
character’s goals through their relation with those of the 
other agents; thus roles are “relative” to those of other 
characters, as each character is the protagonist in his/her 
storyline and plays different roles in the others’ storylines. 
Our approach makes explicit this notion of relative role.  

D. Time and Space 
In classical tales morphology, time is relative to the 

development of the main character story, while space is 
lightly considered. Some systems use a discretization of time 
(e.g., character-based systems using planning perform cycles 
of actions) or discretize space in finite “places” (e.g., [11]). 
Previously [5], we used a loose discretization of time in 
frames, while places were a list of settings. Users understood 
time in a vague way, contextualizing each scene depending 
on the semantic relation with the nearby ones, while place 
was just considered as an ambient accessory. In this paper, 
each scene has a global reading order, so that there is an 

implicit global sequence of scenes when a sub-set is chosen 
to read. Time is, and implicitly put, in relation between 
storylines when they cross. Space is not considered as a 
specific object but implicit in each scene description.  

To sum it up, our model draws from the classic semiotic 
elements of character narrative programs and roles but puts 
them in a multi-linear context, where each character can 
work as the protagonist of his/her own tale. It uses this 
structure to present the non-linear information to the reader 
so that s/he can explore and understand it in terms of the 
relations between the multiple stories. We aim at helping the 
readers achieve a better comprehension and suggest them 
new ways of contribution as authors.  

In the next section, we present a small first experiment 
with this model to observe the kind of exploration 
encouraged by its use, to determine if readers can get a good 
comprehension of a non-linear story that has to be read in a 
fragmented manner, to test how comprehension helps them 
to achieve more consistent contributions, and to observe the 
kind of contributions elicited. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING 
The interaction model we propose was implemented into a 
basic prototype we named “Proppulsion” (Figure 1). It reads 
a JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) file containing the 
story (a set of ordered unitary scenes, characters, and the 
definition of relations between them in each scene) and 
presents it through an interactive interface. There is a row of 
characters’ icons at the top of the interface (in randomized 
order so that a hierarchy among them cannot be presumed). 
By clicking on one of them, the character’s storyline (i.e., 
narrative program) is shown, as the series of scenes where 
s/he has a role presented in temporal order. The user can read 
it sequentially by using the “previous” and “next” buttons or 
in a desired order by selecting the titles of the scenes. In each 
scene, the interface shows a list of the secondary characters 
and their role with respect to the narrative program of the 
current protagonist’s (i.e., the character chosen) in that scene, 
defined by a colour code as “helper”, “opponent” or “other”. 
At any moment, the user can switch to another character. 
 

 
Figure 1.  The Proppulsion interface. 

The experiment with Proppulsion was double blind: an 
external author created the story, a fairy-tale with 10 typical 
characters, each having different objectives, and 13 scenes. 
The story was written from a third person, omniscient point 
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of view, and revolved around the kidnap of a Princess by an 
evil Wizard who wanted to seduce her. The Wizard’s wife, a 
Witch, wanted to recover her husband with a love potion, but 
her plan backfires. The King offered a reward to recover the 
princess, and a Knight and his Squire volunteered. An Elf 
maiden also wanted to find the Princess to kill her, tricked by 
the Witch, and she needed a dagger from the Troll. The 
Squire, the Knight and the Elf, who were in most of the 
scenes, met halfway the adventure and helped each other, but 
the conflict arose when the Elf threatened to kill the Princess. 
The Troll, the King, a group of Elves, and a group of Goblins 
appeared only briefly. In the end, each character had his/her 
goal, and each character sub-story crossed at some point of 
his/her line with some of the other ones. 17 subjects of 
diverse ages and backgrounds took part in the experiment. 
They did not know precisely its goal. It was conducted 
individually in two phases. 

The first phase focused on reading / understanding. After 
signing a consent form, the subject received a brief 
introduction to Proppulsion interface and content. Then, s/he 
was asked to take as much time as s/he wanted to read, in 
any desired order. During this phase, we measured the 
reading time, kept a log of the characters and scenes selected, 
and mouse-tracked subjects’ navigation. At the end of this 
phase we asked a series of questions discussed later.  

The focus of the second phase was authoring / 
contributing. Subjects were offered to freely write more 
scenes for the story, indicating at which point of the narrative 
the scene was placed. The time taken for contributing was 
measured and a shorter questionnaire was asked at the end. 

In the first phase, we asked subjects about “perceived 
easiness of reading”, “perceived comprehension” and 
“perceived enjoyment” through some Likert scaled 
questions. We also asked the reader some questions to test 
his/her understanding of the story (such as who was the 
protagonist/s? or the main plot/s), and his/her method for 
reading (How did you choose what to read?). 

We measured the reader’s comprehension quantitatively, 
borrowing Tanenbaum’s strategy [25], where it was tested 
through a questionnaire after users had read a non-linear 
story in a partial, non-chronological way. The external author 
prepared a set of questions on her story asking the subject to 
relate different events. A panel of judges who had read the 
story selected a test from them. When answering the test, 
subjects were allowed to return to read the story. The same 
panel of judges scored the answers, and we tested the 
agreement of the judges on the resulting scores by measuring 
the Cohen-Kappa coefficient of inter-rater reliability [26]. 
We also measured the time taken to answer those questions, 
and the time employed to read when answering. 

In the second phase, the judges rated the contributions in 
terms of consistency (if the events fitted with the rest of the 
story), and the agreement of the judges was also tested. The 
perceived ease of contribution was measured with a 
questionnaire using Likert scales too. 

V. RESULTS 
Two subjects of the 17 took too long to complete the 

experiment (+ two times the standard deviation) and their 

results were excluded from further analysis. The time results 
were normally distributed with a confidence level of 84%. 
Table I summarizes the quantitative results of both phases. 

TABLE I.  QUANTITATIVE RESULTS 

 
Exp. total 
time (sec.) 

Initial 
reading time 

(sec.) 

Compr. test 
time (sec.) 

Reading time 
during compr. 

test (sec.) 
Mean 

/sd 
1373.60 / 

341.06 
457.20 / 
102.34 253.67 / 97.75 66.13 sec / 

71.38 

 Total time 
contrib. (sec.) 

Time writing 
(sec.) 

Time reading 
when contrib. 

(sec.) 

Total reading 
time (sec.) 

Mean 
/sd 

257.00 / 
141.81 

328.67 / 
242.49 72.33 / 57.43 552.27 / 90.69 

 Perc. ease of 
reading (/4) 

Perceived 
compr. (/4) Enjoyment (/4) Compr. test 

result (/4) 
Mean 

/sd 3.11 / 0.53 3.07 / 0.36 3.49 / 0.49 3.32 /0.39 

 Consist. of contrib. (/4) Perc. ease of contrib. (/4) 
Mean 

/sd 3.67 / 0.30 2.83 / 0.43 
 

For the two items rated by the panel of judges 
(comprehension and consistency of contribution), we 
excluded the judge with the lowest item-total correlation and 
achieved a moderate agreement in the scores (For the compr. 
test, percentage of overall agreement Po: 0.583332, free-
marginal kappa: 0.444443; for the consist. evaluation Po: 
0.619047, Free-marginal kappa: 0.492063). 

A. Navigation and story/character perception 
People understood the story from a character-centric 

point of view, and viewed it as a multi-character tale. When 
asked about the plot, all subjects referred to specific 
characters and their goals, and 14 out of 15 pointed out that 
there were multiple stories in one. Plots are regarded as 
implicit in the character storylines. 

When asked about who was/were the main character/s, 
people chose those characters with long and defined 
narrative programs. Table II shows that the characters 
appearing in more scenes are those more often chosen as 
protagonists by the readers. Characters who do not appear on 
the table were not mentioned by any subject and appear only 
in one or two scenes. The number of scenes is not the only 
factor for relevance. While the Knight and the Squire appear 
in the same number of scenes, subjects mentioned the Knight 
twice than the Squire. This could be due to the Knight 
having a mission, as defined in Proppean terms (a quest 
giver, the King, gives him a quest, to rescue the Princess, in 
order to obtain a reward), while the Squire acts as his helper.  

TABLE II.  CHARACTERS BY MENTIONS , SCENES AND USES 

Character Mentions as 
Protagonist 

Scenes in 
the Story 

Times used in 
Contributions 

Elf maiden 12 7 5 
Knight 10 6 3 
Squire 5 6 0 

Princess 3 4 5 
Wizard 2 2 2 
Witch 1 3 4 
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B. Reading  patterns and story comprehension 
The analysis of the logs shows that subjects quickly 

identified the main (longer, protagonist-based) storylines, 
focused on reading them linearly, and then backtracked to 
read the secondary character’s stories non-linearly, despite 
the random order of the icons. In the questionnaires, subjects 
explained that they liked to read this way: first understand a 
single story and then read the related characters stories to 
understand their relationships with the main plot(s). 

40% of the subjects selected all the characters, and read 
all the scenes of the storyline of each character: in the end 
they read the whole story. The other 60% only chose part of 
characters; 75% of them read all the scenes of the characters 
they selected, while the remainder 25% only read some 
scenes of each character they had selected. 

Subjects achieved a high degree of comprehension (3.32 
points out of 4). The comprehension of those who read it 
entirely was slightly better (avg. 3.533, sd. 0.1902) than 
those who did not (avg. 3.1844, sd. 0.4275) but this 
difference was not significant (T-Test t(13)=1.8614, 
p=0.0854). The direct observations seem to indicate that 
reading one storyline gives enough information about the 
related storylines to be able to understand them without 
exhaustive reading. 

People taking longer to read at the beginning of the 
experiment seemed to need less time reading when 
answering the comprehension tests (Pearson’s correl. coef.: 
0.4544), while the reading time did not seem related to the 
comprehension achieved (correl. 0.1311). 

C. Reading impact on contribution 
Half of the subjects contributed to the story. People with 

better comprehension did not perceive the contribution task 
as easier, quite the opposite (Correl. -0.5633 between 
comprehension and perceived ease of contribution); neither 
did they contribute more quickly than others (the correlation 
between comprehension and contribution time is a weak 
0.2495). It seems that people with higher comprehension are 
more concerned about the complexity of the story they have 
to contribute to. On the other hand, those with better 
comprehension needed to read a lot less when contributing 
(correl. -0.9094 between comprehension and reading time 
during contribution).  

The judge-rated consistency of contributions was high 
(3.67 points out of 4). It is quite remarkable that there is a 
strong correlation (0.8120) between comprehension and 
consistency of contribution, which seems to indicate that 
people with better understanding of the story create scenes 
that fit better with the existing events. 

D. Interest of the contributors 
An analysis of the contributions indicates that there is an 

interest in expanding the stories of the characters considered 
“main characters”, but the authors also expand the stories of 
the characters regarded as “secondary” (see Table II).  

VI. DISCUSSION 
In some way, our proposal relates to the traditional 

hypertext storytelling, as it challenges the reader to navigate 

a non-linear story and the author to build its structure. 
Proppulsion readers interact with the narrative on 
interpretative (understanding the story) and functional 
(manipulating the interface) levels, but not on an explicit one 
as hypertext readers do when their elections alter the story 
(using the interactivity levels of Salen and Zimmerman [27]). 

Pope [28] discusses how hypertext fiction, although still 
commercially produced (e.g., Storyspace [29]), does not 
appeal to a wider audience, pointing as problems 
unsatisfying hyper-linking, random plot structures, and lack 
of closure, while Berstein [30] described similar problems as 
lack of coherence, causality, and closure. Pope highlights the 
interface as an influential factor in reading enjoyment, and 
fulfilling the reader’s expectations to add purposefully to 
what has already been read. 

Unlike this perception of hypertext fiction reading as 
hard, our experiment revealed that the subjects perceived the 
non-liner story as easy to read and understand. In consonance 
with our previous CrossTale experiments [5, 6], following 
storylines proves useful for reading the nonlinear narrative 
space. Associating storylines with the character narrative 
programs resulted in a quite natural way to comprehend the 
story, with readers characterizing them as having one 
protagonist accomplishing one goal. The temporal, thematic, 
and cause-to-effect qualities the Narrative Program seem to 
be a useful tool to achieve this “meaningfulness” that Pope 
and others demand for hypertext narrative links. 

The reader-perceived “main characters” of the story are 
those with longer and more defined narrative programs in 
terms of classic semiotics: characters that receive a mission 
and follow a series of events to accomplish their goals, 
finding helpers and opponents on their path. The classical 
narrative roles still apply to the protagonist perception, but 
the “multiple-points-of-view” perception prevails: in our 
story, the elf is an anti-hero character that acts as an 
antagonist of the knight, since their missions are opposed and 
she becomes a traitor, but she is regarded as the main 
protagonist along the knight since she has also a defined goal 
and takes lots of steps towards its accomplishment. It would 
be interesting to experiment with different stories combining 
different characters and roles in unexpected ways, to deepen 
on this understanding of how readers recognize main 
characters. People identify those characters quickly, and they 
use those main storylines as the backbone of their navigation. 

Reading all the scenes of all characters, or spending more 
time reading, were not decisive factors to raise the 
comprehension level. Comprehension seems to be achieved 
through the ability to identify key characters and scenes and 
to understand their relations with other storylines, rather than 
through an exhaustive processing of all the information in 
the narrative space. With those key events the reader’s mind 
can establish connections and fill the gaps in the story, as in 
Tanenmbaum’s experiment involving non-linear stories [25]. 
Then, making explicit the relations between characters in 
each part of the story (i.e., their roles in the main character 
narrative program) empowers the subjects understanding. 

Subjects with higher levels of comprehension needed less 
time for contributing and achieved higher levels of 
consistency with the previous story, which is consistent with 
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psychological studies on the effect of comprehension in 
authoring tasks [7] and reinforces our hypothesis that, in a 
collaborative context, enhancing the comprehension of the 
readers will enhance their ability to contribute. 

Non-linearity seems to encourage expanding the story 
from different character’s points-of-view. Although the 
“main characters” are used regularly, people also expand the 
stories of characters regarded as “secondary”. We 
hypothesize that those “secondary” characters can become 
“main characters” for the future readers, encouraging 
participation. Berstein’s Thespis [30] proposed a theatre-
inspired system in which each author acts as an autonomous 
character. Some multi-user tangible interfaces [11] also take 
this approximation, each author developing one character in 
the story. Our proposal differs in that any number of writers 
can develop any number of characters, but in this 
experiment, as in previous ones [5], it seems that it is usual 
to concentrate on one storyline at a time. 

Finally, compared with Crosstale [5, 6], the proportion of 
subjects who became contributors after reading was smaller. 
The experiment demanded subjects to complete a long series 
of tests after reading and this might have disrupted a possible 
creative task. Also, Crosstale presented a visual scene editor 
that might have made the contribution task more appealing. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This model to represent and interact with non-linear 

stories based on the classic semiotics concept of Narrative 
Programs, focused on human authoring, represents a quite 
different approach from most current models based on 
semiotics, which are oriented towards automatic generation, 
although it shares some aspects of those which pay attention 
to readership. 

 The resulting exploration and development of multiple 
point-of-view storylines within a larger narrative space 
resounds with traditional hypertext fiction, plagued with 
reading issues. The experiment with our small prototype 
shows that we seem to have avoided the issues, with 
pleasurable reading and proficient comprehension, based on 
reading through connected storylines. This understanding led 
to contributions with a good level of consistency, featuring 
largely, but not exclusively, the main characters.  

We intend to use larger narrative spaces to determine 
how comprehension (and engagement) scales as a massively-
authored narrative grows, and whether contributions preserve 
consistency and the overall meaning. We also intend to see 
which non-obtrusive support can be automatically provided 
to authors, in addition to more visual means of contributing.  
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Abstract—In this paper, a closed-loop approach to control the 
power consumption of multimedia mobile devices is presented, 
such that the feedback signal is an estimation based on monitored 
system events. First, the power estimation method is presented 
and validated. Afterwards, prior to the implementation of the 
real-time control system, off-line estimation data are used to get a 
system model, which enables the application of classic control-
theory methods to analyze and design an integral controller 
whose behavior is then simulated. The target system is a video 
decoder running in an embedded development platform. The 
simulation results show how the controller achieves null average 
steady-state error with short settling times, even in the presence 
of estimation noise or disturbance, thus predicting promising 
results for the closed-loop approach to the final real-time system 
implementation. 

Keywords—multimedia; embedded; power estimation; 
modeling; PMC; DVFS; closed-loop control. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Embedded and mobile multimedia systems require, like 
others, the optimization of the quality of experience (QoE) they 
offer to the user. However, their common battery dependency 
makes also necessary the optimization of their energy 
consumption. Indeed, for example, the wide spectrum of usual 
available applications for current smart phones make them to 
have quite limited operating times, especially when they 
execute common video encoding, decoding and/or presentation 
applications. Furthermore, the increasing complexity of 
emerging video standards, such as High Efficiency Video 
Coding (HEVC) [1], will probably increase this limitation with 
respect to other previous ones, like H.264/AVC [2]. Therefore, 
there is an increasing effort into trying to reduce the energy 
consumption of this kind of systems from different points of 
view. Particularly, we are interested in optimizing their energy 
consumption in relation with applications of video decoding, 
obviously keeping a reasonable trade-off with QoE. Although 
our research group has been already working on these issues 
since several years ago [3][4][5], we are starting now a new 
research branch based on a less heuristic and more systematic 
approach, whose validity and efficiency is wanted to be tested.  

As one of the first-stage results of this new approach, in 
this paper, we present the formal application of classic closed-
loop control techniques to the power-consumption regulation 
of a video decoding application running in an embedded 

multimedia platform. This will be based on power estimations 
from available system indicators in order to avoid the need of a 
power monitor subsystem. 

For this purpose, in general terms, the system should be 
modeled as a real-time closed-loop control system (see Figure 
1), in which the controlled output follows the target signal 
(often called set-point in the Control jargon). This is achieved 
by a controller, which processes the system error between the 
target and the feedback information coming from a sensor and 
generates the action signal to the device under control (often 
called plant in the Control jargon). In a typical industrial 
process control, the plant is normally designed to be controlled 
in this way, so it usually offers action inputs able to vary the 
plant outputs and even sensors for feeding the output values 
back. In our case, we face the previous problem of adapting our 
plant (the embedded multimedia platform) to this topology, 
because it is not initially thought to be controlled in this way. 
Therefore, the first task is to identify and set up both an action 
and a feedback signal in the plant. For the former, we have 
identified and used the dynamic voltage and frequency scaling 
(DVFS) mechanism, present in many commercially available 
platforms and able to act on the system consumption by 
varying the operating performance point (OPP) of the 
microprocessor unit (MPU). For the later, what we have 
identified is a lack of direct consumption sensors in the 
majority of present commercial embedded platforms. Hence, 
we have decided to adopt an intermediate solution, which is to 
estimate the power consumption from other available signals in 
the plant, i.e., event counts. This leads to a structure like the 
one shown in Figure 1, which decouples the consumption 
optimization infrastructure from specific instrumentation 
needed to monitor actual power consumption, thus increasing 
the platform autonomy and the control-system applicability. 

The power consumption estimation we present is based on 
previous work [3][4] in which static energy estimations are 
mathematically calculated for video decoding tasks for a fixed 
OPP by off-line correlation between actual energy 
measurements and significant-events counts taken from the 
processor performance monitoring counters (PMCs). Now, this 
estimation method is extended to a system in which the OPP is 
variable. In a next step, the estimations will be periodically 
calculated in real time and the estimator will feed consumption 
samples back to the controller, which, in turn, will drive the 
DVFS system to set the suitable OPP.  
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But before the control system is finally implemented to 
work in real time, a previous work of modeling and analysis is 
done to design and validate a first controller based on 
simulation results. This is the work presented in this paper, 
with the following structure: in Section II previous related 
work is presented; Section III describes the test bed used; in 
Section IV the power estimation process is sketched; in Section 
V classical control theory is applied to model the system, 
design the controller and get a system simulator; Section VI 
outlines the main results; and Section VII presents conclusion 
and future work.  

II. RELATED WORK 

Given the increasing concern about saving energy 
whenever is possible, a great number of research developments 
can be found related to energy consumption optimization in 
microprocessor-based systems. They range from small battery-
operated systems [4][6] to larger data centers or web servers 
[7][8], focusing also in multimedia applications [3][5][9]. 
Furthermore, the DVFS method is being used to act on the 
system consumption since a number of years ago [10][11][12]. 
On the other hand, the application of closed-loop techniques 
also appears in the literature of all these fields [6][7][9], also 
with widespread use of DVFS. However, among this group of 
solutions, there is not a clear proposal of how to feed back the 
closed-loop system, mainly because there is not an obvious 
feedback signal available in most conventional platforms, as 
mentioned above. 

For example, in [13], [14] and [15], the controlled variable 
is the processor utilization factor (U), which is modulated 
through the DVFS system by means of P [13], PI [14] and PID 
[15] controllers. The energy savings increase as U approaches 
100%, while meeting the task deadlines.  

Another set of approaches are found in which the controlled 
variable is the occupancy level of certain system queues, given 
that keeping it constant implies that just the needed energy is 
being consumed. A couple of examples based also on DVFS 
are [16], in which authors explore the benefits of a control 
architecture on the throughput and energy consumption of a 
video encoder executed on a multiple-processor system on chip 
(MPSoC); and [17], where a nonlinear controller is used in 
queue-based streaming applications.  

Also, there are approaches in which the control loop adapts 
the OPP to the just needed frequency by estimating the 
processor workload, like [18], where a Kalman filter estimates 
the computation time needed by MPEG-2 decoded frames. 

In some specific cases, the target system includes a power 
monitor unit able to feed actual consumption data back to the 
closed-loop controller, as in [19] for a chip multiprocessor with 
an optimal controller. However, our aim is to reach a control 

system which can regulate the power consumption of an 
embedded multimedia system without the need of added power 
monitors but basing it on power estimations derived from 
commonly available information. It is an approach similar to 
the one used in [20], where the use of PMCs is proposed for 
estimating L2 cache consumption, but this is extended in our 
case to the processor and based on its DVFS mechanism.  

Combining PMCs with multivariate adaptive regression 
splines (MARS) method to build an energy model has been 
successfully used in different cases [21]-[24]. Now, we apply 
this methodology to control video decoder consumption in 
closed-loop. 

III. TEST BED 

Our test bed is based on a single-core hardware 
development platform for multimedia embedded systems: 
BeagleBoard [25]. It features, apart from a number of 
peripherals, 2Gb NAND and 2Gb SDRAM of memory and an 
OMAP3530 processor system [26]. This system includes a 
MPU based on an up to 720-MHz ARM Cortex-A8 core, a 
digital signal processor (DSP) core and other coprocessors. The 
Cortex-A8 architecture includes 4 PMCs and one specific 
counter for CPU clock cycles. Related to the BeagleBoard 
peripherals, it is worth mentioning the possibility a subset of 
them offers for changing the MPU supply voltage and clock 
frequency (DVFS subsystem). 

This development platform allows us to execute video 
decoding applications while monitoring their power 
consumption in order to tune the power estimator. An Agilent 
set of programmable power supply, battery emulator and PC-
based GPIB-linked acquisition system [27] has been used to 
supply the board and acquire records of its current 
consumption (see Figure 2). To simplify the work and focus on 
the energy consumption caused by the MPU, the memory 
subsystem and the related I/O buses, the board has been 
configured as a minimal system that disables the unnecessary 
components. 

With respect to the software part, a Linux 3.8.0 kernel, 
patched to support the platform DVFS mechanism, is running 
in the processor. On the other hand, taking advantage of our 
expertise in the Open RVC-CAL Compiler (Orcc) [3], a 
MPEG4-Part2 decoder is built from [28] to be used as the 
power-consuming video application. This user-level 
application is suitably modified to include the estimation 
module (see Figure 2). Besides, several video sequences [29], 
accessed through the platform SD card, are used to test the 
system.  

The DVFS subsystem is managed through the cpufreq 
Linux driver. This driver includes four predefined governors to 
fix the MPU OPP, two static and two dynamic, which react to 
the system load. This is achieved by a function called 
cpufreq_driver_target, one of whose input parameters is the 
target frequency of the desired OPP to switch to. This function 
searches the target frequency among the ones of the OPPs 
defined in an internal table and selects the appropriate one by 
applying a ceil- or a floor-rounding algorithm, depending on 
another input parameter. The function then sets the frequency 
and the voltage corresponding to the selected OPP. The default 
cpufreq definitions for the BeagleBoard only consider 6 OPPs. 

Figure 1. Diagram of a closed-loop consumption control system based on 
estimation feedback. 
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In order to decrease this strong nonlinearity in the DVFS-based 
plant input, additional valid OPPs were searched, verified and 
included into the cpufreq table, reaching a total of 27.  

In this first stage in which the power estimator has to be 
validated prior to the final control-system implementation, a 
third-party tool, Performance Application Programming 
Interface (PAPI) [30], is used to access PMCs from the 
application level, offering both a high- and a low-level 
interface. The high-level interface includes start, stop and read 
sets of PMCs and other simple operations which can obtain 
accurate measurements of applications. The fully 
programmable low-level interface provides the possibility to 
control the counters. PAPI has been implemented on a number 
of Linux platforms and the latest release now provides support 
for ARM Cortex A8. In our work, PAPI is employed as the 
PMC driver, which is used from the application to take PMC 
event samples after decoding every video frame.  

During decoding, the application sends signals to a 
modified cpufreq governor into the operating-system kernel to 
set the OPP, thus achieving test-oriented OPP changes, such as 
increase, decrease or jump among OPP table values. 
Meanwhile, the application also selects the suitable power 
estimation model depending on the active OPP. After that, the 
estimation procedure calculates a power estimation sample and 
then writes it into a SD-card file for off-line validation 
purposes. Figure 2 shows an explanatory block diagram of the 
test bed. 

IV. POWER CONSUMPTION ESTIMATION 

Our work is based on that presented in [3] and [4], where 
static estimations of CPU and memory energy consumption are 
mathematically calculated following the MARS methodology 
while executing video decoding tasks in a non-DVFS scenario. 
This is achieved by correlating actual energy measurements 
with significant-events counts taken from the processor PMCs. 
These previous approaches are enhanced in this paper to work 
in a scenario in which the OPP is variable and power 
estimation samples are successively required in execution time.  

The first phase of the estimator implementation leads to 
identify the set of events which are most significant with 
respect to the power estimation. This is achieved by a filtering 

procedure. Thus, the Spearman’s rank correlation ρSi is 
computed between each event and power consumption. After 
this step, a threshold α is established to eliminate any events 
below this threshold. On the other hand, to reduce event 
redundancy, correlations ρ(i,j) between each pair of events ‘i’ 
and ‘j’ are computed to identify the event relationship. The 
purpose is to eliminate those events whose information can be 
obtained from other events. Hence, starting from the event ‘a’ 
with the largest correlation ρSa, those events ‘j’ whose 
correlation ρ(a,j) exceeds certain threshold β are eliminated. 
Then, the procedure continues with event ‘b’, with correlation 
value ρSb, to eliminate the events ‘j’ whose ρ(b,j) exceeds β. 
This process is repeated until there are no more events to 
eliminate. Finally, the remaining events are highly related with 
power consumption and orthogonal among them. In this work, 
α is set to 0.5 and β is set to 0.9. TABLE I lists the events 
resulting from the filter procedure.     

Once the list of significant events is obtained, the MARS 
method is applied to get an estimator able to estimate power 
consumption from event counts read from PMCs. Combining 
PMCs with MARS method to build an energy model has been 
successfully used in different cases [21]-[24]. Previous work 
proves that this methodology is also suitable for video decoders 
[22]. In our work, power estimation models have been tuned by 
combining 78 video sequences belonging to two resolution 
groups (CIF and QCIF) and by off-line correlation between 
event counts and power measurements. Since the measurement 
system captures current values of the BeagleBoard supply, the 
power is calculated multiplying them by the board supply 
voltage. Anyway, the acquired current signal is filtered to 
remove sporadic consumption spikes not due to the video 
decoding task itself. Models have been tested in this way with 
all the available test sequences against 27 OPPs and 
approximately 95% of the models obtained from a combination 
of training sequences have an average relative estimation error 
less than 5%. 

Once implemented the estimator as explained above and in 
order to model the plant for designing the closed-loop 
controller, a subset of 8 sequences has been used to average the 
estimated power consumption for each OPP. TABLE II shows 
average values of estimated power, measured power 
consumption and relative error between them for all OPPs. The 
total mean relative estimation error is -0.37%. 

V. SYSTEM MODELING, ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 

One means of designing the system controller is to base it 
on a suitable model of the plant. As a first approach to the 
problem, a simplified model is used to facilitate the application 
of the classic control theory. Later, those models could be 
refined and sophisticated and different advanced closed-loop 
control strategies could be applied. 

The records of consumption estimation used to validate the 
estimator module are also useful for modeling purposes. For 
example, if the estimator is considered to be included into the 
plant itself, the analysis of how it responds to a change in the 
OPP enables the plant dynamics modeling. Thus, for example, 
Figure 3 shows the estimator output for the OPP changing from 
number 26 to number 27 during a certain video sequence 
decoding. Since the estimation period is the video-frame 

 

Figure 2. Block diagram of the test bed. 
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decoding period, it is long enough as to allow the estimator to 
complete its OPP switch from one sample to the next, as it can 
be seen at t=260s in Figure 3. Hence, a simplified discrete 
transfer function model of the plant could be G(z)=1/z [31], 
which relates the power estimation with OPP average power 
level. This simple model is valid while the system sample 
period is much longer than the settling time of the analog 
power consumption process or, correspondingly, than the time 
resolution of the PMCs used to estimate the power. The frame 
period applied to the estimations for open-loop tuning and 
modeling purposes is obviously long enough. Furthermore, 
although the sample period to be used in the real-time closed-
loop control system will be shorter than the frame period, it 
will still be much longer than consumption settling time, 
otherwise the system overhead would be unbearable.   

Thinking on implementing a closed-loop automatic power 
regulation system, its stability is one of the characteristics that 
must be ensured apart from other technological issues. As a 
first approach, the simplest controller that can be used in closed 
loop is a P one [32]. If we call K the gain of this controller, the 
transfer function of the closed-loop system is M(z)=K/(z+K). 
Therefore, the critical gain which leads the system to instability 

is Kc=1. Then, the lower bound for the closed-loop system 
error in steady state is min(ess)=100/(1+ Kc)=50% [33], which 
is too high. In order to avoid this limitation and still keeping a 
classic linear controller, an integral action can be added to it. 

As a first and simple approach to the integral action, one 
can choose between a forward and a backward rectangular rule 
(FRR and BRR, respectively) [31]. Their corresponding Z 
transfer functions differ only on a zero in z=0, which appears 
in the second case. Hence, the zero-pole cancellation in a series 
of a BRR I controller and G(z) will enable shorter settling 
times than with a FRR I because the system dominant pole can 
be closer to z=0. 

Thus, considering the BRR option, the closed-loop pole of 
the system is pCL=1-KT, being again K the controller gain. Let 
us consider a sample period T of 100ms, which seems to be a 
good trade-off value for keeping reasonable overhead, 
immunity to jitter effects and frequency of control actions. For 
this period, the critical gain which leads the system to 
instability (pCL=-1) is Kc=20, whereas the gain for the shortest 
settling time (pCL=0) is K=10. This is the gain used for the I 
controller, which can be seen included into the Simulink block 
diagram of Figure 4. 

The block in Figure 4 between the controller and the plant 
is modeling the nonlinearity implied by the plant interface, 
which only admits 27 different levels, i.e., the 27 available 
OPPs. It is modeled as a quantization process, whose steps are 
defined by the average power estimation values shown in 
TABLE II. In order to limit the maximum quantization error to 
±step/2, the breakpoints are set in the midpoint between 
estimation levels. Since, for simplifying purposes, the plant 
model expects power levels as input values, the final 
implementation will include a module which translates each of 
the 27 average power estimation values into its corresponding 
OPP frequency as the input parameter for the cpufreq interface. 

The closed-loop diagram of Figure 4 also includes a 
disturbance input in order to test the capability of the system to 
react to disturbances on its controlled output. The disturbance 
input would simulate the effect of a consumption variation 
when the system is following the set point in steady state, due, 
for example, to a variation in the processor load.  

The disturbance input of Figure 4 can also be used to inject 
real estimation noise into the ideal signals of the Simulink 
model. For example, the third column of TABLE I represents 
average values of power estimation for each OPP but the actual 
estimation values do fluctuate around those averages, as can be 
distinguished in Figure 3. The estimation signal can be 
modeled in each OPP as a constant (its corresponding average 
value) plus a random-like “noise” with a maximum peak close 
to 9mW and zero mean. Figure 5 shows an example of this 
noise.  

TABLE I.  SELECTED EVENTS AND FUNCTIONALITY 

PAPI events Description 
L2_TCM Level2 total cache misses 
TLB_IM Instruction translation look aside buffer misses 
BR_TKN Conditional branch instruction taken 
SR_INS Store instructions executed 

TOT_CYC Total cycles 

TABLE II.  POWER ESTIMATION DATA FOR ALL OPPS 

No.a Cb Ec ed  No.a Cb Ec ed 
1 0.930 0.926 -0.34  15 1.225 1.222 -0.25 
2 0.985 0.982 -0.26  16 1.295 1.288 -0.47 
3 0.995 0.990 -0.46  17 1.315 1.313 -0.10 
4 1.005 1.005 0.05  18 1.330 1.326 -0.26 
5 1.025 1.020 -0.46  19 1.350 1.347 -0.16 
6 1.035 1.031 -0.40  20 1.370 1.361 -0.66 
7 1.055 1.046 -0.78  21 1.389 1.381 -0.60 
8 1.075 1.074 -0.05  22 1.409 1.400 -0.70 
9 1.095 1.092 -0.20  23 1.439 1.438 -0.13 
10 1.120 1.112 -0.70  24 1.449 1.447 -0.16 
11 1.140 1.137 -0.20  25 1.484 1.479 -0.38 
12 1.165 1.160 -0.36  26 1.504 1.502 -0.16 
13 1.180 1.173 -0.60  27 1.634 1.625 -0.58 
14 1.205 1.197 -0.63  a. OPP number; b. Average consumption (W) 

c. Average estimation (W); d. Relative error (%) 

Figure 4. Diagram of the system simulator with disturbance input. 

 
Figure 3. Estimated consumption for an OPP26 to OPP27 step. 
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VI. RESULTS 

The system simulator of Figure 4 has been tested for a 
number of set points and disturbances, mainly step shaped. It is 
worth noting that a step-shaped input would simulate a 
constant power desired for the system consumption (set point) 
or a sudden change in the system power consumption 
(disturbance). Therefore, the following results must be 
understood within a scenario in which the system is 
continuously consuming power, for instance in a video-
streaming application, which in turn is desired to be constant, 
regardless now of energy or QoE issues.  

As a summary, Figure 6 shows the system time response 
for a set-point step from OPP1 level to OPP15 level in t=0 and 
a disturbance step (undesirable and unexpected increase of 
consumption) of a 40% of the input step in t=0.5s. In that 
figure, it can be seen, on one hand, how if the OPP is changed 
at t=0, the power estimator would not reflect the corresponding 
consumption change until next sample period (t=0.1s). On the 
other hand, with the system consumption stable at OPP15 
level, the power estimator outputs a sudden consumption 
increase at t=0.5s, which keeps until the next sample time at 
t=0.6s. At that moment, the I controller detects the anomaly, 
i.e., a power consumption higher than desired, and corrects it 
immediately by decreasing its output to the plant (i.e., by 
setting a lower OPP). However, since the disturbance value 
implies that there is not any OPP which cancels exactly its 
effect, i.e., none OPP applied to the plant reaches a 
consumption equal to the target, the I controller makes the 
response oscillate. This oscillation in the system power 
consumption can be seen, on one hand, as an undesirable 

behavior of the system, given that the set point is not 
oscillating, or, on the other hand, as the only way the nonlinear 
control system can satisfy the set-point requirement, in 
average.  

If the disturbance input of Figure 4 is used to inject the 
characteristic noise of the power estimation (see Figure 5) and 
we let enough response time, the system output for an example 
set point equivalent to OPP15 level is the one shown in Figure 
7. In that figure, it can be seen how the system reaches a 
consumption with the average value of OPP15 (see TABLE II), 
as desired, but some glitches appear occasionally. What 
happens is that, due to the quantized input to the plant, the 
noise deviations cannot be corrected until the accumulated 
error in the I controller reaches an OPP breakpoint threshold. 
In that moment, perhaps the minimum action change, i.e., the 
next OPP level, is greater than needed, thus triggering the 
aforementioned glitches, whose levels correspond to the 
neighboring OPP values. This is one of the disadvantages of 
the I controller, which should be solved or minimized in the 
implemented system by applying specific corrective techniques 
or other types of controllers. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

A power consumption estimator, which estimates the power 
consumption of a video decoding application running in a 
commercial embedded development platform has been used to 
get a mathematical model of the consumption process. The 
estimator, which is based on PMC values and is sensitive to the 
active OPP, could be deployed in a wide range of systems 
without needing specific power monitoring hardware. From the 
mathematical model, classic analysis and design techniques 
have been applied to get a suitable controller able to keep track 
of the power consumption in closed loop. Prior to the 
implementation of the real-time control system, simulation 
results have proved the system stability and average regulation 
of power consumption according to the set point and in the 
presence of consumption variations and estimation noise. This 
paves the way for applying such closed-loop techniques to 
optimize the power consumption of multimedia hand-held 
devices. 

From now on, the real-time control system has to be 
implemented by feeding power estimations back. Then, its 
response will be contrasted with the simulation results 
presented in this paper. This will open the door to further 

 
Figure 5. Simulated noise to be added to the estimation signal. 

 
Figure 6. Closed-loop time reponse for an OPP1 to OPP15 input step 

and disturbance of 40% at t=0.5s. 

 
Figure 7. Closed-loop reponse for OPP15 target and noise disturbance. 
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improvements, such as the test of different controllers and 
design methods, or the suitable programming of a variable set 
point to achieve different objectives involving battery life time, 
QoE or performance parameters, among others, all related to 
the power optimization problem. Also, the test bed can be 
moved from uniprocessor to multiprocessor platforms, 
managing issues like load distribution or multiple power sinks. 
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